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FOREWORD

IntehnationanntentatuAat Education RepontA represents
an experimental effort by the OE Institute of International
Studies to share with professional staff members within the
Education Division of DHEW some recent information, ideas,
and resources in three selected areas of international/
intercultural education that are not otherwise sufficiently
provided for in ongoing reports or publications programs:

1. Educational exierience and perspectives from
other countries relevant to program priori-
ties in the Education Division of DHEW,

2. Concept, programs, and developments concern-
ing the intercultural dimensions in general
education in the United States, and

3. Foreign views cf American education.

From time to time, other material may be included for various
reasons.

These RepOU6 are intended to draw on the talents of
professionals throughout OE and NIE as well as on specializ-
ed knowledge outside our DHEW education agencies. The distri-
bution is primarily within the Education Division of DHEW,
but the material may also prove to be of interest to
colleagues in other Government agencies or in the educational
community outside the Government. This trial effort stems
largely from the initiative of Seymour M. Rosen, Louis J.
Setti, Raymond E. Wanner, Helen R. Wiprud, Margot A. Lyddane,
and their associates listed on page iii. These IIS staff mem-
bers have developed this first collection in addition to their
regular duties and assigned responsibilities and, in most
cases, largely on their own time.



In this trial run, lateknationatnnteAcultuital Education
Repo414 focuses on the current Federal priority of career edu-
cation. An interesting collection of articles report on
selected foreign initiatives and practices that may offer
relevant insights to U.S. planners in this field. The articles
do not attempt to provide full analyses of these activities,
but rather are intended to alert concerned American special-
ists about experience elsewhere. They offer enough information
and commentary so that our colleagues in career education
can--on the basis of their special expertise--determine
whether or not further examination is warranted. The articles
draw heavily on foreign sources and are well-documented with
references that provide useful starting points for any further
analysis.

Robert Leestma
A44ociate Commizzione4 04

Intennationat Education
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EDUCATION FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT

SOME RECENT TRENDS IN VOCATIONAL

AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN EUROPE1

It

WILLIAM W. RICKMAN,
P4004404 o6 Educa-
tionat Hiatoty and
Comparative Educa-
tion at the Univet-
aily o6 Pennhytva-
nia, received hi4
Ph.D. 6tom Nov Votk
Univmsity. He waz
the 64:44t p4e6ident
o6 the Companative
and Intetnationat

Education Society and became p4e4i-
dent again in 1967-68. He ha4 wtit-
ten mote than 100 books, a4ticte6,
and 4evieg4 on que6tion4 a66ecting
Ametican and intetnationat education,
and i4 a 6tequent gue4t-tectute4 at
Mexican and 6oteign univetsitiea.
Hi4 tateot 4tudie6 04 the 0156ice o6
Education inctude Educationat Re,..604m
and Renewal in Contempouity Spatn
and the 4epokt pupated 664 Ors
Careen Education Tadk Force (now in
NIE) on which the 6ottowing antic&
4:4 based.

There is a deep awareness in

other countries of the crucial need
for vocational education in relation
to the economy, society, and general
education. This awareness is evi-
denced by the various reforms all
over Europe and in other continents

as well. It will be recalled that
the Krushchev reform of 1958-64
stressed the role of polytechnical
training and multivrscational skills
in the Soviet Union. One of the
major focuses in the new educational
reform of Spain, frequently consid-
ered less developed economically
than many European countries, is
upgrading and modernizing all levels
of vocational and technical train-
ing. "Since the Second World Wart
and particularly during the past
decade [the 1960's), there has been
considerable expansion of technical
education and vocationally biased
courses in secondary schools," 2
states an English specialist cur-
rently teaching in Canada. The
signs of the times indicate that
this trend will continue--and pos-
sibly expand--in various parts of
the world as expectations and de-
m:rids for more "relevance" and prac-
ticality increase among broad seg-
ments of the population.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The study of any educational
problem or issue cannot be carried
on in an intellectual vacuum. Every
event has its antecedents, and it
is enlightening to consider the
backgrounds of a contemporary devel-
opment, so that one has some idea
of how and why things came to be as
they are. Obviously, it is not the
function of the present article to
delve extensively into historical
precedents: the best that can be
done is to remind the reader that

1
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there is a vertica' as well as a hor-
izontal dimension in vocational and
technical education.

Such an outstanding work as
Brubacher's on the history of edu-
cational problems finds relatively
little of significance tc say about
education toward careers. 3 Let it
be pointed out, however, that there
are a number of scholarly studies
and general works on the history of
vocational education from ancient
times onward, some of /hich concen-
trate on the United States.4 The
reader of history in this field soon
learns that there has not been a
clear demarcation in terminological
usage, with vocational education
regarded as more or less synonymous
with manual training and industrial
education.5

The importance of vocational
preparation for an active and
successful adult life was recognized
by all peoples from antiquity onward.
In actual practice, however, effi-
ciency tended to vary in accordance
with the determination of purpose,
expenditure of effort, and various
socioeconomic factors. An example
of undergirding vocational training
with the demands of moral principles
can be found in the Jewish tradition
from ancient times onwards. Thus,
the Talmud warns that "he who does
not teach his son a trade(in effect]
teaches him to become a robber."6

All through history, in Europe as
in the United States, apprenticeship
was the key approach toward import-
ing vocational skills. In a nuMber
of instances, this system comprised
more than vocations: it included
general education and character
training, as can be discerned from
an examination of indentures. And
if the indentured apprentices were
trained in narrow skills, there
were opportunities at times for
exposure to the "higher things" of

2

life, such as the lectures by the
Rev. William Ellery Channing which
were addressed to apprentices and
mechanics in the 1830's.7 No doubt,
by widening their horizons, sy-ft
lecturers may have inspired some
young persons to look for opportu-
nities to learn more advanced
skills.

Another interesting vocational
development was the modern. scien-
tific secondary school,the °a20n-
omack-Methemati4che Rea-Schute,
founded in 1747 by the Rev. Johann
Julius Hecker in Berlin. Hecker
was convinced that in this type of
school, young persons with more
talent for practical matters than
for higher learning could become
of value to society by mastering
commercial, artistic, agricultural,
industrial, and vocational subjectO

The impact of the Industrial
Revolution on the curriculum of
secondary and higher education in
different areas is too well known
to require more than passing men-
tion. The teaching and learning
skills developed by Johann Hein-
rich Pestalozzi and Philipp Eman-
uel von Fellenberg in Switzerland
exerted a powerful influence on
vocational and industrial educa-
tion throughout the 19th century in
East and West Europe, the United
States, Japan, and elsewhere.

. The excellence of the moscow
Imperial Technical School's exhibit
at the 1876 Philadelphia Centennial

Exposition, recognized by President
John D. Runkle of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, proved that
the Russians were capable of an edu-
cational Sputnik about three-quar-
ters of a century before they launch-
ed their space satellite. It was
Runkle's influence that gained ad-
herents in America for the Russian
principles of learning fundamental
skills separately before practic-
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ing them in workshops.
The period of World War II, with

all its crises, emergencies, stress-
.s, and strain'. was marked by the
introduction of ..ew and frequently
more efficient programs and devices
for more accelerated training and

retraining in vocational .nd indus-
trial skills. Very like]. , it was
this experience that was applied to

vocational and industrial education
in the secondary and higher educa-
tional programs of many countries.
The need for civilian and rehabili-
tative training resulted in expan-
sion of adult vocational education.
The advent of automation in the post-
war period was still another factor
influencing the direction of voca-
tional studies in various areas.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
EDUCATION IN COMPARATIVE

F.RSPECTIVE

Reports ..)n vocational and tech-
nical education in various countries
have been published since the late
19th century, but comparative ana-
lyses and interpretations have been
rathv- rare and recent. Although
' omparative education has been cul-
tivated as a field of study, instruc-
tion, and research for some time, it
has "rarely made more than passing
reference to technical education,
and then only as a9relatively unim-
portant fringe." Such an omis-
sion has been an unfortunate fact
of the development of comparative
education. It might be explainable,
even if not fully forgivable, on the
ground that, on the one hand, most
comparative educators have had little
vocational experience and less know-
ledge, and on the other, specialists
in vocational and technical education
seldom have possessed the necessary
background and languages to under-
stand the oontext in which these pro-

grams operate.
Even with pertinent preparation,

it is not at all convenient to com-
pare vocational-technical training
internationally.

Inc _,rarzat1 n 0 t.Ntin:-.ol 10

IS No,e complex man tha 01 or,r31

at ir, -a!,cs rte ntry comparisons

.v5r, ro.e diHicu:t. fie pr:rli; cause of r 1s

cemplexiti te varioJ content of tpch-

nic:711 and vocational ,ducation, wric;- ly its very

nucc.3.!--Litcs many nt. r-aricnes 01

,tno..ocr !actor is tie ,xtstencc Ur

-r7an1/.at1.nal autharttls: In ,ddiLt n

to t I; o. educe. n other air ra-

t:v, ..re o.ton r vnLed, ;Lyon t!,,,

o,- . 6re d het.t], co errnt.d vcrat.

in.nne or another of the
10

In the first place, technical and
vocational schools teach different
subjects and apply different stand-
ards of instruction. Moreover,
there is no definite demarcation be-
tween what is considered a secondary
level of training in one country and
a higher level in another. Among
the other difficulties is that many
schools are part-time. In view of
these considerations, the O.E.C.D.
report warns specifically against
"any outright comparison of trends"
in vocational and technical

11
education

in the member countries.
To continue on a negative note,

"even now, for many administrators
and even educators, vocational and
technical training is an unknown
territory. Moreover, the expert in
the subject, though he may be thor-
oughly familiar with the complex-
ities of his own country's system
of training, often has little idea
of what goes on across the neighbor-
ing frontier." 12 Such a situation,
it can well be understood, results
from the variety and complexity of
training programs of different lev-
els, all of which are affected by
the context of tradition and society.
And yet, "a comparative study to

3
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improve cooperation in this field
of activity across international
boundaries has become a functional
necessity." ' Recent developments
in the employment practice in Europe
whereby workers of several national
origins migrate to an industrial
country (the Gadtahbeite4 in West
Germany, for example), indicate the
need for a more precise understand-
ing of educational and vocational
backgrounds.

What would seem to be desirable
is an expansion of the study of com-
parative vocational-technical educa-
tion. This would involve collabora-
tion between the technical special-
ists and those in the field of com-
parative education.

TRENDS AND ISSUES

Combining Vocational and
Technical Education with
General Education

Several elements are common to
the "career education" programs of
England, France, Federal Republic
of Germany, the Netherlands, Poland,
Sweden, and Yugoslavia. First,
there is an unmistakable trend to-
ward coupling general education with
vocational training programs. Al-
though the links between the two
forms of education have locen "very
tenuous" until recently, it is
evident that many persons of diverse
backgrounds concerned with preparing
skilled workers have become increas-
ingly aware of the humanistic
nature of their task. A worker, no
matter in what field, is first and
foremost a person, a human being. As
such, he has to have a general educa-
tion in terms of his humanity and is
not to be regarded as a trained and
hired hand. A functionally illiter-
ate worker is an anomaly in a world
where new things and processes dev-
4

elop almost daily, and adaptations
to changing work and soc'_al situa-

tions have to be made. Retraining
and advanced training often require
reading, thinking, and interpretive
skills if any efficiency is to be
attained. It no longer seems logic-
al--or even economically wise--to
put the young to work before they
have obtained a solid basic educa-
tion, which in recent years has come
to mean secondary-level schooling.
Furthermore, in these times, inade-
quately educated employees become a
liability to the industrial and eco-
nomic development of a country.

In this connection, one may note
the persistence of the prejudice
that general education is "intrinsic-
ally superior to vocational or tech-
nical education." In some circles,
it is recognized that it is inconceiv-
able that

...in our predosinant4 scientific and tech-

nical society a man slay be educated without
learning something of the technical asrec:s of
social and economic life; socalled 'general'

studies will therefore have to include a Lech,
nical part. As a result the difference in

character of tho two kinds of education will
diminish progressively. This is what the Swe,
dish cocept of the comprehensive sclool promises.lb

To this might be added the example
of the East European Socialist or
Communist countries, which have emr
phasized the role of polytechnical
training in overall development of
the individual, in line with Marx-
ist theory. 17

Related to this issue is the pres-
tige of predominately technical
schools vi4-a-vi4 traditionally
academic institutions. Not only
educators but also parents continue,
in many cases, to express bias
against education in a vocational or
technical institution. However, since
World War /I, in several countries
(e.g., Germany) assiduous alumni of
vocational-technical educational pro-
grams are beginning to be allowed to
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pass into higher technical and aca-
demic streams. perhaps, in due
time, as alternate paths make higher
education more easily accessible to
more persons, invidious distinctions
wilA tend to melt away.

One possible explanation of the
foregoing phenomenon is the dichot-
omy between training and education
in method and content. So long as
it remains, it is likely that the
vocational-general issue may not be
resolved so easily and so soon.

Cooperation Between Schools and
Industry

Another development in the several
countries is the close cooperation
between various institutional
components in technical education.
This has been pointed up with abund-
ant evidence in a study prepared by
the International Centre for Research
into Vocational Training (CIRF, Gen-
eva) for the O.E.C.D. This study,
which covered Belgium, West Germany,
the Netherlands, and the United King-
dom, showed varying patterns of
collaboration, such as vocational
schools with industrial plants and
workshop-schools established within
firms and drawing upon outside tea-
chers for general education. 18
Reports of collaborative activities
between schools and industry through-
out Europe are common.

Even more, cooperation is the
essential element in any effective
program f vocational-technical edu-
cation in any particular country. In
point of actual fact, there is a
consensus among informed persons that
the problems of industrial training
can only be solved "through some
kind of partnership between educat-
ionists, employers, eNloyees, and
public authorities." Specifically,

...what is needed 18...A co-ordinated syste-
policies at natior,01 level *Hcl. Aill d, 1 witf .
voca ional cluician hods c.f rt.,rui rr-,,
content of pre-occuFat iohal tr
t. mining, and the exarninat ior Ey f.t

two functio,,sthnFo of select 1

cat ion. 20

Such coordination need not hif:
accompanied by centralization and
control at the center of the country.
On the contrary, there are some
tendencies toward decentralization
even in countries where the Western
democratic ideal does not dominate
society and political thought. In
any event, it is reasonable to argue
in behalf of a coordinated system
that can facilitate employment, re-
training, and other aspects of the
manpower situation.

An example of national-local co-
operation between educational and
industrial manpower agencies can be
found in Sweden.

As a UNESCO report points out,
"vocational training in Sweden has
had the benefit of much cooperative
planning and action on the part not
only of the public authorities but
particularly ol the representatives
of industry." 41 Since 1944, the
Joint Vocational Trainin5 Council
(Akbet4MaJtknadert4 VhkeShad), formed
by the Swedish Employers' Federa-
tion and the Federation of Trade
Unions, has been reviewing vocation-
al training, initiating policies,
cooperating with public and private
organizations, and performing other
functions. Of special importance
has been the cooperation with the
Board of Vocational Training (Oveh-
atyket4en 664 V4ke4utbitdning), a
unit of the General Board of Educa-
tion (SkahveutyketAen) in the Min-
istry of Education (Eckte4itatik-
deparamentet). Although the Board
of Vocational Training is responsible
for "controlling, inspecting and, to
some extent, standardizing vocation-
al education throughout Sweden, the

5
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initiative in setting up new voca-
tional schools lies with the munici-
palities, or, in some cases, with
individual industries, or with large
industrial groupings." 22

Training for Adaptability

The question of general vocational
skill as against specialized skills
comes up frequently in the literature.
Training in the special skills bears
immediate fruit, both to the worker
and to the employer. However, in an
age of rapid obsolescence of trades
and even industries, it becomes a

rather serious matter if large num-
bers of workers are rendered indus-
trially impotent within a short time.
Crash programs may prove too costly
and inefficient in the long run.
The idea of general technical and
vocational skills, whereby the
worker may adapt himself with rela-
tive ease to a new type of work, has
been proposed at various
the different countries.
to a solution appears in
document prepared by the
Educational Research and

times in
One approach
a recent
Centre for
Innovation of

of the O.E.C.D. This report notes
the problems resulting from changes
in the labor market.

...But these changes are bound to become more
marked and more frequent with the acceleration of
technological progress, and the difficulties in

forecasting occupational structures, already con-
siderable, will become much more daunting. As a
result, there will be an even greater need than
at present for a flexible educational system ca-
pable of adapting itself at short notice to the

exigencies of technological change and of offer-
ing the right kind of training to the right
people. Though ,,he remedy may lie, partly, in a
rethinking of the content and objectives of pre-
sent forms of education, aimed not only in train-
ing people in new techniques, but also at retrain..
ing those whose skills become inadequate to cope
with constantly changing techniques. 23

6

Planning for Manpower Needs

Before World War II, industrial
training was regarded as a reronsi-
bility and concern of the indistiial
sector. Since Morld War IT, however,
the problem of acquiring an aicquate
supply of skilled manpower has become
the subject of considerable thought
in most countries. A consensus seem-
ed to develop that skilled manpower
was a national resource of the first
importance, a basic capital invest-
ment.

The vAlue of ecr..-at io:,a1

is reco,,iniied, and overnment ;Tending on thi

form of education cin be justified on national

grounds. lenlel" is trait.ing thoughtAto bene

fit only employer. It benefit:, all.

The growing awareness in govern-
ment and in the private sector of
the mutual dependence of the various
parts of the economic system has led
to the consideration of firmer fin-
ancing and more effective planning
of vocational-technical training pro-
4rams. In several instances, thought
has also been given to the relation
of technical instruction to the other
aspects of society and education.

While the need for cooperation is
apparent, particularly in relation to
national manpower requirements, there
is some sentiment to avoid "the temp-
tation to adjust the education system
to the employment situation." 25 The
reasoning underlying this attitude
is that employment forecasting is
subject to margins for error which
become wider at the regional level.
Nor is the demand for particular
knowledge and skills in the different
occupational fields foreseeable. In
fact,

...to gear education to employment would be

to preclude all advancement and evolution and
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This viewpoint would seem to -all
for flexible policy with regard to
the relation between education and
onploynent. As comprehensive pub-
lication of the Council for Cultural
Co-operation of the Council of Curare
sees it, the school must fulfill four
important functions: occupatitnal
training, basic education, 'teach-
ing how to take edvahtage of outof-
school possibilities (the parallel
school of informal education),' and
"putting the future adAt in a pos
ition both of being able and of want-
ing to continue to educate himself
after his school life and to further
his own development and the anfold-
ing of his personality.' 27

Amid the understandable enthusiasm
for vocationeltechnical training,
it would be helpful to remember that
it is not the beall and endall of
the educational effort, but rather
one part of it, however significant.
This arrears to be the message cow
veyed by the important and influent-
ial Council of Europe. This thought
should be weighed with care. it also
suggests that ample consideration
should be given to the functions of
guidance and adult (or lifelong or
permanent) education in relation to
vocation..

Development of Guidance noivlcoo

An integral part of vocational-
technical training is guidamoe
before, during, and after. Several
countries have organised guidance
services of vary) ,, types. Infor
motion on occupations is presented
through printed matter, radio, film.,
and television. .6.4 state of dowel
opnent is different for the various
veuntsi.-s, as are ffeetivemees

and the u-to-lateness f the c4t,vr
data. similarly, the administration
and organisation of guidance, end

the preparation of the counselors.
are not of uniform level in ¶.
lAiropean countries.

An interesting example of long-
established guidance service is the
Youth employment service, establish-
ed in England in 1144. The Service
offers career guidance on vglu:,-
tary basis to youth about to

school. Operating both on a centra-
lised and decentralised basis, it
is administered nationally on joint
haste by the Central Youth Hoploy-
sent Executive (under the Secretary
of State for Employnest and Produc-
ti/ity) and the Department of rduca-
tion and Science, and locally by the
local eAscation aulhoritiPs.

Each secondary school and local
educational system has the function
of providing each young man or KOWA
in its area with the best possible
information and encouragement to
e mbark upon satisfying vocational
career, in terms of his or her
intermits and oompetencies.

The Youth nmploymemt Service has
been criticised for mot :iving
e ufficilitly to the alas and expec
tatione of its sp, ours, aiLh,yugh the
*alp given young people by the S6r-
vice represented more than any siniln
teacher could offer la secondary
school. As the growing intermit ii
secondary school programs of soarper
orientation' and guidance suggests,
the potential for this type of ser-
vice remains strong.

One suggestion toward improvement
is to intensify the guidance programs
in the years .'ed through higher
level trainini ,n vocational infor
motion, (levy eewnt, decisionisaking,
and ooureelin., for school guidance
personnel. 'It is only now that
such people are 4.wesie, available
for the filet time is lirstaisi It

7
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remains to be seen what roles they
will be allotted in British schools
and the effectiveness with which
they will be able to fulfill these
roles." 26

We need to study carefully all
aspects of career guidance within
the framework of the entire educaa.
tional system. The cooperation of
the mass media and other elements of
the society and culture will be
needed to disseminat --with dispatch
and specificityrecent, live Inform-
ation on the requirements and avail-
ability of occupations. There can
be little doubt that both the voca-
tional teacher and the guidance coun-
selor are key figures in the field
of career education. This means
that the educational and the socio-
economic systems should pay careful
attention to the selection, prepare..
tion, assignment, and inservice
development of these persons.

The seven countries in the full
study--Bngland, the Federal Republic
of Germany, France, the Uotherlaels.
Poland, Swedes, and Yugoslaviaa'
devote some attemtiom, at least, to
the vocational interests and needs
of adults on the various levels.
This is accomplished by government,
education, and industry, individually
or in combination. There are many
prOblese involved in training adults,
whether before or during employment.
Solutions or eseerimestal efforts
have been undertaken in turopean
countries, and some seem to have had
much success.

Not commonly discussed in the
writings on adult vocational educa-
tion is the &WINOS function. In
most case, the vadance ~vices
seem to emphasise the needs of pupils
and students at school. And yet, it
would appeals that, if vocational
training is to be effective elOr the
mottos at large, adequate Widows
programa should be provided for all
S

concerned. Such programs wou.i
tall for more published materials
adapted to the backgrounds and nerds
cif adults, plus the pre;aration of
individuals equipped with the know-
ledge, patience, and skills tc deal
with adults of different ages and
experience. 10 Adequate adult
guidance would seen to be a prime
necessity in upgrading and expand-
ing any national program of voca
tional education in an age of frequent
technological and commercial change.

WOKING TO THE FUTURE

There are signs that educators
and others are moving toward con-
sensus on some broad aspects of
vocational training, as, for example,
the final report of the internation-
al regional trade union seminar con-
voked in 1964 in Paris by the 0.E.C.D.
There was general agreement that
"vocational training in the future
should only start after a period of
broader general secondary education,"
"post 'school' industrial training
should be broadly based and accompa-
nied by continuation of general
education," "employees should be
provided with opportunities for con-
tinued training and education through-
out their working life," and "organ-
isations should be structured so as
to offer opportunities for job satis-
factioe and NI. upward mobility of
employees." 34

The delegates, who represented
'Belgium, West Germany, the Nether-
lands, Sweden, Bwitserland, and the
United Kingdom, also agreed that
educators, trade unionists, and
employers share joint responsibility
for cooperation in the planning and
development of general and vocation-
al technical education through new
techniques and institutions. Special
strAss is to De Lail, according to
the seminar, on
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I t Tdr ()*( I ra., I Cl WO: tu.it.t-
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Firovimt the further wi ining of thei oduc"st tor,.'
arid trait.iri9 gar be tom 10rib.

Trade unions are criticized for
concentrating on traditional collec-
tive bargaining demands and for hav-
ing given "insufficient priority to
the role of education and training
not recognizing that it may well have
a greater effect on the improvement
of living standards than wage bar..
gaining."33 The seminar reminded
trade unions that 1980 was just
around the corner and that plans
and decisions should be made well
before that date.

It should not be assumed that
only trade unions require urging
toward action. Although the litera-
ture does not abound with such self-
criticisms by other groups who are
concerned with technical and vocat-
ional training, it is safe to say
that planning and decisionmaking
can well be considered by all organ-
izations and institutions dealing
with career preparation.

In conclusion, it would be appro-
priate to quote pertinent passage
from 1964 report issued jointly
by UNESCO and the International
Labor Organisation:

lfchniC11111 and vor Ion .1 ICIIJCatiOr should be
an i teqral part of an over-..11 system of
lion end, due enr, i der it ion ehould br
given it, it cultural content. It niiuuld dr,
owe than train an individual for i given
occiab.., ion by providing the person, ooncorptql
with tcr riecebbary skills and theoretical know-
ledge; it should also, in conjunction with y ..
oral education, provide for the development
personality trod character and foster the c.v.,*
ity for understanding, isidewwiwnt, N11 Nuprr'.-

t: ion -Ind atlai tart tor. to 1., hr,
this ow:, the cot urtil ,,t t.

iOnal cdUCat ,t
ley._ 1 that the i!, I
technical and / c, 1.,LIV: I 1%.!1 doe rt,,t
etifL tirade' i it -trio

Technology and commerce, under
these principles, are regarded as
means, not ends. Man cannot fulfill
his potential unless the ends are
carefully considered along with the
means. At the time when career edu-
cation and guidance are receiving
considerable attention in the United
States, it would be well to take
note of the concerns expressed by
the international bodies of educators
and others interested in furthering
occupational study and practice. In
the words of a leading American spe-
cialist, "the future almost certain-
ly portends a co-mingling of learn-
ing, labor, and leisure over the
lifetime c;: the individual."35
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A FRENCH APPROACH J CAREER FDUCATION1

RAYMOND E. WANNER
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tiatives in education o6 the soc4at-
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which the 6oltowing atticte ih adapt-
ed), he se4ves as editok o6 Wen tetra
Eunovan Education and i4 pkeTrAngpW
a -3tudy Oredacatcov in 11th cen -twu.

Eutope.

On July 16, 1971, the French Na-
tional Assembly adopted new legisla-
tion on technological and continuing
education that is bold, far reaching,
and of considerable interest to Amer-
ican educators working to develop
models of Career Education. 4

This legislation, part of the wide-
ranging renewal of French education
underwmy since 1959, was given parti-
cular mpetus by the student disor-
ders May 196a, which convinced
French :fficials *that the ever-widen-
inc zda, between .assroom and career

Education for Career Development

had to be bridged. The new laws arc
not completely original, in concert,
1:_-orperating as they do certain pro-
visions of earlier legislation on
technological and continuing educa-
tion promulgated since 1959. 3 They
are, however, a dramatic new -xpre:i-
sion of a long tradition cf .-artier
and vocational education in France
that extends back at least tc the
guilds of the Middle Ages.

INCREASING THE PRESTIGE OF V -ATTON-
AL AND TECHNICAL EDUCAT1

The framers of the new 1-7:-lation
have attempted to come to aril, real-
istically with the fact that, :lradi-
tionally in France as in the tim_l.ted

States, it has been difficult L in-
terest students or their parentts in
technological and vocational educa-
tion. Former French Minister at
Education Olivier Guichard has ob-
served, however, that, as France ap-
proaches the 21st century, general
culture cannot suffice where compe-
tence and specific skills are needed.4
Moreover, in a world that is techno-
logically oriented, there can be no
true zulture without a certain under-
standing of the uses of technology.
"Everyone knows this," said Guichard,
"but the logical consequences of it
have not been drawn, and so it must
be done by law. In stating clearly
that the education of our children
must provide them with some profes-
sional competence and that this im-
plies necessarily a certain techni-
cal and scientific sophistication,
you [the National Assembly) will
transform what is already an objec-
tive fact into a requirement vi law."
The Fifth Republic dad, it fa.-t. state
in th, new lebl-lation that it 7ahnsi-

ders responsibilities to pinuivide
contiammg professional and technolo-
gical -lineation "une obligation aa-

." 6
To interest students in tech..:010-
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u .; v, .._ation
dispel the prejudices against it, the
new law provides for better dissemi-
nation of information about care,,is
in industry, technology, and t
crafts. Each school is requiree
offer its students guidance ant. n-
seling services and provide the: rh

up-to-date information about U.... ..-

ture of such jobs and the trairma
programs for them that are avai...44
in the schools. 7 Furthermore, :ou.-
selors are to give students prcle.---
tions of future employment poss:...t 1-

ities in these fields .T1 the 11=1-. of
the most recent sour al ,,ad econow._.:

factors affectin- tnem. From 4th
grade on, intv-. tor, courses the
role of econ-r.r. and technoloc- .n
society (tele ,;:, eCOnom4...;.
et 4ociate et initiation tc.,
tog4que) arc to be given to al: pu-
pils. 8 Minister of Education Umi-
chard personally encouraged adevtion
of these courses -3 Assistant Secre-
tary for Education, S. P. Marland, Jr,

underscored the importance of in-
struction such as this when he ie-
scribed it as teaching "...survival
skills--the interpersonal and organi-
zational understanding without which
one simply cannot exist in a modern
nation-state.... 10

DIPLOMA EQUIVALENCIES

There is little doubt that t-e new
laws of July 1971 give much mor- than
cosmetic attention to the rather pe-
destrian face of technological -td

vocational education. They att 'met
to better the image by improvin tine

product.
Article 10 of the orientatior _mow

(No. 71-577) is of particular signi-
ficance. It requires the Ministry of
Education to establish equivalencies
between diplomas in general academic
courses and those in programs of t4-7--
nological and vocational studies.
equivalencies will permit trained
16

technicians and workers to citntl.fy
for certain positions of lub11.- -m-
ployment that formerly had be. r.

able only to hollers of acad.,'
plomas. Morecver, the law 1,rtv.
that the possession of a diploma in
technical education can be reeu red
for acceptance in certain pub'L- po-
sitions or for the pursuit of et main
studies. 11 These provisions are re-
presentative of the French Government's
willingness to use its bureaucratic
power to reinforce and implement its
commitment to broaden prevailing corti-

cepts of professional preparation and
iareer education.

Of special interest to the prac-
tical minded is the stipulation in
article 8 that technological and vo-
cational diplomas may carry the nota-
tion that upon completion of training
the graduate demonstrate his ability
to practice his professional skill in
an up-to-date manner. Also the con-
cept of the "educational raincheck"
enables the holder of certain diplomas
and certificates to return to school
periodically throughout his career
without loss of academic credit or
standing. Under the provisions of
the new law, the student would be
paid during this further training and
Study and would enjoy the same status
and privileges under law as other stu-
dents. 12 Special programs of study
and professional formation would be
available for him in technical schools,
in university-level institutes, in a
formal apprenticeship, or in programs
of continuing education.

IMPROVEMENT IN TEACHER STAIU:

basal 2ualifications

In an attempt to improve the s itus

of teachers in vocationai schools, the
new laws state that all Achers
general academic subjec- 're to en-
joy the same profesnion, status



whether they teach in academic high
schools or technical schools. 13 Teach-
ers in both kinds of schools are to
have the same qualifications, receive
the same salary, and have the same
opportunities for professional ad-
vancement. Instructors specializing
in industrial and technical subjects
must have a professional standing in
their field equal to that of their
academic colleagues. They are re-
quired, moreover, to take special
courses in teaching methods and to
maintain professional contacts. Some
commentators see the Government's
willingness to accept the recruitment
and salary expense of such highly
skilled teachers as a measure of its
commitment to upgrading vocatli:nal
and technological education.

Teaching Leave

Interestingly enough, the law pro-
vides for skilled workers and techni-
cians to receive, at their request,
teaching leave (congf en4e4gtement)
during which they may give courses
of instruction in their specialty
either in industry-based training pro-
grams or in technical schools.15This
provision of law strengthens the work-
ing relationship between industry
and the schools and helps provide a
source of teacher-practitianers who
are often in short supply. It is also
of particular interest to educational
planners because the salary expense
of these specialized instructors,
which can be considerable, are shared
by school authorities and industry.

GOVERNMENT LIAISON WITH
BUSINESS ANL IND['TRY

The French Government seems gen-
uinely interested in using the know-
ledge and expertise of the tA.siness
and industrial community in planning
programs of career education. To as-
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sure that they remain responsive to
the real needs of society, govern-
mental- industrial teams periodically
review existing programs of vocation-
al and technical education in terms
cf changes in society and new scien-
tific, technological, ecronomic,and
socia] developments. 16

This cooperation is organized on
the highest administrative level by
an Interministerial Committee (cemite
Ite.ImiatOtia) of which the Prime
Minister is chairman and the Minister
of Education vice chairman, and by a
standing committee of high-level exe-
cutives (Gtou)'e Pcvnavttc d Hauts
Fonctiolutiles) whcse chairman is ap-
pointed by the Prime Minister. These
committees are assisted by advisory
councils on the national, regional,
and departmental levels composed of
representatives from government, in-
dustry, organized labor, education,
and family and welfare associations.
The councils formulate governmental
policy on career education and decide
which private initiatives in vocation-
al and technological education arc to
be state approved and thus eligible
for funding.

The existence of such councils on
the regional and departmental level
(a provision of the law which enjoyed
wide support in the Chamber of Depu-
ties)17 expresses a deepening inter-
est in decentralization recently
shown by French officials.19 Educators
and industrial planners are hopeful
that if these advisory bodies func-
tion properly, school-based and other
programs of career education will, in
fact, respond to the real and not the
imagined needs of French society.

In this respect, it is important
to note M. Guichard's insistence that
however specialized a trainee's pro-
qram of study, or however responsive
that program is to current needs, he

to be given enough humanist c and
cleric, al education to enable him, at

17
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some later date, to continue his study
or even to change careers.

RENEWED APPRENTICESHIP

The new law of July 1971 defines
apprenticeship as a form of education
whose purpose is to give younger work-
ers who have satisfied minimum aca-
demic requirements a general, theore-
tical, and practical training with a
view toward obtaining professional
qualification attested by a certifi-
cate of technical instruction. This
trainin% which is covered by a con-
tract, will be obtained partly in a
business and partly in a center for
apprenticeship training. 2C'

By incorporating the apprenticeship
program into the general context of
career education, officials hope to
improve its quality and to give ap-
prentices (youths 16 to 20 years of
age) greater legal protection. The
new stipulations governing appren-
ticeship will go into effect over a
period of 5 years beginning July 1,
1972.

In order to avoid the "dumping
ground" image apprenticeship programs
have often had in the past, young
people entering them will be requir-
ed to have completed 9 years of com-
pulsory general education. Should a
student not have completed the 9th
grade for academic or other reasons,
he will be required to take a special
1-year preparatory course before be-
ginning his apprenticeship.

The relationship of the apprentice
to his employer will be formalized by
a contract which will assure him of a
program of professional training lead-
ing to a recognized diploma. This is
one of the key elements of the new
law since it guarantees to each French
youth the right to at least a minimum
level of professional training.

Employers are considered by the law
to be more or less An Loco paAeliti4
18

and are "...obligated to contac' the
parents or guardians of a minor ap-
pr,mtice when he is ill or absent,r
in any other event that might occa-
sion their intervention."Jarhey are
not permitted to take on new appren-
tices unless they can assure them
places in an approved training cen-
ter and must pay a wage equal to the
level determined by an advisory com-
mittee of labor and business experts.

The Government considers the
apprenticeship system an important
point of contact and cooperation
with business and industry in the
training of young workers. Conseq-
uently, the Government assumes most
of its costs.

The Workman's Sabbatical

Perhaps the most interesting
provisions of the new legislation
are those granting workers time off
to attend Government approved pro-
grams of continuing education (coltge
ptmation). "All during their active
life, salaried workers...who wish
to take training courses approved
by the state...have the right, upon
making a formal request to their
employer, to take time off." 22 The
time off, which can extend up to 1
year, is "company time"; that is to
say, it is considered as time on
the job. The employee continues,
during his period of training, to
receive his salary and build up
vacation, seniority, and fringe
benefits. During this period, the
Government pays part of his salary. 23
Mbst,workers are eligible for the
Lenge 6oAlmation after 2 years on the
yob. Even this requirement is waiv-
ed for young workers between 16 and
20 years of age who have neither a
professional certificate nor a con-
tract of apprenticeship. Holders of
vocational-technical diplomas or
asiversity degrees must wait until
their diplomas are at least 3 years



old before they are eligible for
further training.

The workman's sabbatical is in-
tended not only to assure an initial

minimum vocational preparation for

the young but also, and especially,

to provide for workingmen through-

,.it their careers realistic possi-

bilities for continuing professional
education and personal growth. By

using his sabbatical leaves intelli-

gently, a workingman will be able to
continue his formal education lit-
erally until the day he retires.

The Government has committed its

financial backing and administra
tive support to the following kinds
of training programs:

1. Transitional and preventive.

Both of these training courses are
open to persons less than 18 years

of age. The purpose of the tran-

Ational program is to prepare sala-
ried workers 24 whose employment has
been interrupted because of job
requirements of a differing nature,
and to allow owners of farms and

unsalaried members of their families

(or members of unsalaried, nonagri-
cultural occupations) to enter new

lines of occupational activity. The

preventive program is designed to
reduce the risk of workers becoming
disqualified and threatened with
dismissal because they have not been
trained in new techniques and organ-
izational structures. It prepares

workers for a change of activity,
either within the framework of the
same company or elsewhere.

2. Adaptational. The purpose of

these courses is to give workers pre-
sently employed and paid by their
company (especially young people with

a professional certification) "easier
access- to their present job or to a
new job.

3. For occupational advancement.
Open both to salaried and to unsal-
aried employees, these courses help
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to increase the level of employees'
qualifications.

4. For maintaining or improving
knowledge. Open to salaried employees
under a work contract or to unsalaried
employees, these courses help employ-
ees maintain or improve their present
qualifications and cultural level.

5. For preliminary instruction,
training, or preparation for a pro-
fessional livelihood or specializa-
tion. These courses are open to
young people from 16 to 18 years of
age who have no work contract. 25

It is the responsibility of the
ColiSeit d'Eat to establish proce-
dures for using the congf tiokmation.2F
Employers may stagger the leaves of
employees so as to disrupt normal
business procedures as little as pos-
sible. They may also enter into a
tripartite agreement (ConVCntiOn de
liotmation pholie44iOnnetie) with the
training center and the Government
to determine the precise length and
content of the courses offered, the
methods of teaching and evaluation,
and the percentage of the costs that
each party will pay.27

Sharing the Costs

The costs of providing programs of
continuing professional education are
borne for the most part by the Nation-
al Government with some obligatory
participation by industry. The nature

and extent of the Government's role
is partially determined by the recom-
mendations of the Interministerial
Committee for Vocational and Techno-
logical Education arrived at after
deliberation and consultation with
appropriate professional and labor

organizations. Governmental assis-
tance takes such forms as assuming
construction and equipment costs,
supporting the organizational and
operating expenses of the training
centers, and totally or partially

19
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remunerating he student-workers
who take the courses.

Private enterprise is also re-
quired by law, however, for reasons
both pragmatic and ideological, to
participate in the costs of these
expanded educational opportunities.
In the first place, the financial
assistance of industry, even on a
limited scale, helps offset the enor-
mous costs of this program to the
state. And secondly, the Government
wishes labor and business to become
"social partners" with government
(dens pcmtecti4e4 60eiauA) and as-
sume a joint responsibility for pro-
viding programs of continuing edu-
cation to those who need them. Go-
vernment spokesmen are attempting to
convince businessmen not only that
they have a social responsibility
to their workers but also that money
spent in training employees is one
of the soundest investments a busi-
ness can male. 28

Specifically, each business of 30
or more employees will be required
to contribute to the support of con-
tinuing education programs. In 1972
this tax will amount to .8 percent of
the annual payroll. By 1976 the per-
centage will rise to 2 percent of the
payroll. Employers who provide "in-
house" educational programs for em-
ployees, expend funds in sending them
to training centers, or contribute
to approved organizations dedicated
to furthering vocational, technical,
and professional education can have
all or part of this tax refunded. 29
It is thus advantageous for an em-
ployer to encourage his employees
to pursue the training programs for
which they are eligible since he gets
in return both a tax rebate and ad-
vanced training for his work force

Interestingly enough, business
enterprises of more than 50 employees
Are required to present evidence to
jovernmental offcials that their
boards of lirectors have seriously

20

discussed the whole quertion of fur-
ther education for employees and made
some determination as to what company
policy on this matter will be.3°

SOME RELATED THOUGHTS

This new French experience in con-
tinuing vocational education may sug-
oest certain areas of further research
that American educators interested in
career education may wish to investi-
y,te. The normal caveats of cross-
cultural and cross-national compari-
sons and borrowings are, of course,
invoked.

To the degree that it is possible
in a decentralized system of school
administration, officials might ex-
plore the possibility of establishing
a series of nationally recognized vo-
cational and technological diplomas
not unlike the hierarchy of coutt6k-
cittz, buvetA, and dipaMe4 that give
official sanction to a French youth's
professional competence. American
efforts in this direction--such as
the Educational Testing Service's
national test for the certification
of auto mechanics now under develop-
ment--as well as French and other
foreign models could serve as points
of departure for further research. It
is possible that by earning official
diplomas such as these and thus ac-
quiring more visible professional
certification, workmen might gain a
feeling of personal achievement and
a sense of professional pride that is
at present, perhaps, not possible.
There would also be in such a pro-
gram a built-in element of consumer
protection, since the public would
be assured of certain minimum stan-
dards of achievement for all "certi-
fied workmen." Equivalencies be-
tween these vocational and technolo-
gical certificates and the tradition-
al academic diplomas would be estab-
lished so that Civil Service and
other jobs requiring traditional



academic credentials much as a high
school diploma or a college degree
would be open to all who had reach-
ed a predetermined level of "career
education."

Another idea that merits close at-
tention is the "workman's bbatienl"
Ic Age kt (tiv0.31 one m.,,ht en-
vision, for example, a situation in
which young people might not be
obliged to remain in school for 9
or 10 oonsecutive years, but miy't
leave somewhat earlier, after ob....kin-
in() some minimum vocational qualifi-
cation,with the right to rets-t. it
no colt whenever in the future they
might choose to do so. They would
be allowed to resume their education
on a full or part-time bailie at least
until their credit of state-gurn-
teed free education had been exhaus-
ted.

If vocational programs were per-
mitted to begin on the 6th-, 7th-, or
8th -grade level, and if workers were
truly guaranteed paid time off from
their jobs at some future date to con-
tinue their education, a flexible con-
cept of compulsoiy education such
this would be possible without in any
way posing a threat ,o the rights of
the young to an education. Such
concept would, in fact, have the ad-
vantage of providing the student with
marketable kill while respecting

hie individual learning patterns; and
would give him, in addition, a real
option to decide when he was ready for
more advanced general education or vo-
cational training. It would be possi-
ble to str-cture and integrate the
.course and training programs offered
so that the student need never, at any
time in his life, meet an academic or
professional dead end. Such a program
could conceivably have the further ad-
vantage of defusing potentially explo-
sive secondary school situations by
allowing students who are not inter-
ested in school an alternate route to
professional formation and general edu-
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cation. In the interest of national
literacy ana the common good, various
safeguards could be built into the
tom to guarsntee that every citizen
had completed a minimum amount of for-
mal education by the age of 25 or 30.
It is even possible that such an ap-
proach to compulsory education cou1.1
produce a better and more broadly edu-
cated public than can our present sys-
tem.

The practice of conge eeignemeit,
which allows 'killed workers time off
from work to teach their specialty,
is till another idea that .light be
examined with profit by American edu-
cators. one of the most serious
problems of vocational and technolo-
gical education during periods of
full employment is the inability of
many schools to match the high sala-
ries that experienced and tilled
technician. can command in industry.
If the business-industrial community,
the Federal Government, and local
school authorities could share the
salary expenses of "visiting techni-
cian- teachers," it i likely that all
would benefit and the quality and
z levance of instruction would in-
crease. In fact, the general proce-
dures for funding theme new French
initiatives might be of interest to
American educational planners they
examine alternative sources for finan-
cing public education.

Finally, far more important than
possible avenues of further research
and experimentation that may develop,
i the fundamental fact that the new
French laws of July 1971 have offi-
cially recognised the equality of vo-
cational and technological training
with traditional university prepara-
tory education and, in prestige-
conscious society, have granted it
&wit de att..

Likewise, the oommitment to contin-
uing education has been formalised in

21
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ways that will allow every citizen to
continue his education well into his
mature years. Thus, education that
is truly oriented toward a career may
be pursued on a regular basis through-
out one's career.

An open-ended educational structure
such as this seems to offer real pos-
sibilities of responding to the needs
of a rapidly changing technological
society. One might note, in conclu-
'ion, that it would also have been
responsive to the comments of a young

educator in the court of Louis XIV
who in 1686 observed: "It seems to
me that we should adapt our courses
of study to the present state of our
society and study those things which
are of some use in the world; for we
cannot change the needs of society to
accommodate our courses of study". 32

FOOTNOTES

1 An abridgment of an article be-
ing published by the U.S. Office of
Education under the same title.

2 Law No. 71-575, pertaining to
the Organization of Continuing Pro-
fessional Training within the Frame-
work of Continuing Education; Law
No. 71-576, Relating to Apprentice-
ship; Law No. 71-577, Concerning
guidance in the Field of Technical
training; and Law No. 71-578, On the
Financial Sharing of Employers in
Primary Technical and -'rofessional
Training. All these laws were pas-
sed on July 16, 1971, and published
in the JouAnat ObSiciet de to Rip-
ubttque FtaLia.i4e of July 17, 1971.
pp. 7015-46.

Implementation of various aspects
of these laws has already begun. See
the diCAel4 and Watio of July 26,
1971, Dec. 6, 1971, Apr. 12, 1972,
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-'e r ecent reorganization of
the cuir=k sive school system is
reMecvme 1.7 the 1969 edition of the
Lib. -4 a, 410' gund4kolan (syllabu-
fo_ zAmp.seehensive Sr:hool). ' s

now* pr aka f studies was introduced
-mitumb of 1970 on a gradual

basis ,,s4 ls now in use throughout
tr r s Sul lystem. A further devel-
°anent the 1962 curriculum
Oftmotr. /0- okundzkotan, it

arremr- :AD introduce improvements
on try _momis of experience gained
since -moor time, to simplify the
Fystem*a, ,,rbanization, and to close
tne gal 4,.,ween the school and
society.

Curriclu_ar Vie.;

The new ;anagram has led to several
interest.inn evelopments in prevoc-
ational nor cational orientation
in the mw__ section (grades 7 to 9)
of the emommemmnsive school. Fo-

instanme Addition to typing,
metal am* weed mmr*shop studies,
smehmsamA AMMONK 1, business slue
duos Amid dr..meftic s.ience-heme

mmmeLme Law' Apwrtant new subjects,
nmaemmdsmer amd emonomics--have emus
addend to the -art of possible elec-
tives. Imreomdogy attempts to inform
the stmdere* About products, procef--
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ses, and services, and to explair the
correlation of technology to other
area:- of 1 .man experience. Topics
for discussion include the importance
of techncLigy for the development of
society amd the possible consequences
of this development. The 'goal of the
Economy course is to increase the
students' understanding of basic mon-
etary questions in school and society.
It stresses consumer knowledge and
includes facts concerning consumption,
distribution, and production. 1

Another development is that all
students, boys as well as girls, are
required to take instruction in do-
mestic science and child care. This
decision was based on the assumptions
that the school should have the same
social expectations of both sexes,
that men and women will have the
same role in the future, that pre-
paration for parenthood is as import-
ant for boys as for girls, and that
girls should be as career-oriented
as boys.

The syllabus provides also for
"practical vocational orientation"
(pkyo) in grade 9. During this ninth
year, each student must spend at
least 2 weeks in an actual workshop
or place of business. This work
experience is preceded by at least
three organized field trips during
grade 8.2 By special arrangement, a
student may be granted permission by
the local school board to have his
p4#0 period extended to a maximum of
316 days.

Because students are not consider-
ed as workers during this period,
they receive no pay, their insurance
is arranged by the school, certain
tasks are prohibited according to
rules for workers' protection, and
they are ink allowed to participate

vimrx hudiee 6 a.a. er after 7 p.a.,
new In overtime work: They were al-
lowed to week up to 41 hours and 15
memetes per week through December
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AFTER TOE Two-.REMBMSIVE SCHOOL

In theory, a stmt is free to
leave school after Arnie 9. However,
a new handbook ter uppcs comprehnn-
sive students.4 although it points
out the possaisaili me gaining both
practical ant themmegaal knowledge
by going directly Swum school to a
job, states test ammat 40 percent of
the students uric Moe completed grade
9 are expected tfl =istr-inue through
grade 10 and hileve/ kr the public
school system'. to tact, one of the
regional Boards of It ion Gat-
lands Lan, Beemp.1 B, indicated that
in 1970-71 almost 100 percent of the
16-year-olds more NIL:carted for the
senior secondary -Scoa (.9yXWW41.4kommn
as compared to 4 omment in 1960.

The Senior SecondmfY *stem

Included in 'he tommor senior sec-
ondary system Which followed the
9-year oaf OWasol) were
(1) a 3-..year scadon4. school, the

9Ymm444m0; (2) a 1- to Myeas vo-
cational school. mad (3) a 2-gamr
continuation odhool of wocatioond
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chara (.aks- On July 1,
1971, vK,c.ati=...1 school and the
continuation c.minci ceased to exist
as separatfr -moc forms, becoming
included in 3U gymna.64:ezhota,
"an enters:1z Tf the comprehensive
schoo_."

The Gymnas,,-,Kol....

Stress ap "1-mes."--The gyMnahie-
Aota .thre creams, each includ-
ing 2-, 3-, nd 4-year courses of
vocational c Aramer. Since these
three stream' together will be com-
posed of a t. al f 22 different
"lines" (or -acks) with further
specialized :anches, the offerings
will flessarily vary from school to
school. In )rder to provide detailed
information to the students, each
region pablisdies a yearly handbook
listing the cyfferings at each of its
schools. Common to all "lines" is
a basic general education, in which
"orientation on working life" is
included as a new subject.

The "lines' of the three streams
in the new tpow,tazietkota are as
follows:

2-.Year

Cc/Social Stream

ear 4 -your

are Humanistic

,on:Aimer Social science

So-sumer and

cic

-,cci al

DiAxibutiuf
and off , r.`f

Economics

Economic Stream

CS

Tears. ,i/Naturaw. Sciences Stream

Aqricultar

Building arc

calstruct

"iatural sciences Technical

flectric/telecom-

-lunications

F,.od pmce-sino

f'.)re;:try

harment

Procecsini technoloqy

Shop meehanicll

Technical

Vehicle

Woodwork

The "lines" usually have a common
curriculum for all students during
the first year, with some specializa-
tion subsequently branching out from
the common courses. The following
are examples of how the "lines" with-
in a stream divide for specialization:

The 2-/ear "Care Line" kumaniatis/Social

stream) is divided and the child-and-youth-

care group starts specializing during the

first year. During the second year, another

division takes place, and some of the
students go into child health care. The

group studying general health care and

geriatric care stays together during the

first year but divides during the second

year, and some of theotudents specialize

in psychiatric are.

The 2-lear "Distribution and Office Line"

1Lconomics Stream) is held together during

the entire first year. During the second

year, the diA.ribution group has 18 periods

per week of pm aclicusi (work experience)

requirements, mostly in retail enterprises,

while the office group divides in two: One

with typing, the other with bookkeeping as

a major. Students in this group will

spend their IS periods per week of laracticut

in various clerical tasks./

The 2- ear "Food Processing Line" (Technical

Stream) splits off one group of fuiure

waiters/waitreszles during the first year.

The second year offers specializing for

4uantity cooking, restaurant work, bakery

work, and meat processing.

The 2-yesr "Vehicle Line" (Technical Stream)

again shows a common curriculum for the

first year. Special groups during the

,,econd year train automobile mechanics,

machine technicians, parts personnel, and

airplane mechanics.
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Student choice of vocational
area.--Statistics on number of
boys and girls in the -carious voca
tional areas are rarely in the
regions. However, questionnaire
replies indicated that in Skaraborgs
Lan (Region R) 340 boys and 4,241
girls are taking textile crafts in
grades 7, 8, and 9 during 1972-73;
the corresponding numbers for wood
and metal crafts are 5,160 boys and
1,034 girls. General:!, more girls
than boys have "crossed the sex
lines" in their vocational choice.
Areas where sex has been indicated
as having least impact on the choice
have been identified as care areas
(health, child, aged), teaching
(where the distributio has long been
rather even), commercial/clerical
fields (Kristianstad Region L),
and care areas and recant work
(Uppsala Lan, Region Cl.

As a rule, pnyo placement has been
arranged according to the students'
wishes, although their preference for
areas like child care centers, other
care areas, retail, and clerical
work, have occasionally caused dif-
ficulties because the labor market
in these fields is saturated. Stu-
dent preferences have changed since
1963, when a representative from
the Labor Board told participants in
a practical teachers' training course
in Gothenburg that the absolute ma-
jority of the girls pity° place-
ment as beauty operators while the
boys wanted to work for bakeries. His
cynical prophecy at that time

that chaos would reign if all 8th
and 9th graders (i.e., including the
academic stream student:AO were "let
loose" in working places has not
proven true. Perhaps the postpone-
ment of pity0 from grade 8 to grade 9
has resulted in increased saterity
among the students awl a mmme realis-
tic appraisal of heir interests and
talents.
28

Reports

The pr,.:-rious_y mentioned handl-
for studen=ls referred to the
of sex rol, exwections in cLoosir.
vocational Area.

AM°, th. yOU 1 I
is our char d v t "m 011 !
c.Ce ' . r rol A' , !

iior our 4 C
you old . an. -oat men A Wffner, W,11
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your choice f future work, , the t.1,21. that
you happen ti he a ooy or a r .

Whether or not the offical policy
of total equality between tole sexes
will actually be carried over to the
future labor market remains to be
seen. The are no formal obstacles
to students seeking ptacticss in
areas outside their traditiosal sex
roles, and questionnaire responses
have not indicated that employers
react negatively to students who have
chosen vocational areas traditionally
dominated ay the other sex. However,
a real-ism-lc note was struck by Marga-
reta Vesrbm. Section Director of the
National %card of in a
lecture tt the Nordic Culture com-
mission:
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OUTSIDE THE PURL 7HOOL SYSTEM

The regional broc.ores offer de-
tailed infomNation mr- only on course
offers in the put school system
but a. on -_ther poesinilities for
general Aed -ocations- -Aucatiom and
traininc cfrtain teacrirs colleges,
spen tr _=mdents who flaw- complemed
grade (I, are _isted; =,-0 are private

schools and imstitutions that offer
courses renewing from 20 hours tc
sever yearn Industries freqeset-
ly osier!- themeetical tneinwea direct-
ly aimed at emsitions tisthu the
compane. Same 07 these oasumnies
offer asielc-sasmie ..-rogsaws Est regu-
lar par.

The 6111A...wag aaremples

try-spehaiswea -swaseasewL. trowellasg net
takes (*am the AmwAeale published be
%mice Ilesseanlamis Ain) :
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VraLATICileki, EDUCATION

Qualificatauns

For teachers of vocatioi4411!
oriented smblects, qualificanA
are gemerall7 identical al_ 31p.4.-_!

the ommetry, e1 though the aval
al%.lity 2f maeromer at tiele
S-Ight giowaLl variations

The tolbotkuper samples
tiammairc rememenes List err of
the !pal !;,cama_ons required: --

gala (4,0904w, "C")

reeiv enewewommi .fie -lent=

Hmegewee, ummum 1 eseaure per .oer

yeeer -eumeudie neewrides for temur.

pomitiere

1<rasurissas imelcion "L")

A neuenee of lemer, - the large. market

Thesee,lameal ireduee in the ,rep, to be t.g.r

Tawnier truiemidel

Lit, mr)
A lausigiv0 ocart" occupational experience

Use field

1 'mar teed or treiand

Mere exporiefflice-
primCLaii .ueacher train:
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Responsibilities

The vocational teacher' respc
sibilit:.es are 71:ft restricted to --,

classroom. He ,r she als > has -he
functi6;, of 1 .ison staff bet.*---,
schoc: and ingustrial/connerci_i
lift. Tor instance, in some cas
this means ocoperating with the 'r-
ployment agencies to secure otue
placements; in ether cases, the
-Leacher Inas to make these arrange-
ments a.,...nne. Usually, attempts are
made to place pity° students locally,
but some instances this is impos-
sibl. Whether students are illaced
loca_._ly or mot, the teacher is to
visit all of the regularly Ln their
work situations and later it class
follow up on their experiences.

SrHool AND SOCIETY

The .1.162 Lat.:Titan 4MA ougdskaa
and the l3'x65 Lifteptait iconsuLsict
emphasis* the importance of .nter-
action between school and society in
vocatiori_ edutatIon.

, children ono you,

1-- end. n :tu.A.ntr. know -don ,

them -nett- skills, J,
comperat in wit, homes, to further .r

developm..nt ir,tc normonious persor. Ind

cae,ablc, nIf mangers of sc Ay....
13

... In its wommitiswel work, the wolawl
.ore, that '

de.v _

mew hem-et -yr

_,, of the school mutt :

cont. ,NWO.,. that they arc

tune -resent; tne development of ne
chool oulc parlIlel to that of sucl,-y.

The i r.t betweer ,chool and society
must at or-, .,at to* sc. 001 not only fulf- lls

n func . r respO,dirA.; to the current n..

of soc,-- ;i1su, :r e long rannt

::ecOiner.

30

lively creati% force in th

1 h. . ,a; Ven

1,1 1 ,1r n.

I wit'

20-1whert are tz,4.2 contact:, i).,_rtw_.n

sch:.K)i and society livelier .a: in

the field of vocational 0t_ "n,

since the whole vocational --rngAm
of the pw.lic schools is de:..,Endent

on support from public ant zrivate
institutions and entercrises.

The Grade-8 Field Trig

As early as grade fielc trips
are planner; cooperatIvely by tilt

quidance counselor o- the class Arid
a representative for the 7:oropany
visited. The visit, whion is pre -
cared and followed uF it school, can
vary in duration from - .ale of
lours to a full day, 1 tbe stints
an cone individuall: *5 a arrpsp.

either case, they a r ms a:lowec
to montact me -le 3t dor-

posnatir als: hand .**-

practical -.sks.

Ihe Grade-9 P'14

In grade the choice of rtth
nractical vocational orientation is

ade by the student based on tht
ield trips taken in grade 8. The

740vernment-operated employment agcn-
_:ies make ariremgeednits for pl4w

placement; Owduld there be no IOC-.1
employment agency, these arrenotemt.6
become the responsibility of the
wuldemizc .mpumselor.

Ummlly, .-111r ptyc student

assumed to at, experienced worker,
nis "advisor,' in whose ordinary
work he participates- In call
companies, the owner/mamager often
takes on this function; in bag cow-
panies, where groups of students are
placed, the head of the personnel
department (cr some ether mecutive
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in a similar position) generally
gives the students an introductory
orientation and then assigns them to
their advisors. "To be an advisor
is an honorary assignment from soci-
ety and the labor market. It is
important that the advisor make the
student's visit with the company as
rewarding as possible." 17

The National Board of Education
publishes separate information bro-
chures on pay°, directed to the com-
panies (InlioAmatiOn tat 604etagen),
to the advisors (1n0Amation titt
handtedarte), and to the parents

(Inp4mat,Lon titt OkatditaA). In

addition, the Board of Labor Safety
has published its own information
for advisors, and there are detailed
study plans for training courses
arranged for advisors-to-be.

Cooperation

A 48-page handbook, PRVO--in Coop-
elution, lb stresses the importance or

close relations between school and
industrial/commercial life to the suc-

cess of pkyo. The first edition of

5,000 copies was sold out within a
couple of momths, necessitating a
second edition (slightly revised) of
15,000 copies.

Cooperation in planning for powo
periods is thus a very important area
of interaction between school and
society, one which also leads to fur-
ther commumications and a constant
adaptation of school programs to

society needs. One Regional Board
of Education (Skaraborgs Lan, Region
R) reports:

The Regional Board of education has as its mem

bers not only representatives for seboal and other

public institutions but also representatives for

industry and trade. The Board has a Technical

Council as well, a great advantage for coopera-

tion with the society, and the Board also is

supported by regional and local vocational coun

cils....

Through discussions between school authorities

and representatives for aommercial and industrial

life regarding the need of trained personnel, wr

have been able to arrange far specialized on: trans

aimed at procuring worker, in piper mills, flour

mills, gold industry,ls men as furniture and

interior carpenters.

Another Board (Kristianstad Lan,
Region L) likewise reports the exis-
tence of cooperative agencies, and
adds that the "companies are receiv-
ing the students in a positive way."20
Also in Jintlands Lan (Region Z),
both employers and employees of co-
operating industries are re9fesented
in the Vocational Council.

In summary, the prwo ice. rind
appears to have had a positive recep-
tion by the community. er is is

reflected in the comments by the
Regional Board of Education in Skara-
borgs Lan (Region R) on the pow and
the vocational orientation of the
public school system.

Remarkably many, at least nalf of the

pry2 students, have entered into training or

employment in occupations related to their .r.a.
placements.

The import ..,e vocatio, 11 education

for the inCvtl.al ..r-± for lociety can hardly

be overestimated. Fresentl, he vocational

school systole, .61 so widely developed that al:

students tan! wu,AtIof4a +rainIng (now

part of the ApmesieskoW can get 1.- TM
vocational ir,entation continues to be devel

oped according to portly new principles; it

needs and should be capable of even higher

efficiency. 22
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EDUCATION FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT
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The Union of Soviet Socialist Re-
publics is a centrally controlled
state that issues binding national
directives in education and training
as well as other fields, and that
views career development in terms of
the priority needs of the national
economy as determined by the Commu-
nist Party leadership.

In June 1972, the Central Com-
mittee of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union (CPSU), together
with the U.S.S.R. Council of Minis-
ters, issued two decrees that rep-
resented a significant step in the
34

Soviet attempt to solve the ever-
pressing problem of "preparing stu-
dents for life" and of educating
Soviet youth for careers in a modern
industrial society. They affirm-
ed that the goal of universal sec-
ondary education was to be accomp-
lished by 1975 and asserted the
need tc link study in school with
the demands of modern industry.

This article is concerned with the
"polytechnical education" policies and
program directions in the U.S.S.R. and
with the practical experiences and major
revisions of the past 15 years that have
led up to the 1972 decrees.

THE JUNE 1972 DECREES

In April 1971, the 24th CPSU Con-
gress issued the "Directives for
the Five-Year National Economy for
1971-1975," on which the June 1972
decrees were based. The Congress
directives instructed the national
education sector as follows:

To carry out the further comprehensive

development of public education and social-

ist culture. To improve tht instructional

and upbringing process. To improve the

quality of the training of pedagogical cadres

and raise the level of their qualifications.

To step up work on the vocational guidance

of pupils, taking into account the young

people's inclinations and the national

economy's requirements for skilled cadres.

To develop higher and specialized second-

ary education in accordance with the require-

ments of scientific and technical progress,

to raise the quality of the training of

future specialists and to improve their

ideological and political upbringing.

During the five-year period, to train

approximately 9,000,000 specialists with

a higher or specialized secondary education,

paying special attention to the training of

specialists in new fields of science and
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The vocational education decree
called for vocational and technical
schools to "produce comprehensively
developed, technically educated
yu.Ang people."

THE FOLTTEOHNICAL EDUCATION
Waft 1991-S9

The full-scale attempt at what the
Soviets refer to as "polytechnical
education" is well known and has
been reported in a number of publi -
cations.4 Polytechnical education

may be defined as education that
provides not only general academic
instruction, predominantly in
reorder elementary-semomdary schools,
but also (1) t.. his the relation-
ship of various theoretical subjects
to their practical application in
industry. (3) teaches the fundgmen-
tale of industrial processes and the
underlying principles of groups of
vocational skills, and (3) provides
practical training in general work
skills and in a specific job skill.

soviet author N. N. Skatkin
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Following few years of experi-
mentation in selected schools by the
Russian SPSR Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences, the Communist Party leader-
ship and laws of the Soviet Govern-
ment in 19S0-39 initiated the "poly-

technical education" reform,the first
major education reform of the entire
Soviet school system since the early
1930's. knong the major components
of the reform were the following:

1. Si:tension of compulsory
general education from seven grades
to eight grades, with polytechnic-
al and labor practice component in
every grade of school.

2. txtension of full elementary-
secondary education from 10 years to
11 years, with one-third of the last
3 years in secondary education devot-
ed to production (industrial/agri-
cultural) theory and practice.

3. Transformation of the general
e ducation achool into the "general
education labor -polyteohnical schools
with production training."

4. Interruption of higher educa-
tion admissions for 2 years for the
vast majority of secondary school
applicants while they worked in in-
dustry and agriculture.

Under the reform program, stu-
dent completing secondary school
received regular academic educe-
two with school diplomas and also
a grounding in polytechnical prin-
ciples with certificate of qual-
ification in specific work spe-
cialty.

Five years of emperienoe in at-
tempting to implement this national
education reform "to connect school
with life" revealed major weaknesses.
Despite the theory, students were
getting narrow specialisation or
34

vocational training, instead of
training in the fundamentals of pro-
duction. Training opportunities for
the pupils of any one school were
often limited to very small range
of skills. At the same time, acade-
mic studies were being neglected,
and the rate of dropouts from reg-
ular day schools was increasing.

While many factory programs were
good or satirfactory, in many pro-
grams students were given menial
tasks to perform during their pro-
duction training, or simply told to
at-.:h "over the shoulder" of workers.
Industrial managers were such more
concerned with meeting their annual
factory production quotas than using
valuable plant staff and time to
train the young for the broader and
longer range goals of the national
economy. In addition, facilities
were inadequate for students both
at factories and in school workshops.
Teachers were inddequately trained
for production training or they
applied polytechnical principles
poorly in the schools, and factory
personnel lacked pedagogical skills.

The great majority of students
who were trained in specific job
skill along with their general edu-
cation were not getting jobs using
that skill after they finished sec-
ondary school. Thus there was sub-
stantial academic and career
training wastage.

This combination of polytechnical
education and labor training proved
too heavy load for the school
system to carry, both because of the
vastness of the national system that
was implementing (or attempting to
implement) it and also because it
involved too substantial a portion
of the already academically burdened
curriculum. In the 11144-63 school
year, retrenchment began, to retain
the polytechnical principles but to
make the practices more effective.



TREND SINCE MID-1960's

Education for Career Development in the U.S.S.R.

Following two decrees of the CPSU
Central Committee and the U.S.S.R.
Council of Ministers in the summer
of 1964, the extension of compul-
sory education from 7 to 8 years was
retained, but complete elementary-
secondary education was returned to
10 years and the total time allowed
to practical training and courses
in the theory and practice of (in-
dustrial/agricultural) production
was considerably reduced. In the
late 1960's only schools that had
access to factories with good fa-
cilities continued "production prac-
tice" and issued certificates of
qualification in a work specialty,
along with the regular academic di-
ploma. Emphasis was on shop work in
the school rather than in the plant.

A reformulation of regulations
allowed a much higher percentage of
the students going on to higher
education to do so without the 2-
year work interruption after grad-

uation from secondary school. The

main problem remained, however--how
to "link education with life," or
how to achieve education for career
development in a growing industrial
society whose complex needs required
both a sound general education and a
capacity to grasp the concepts of
technology and science.

The directions the decisionmakers
have chosen in two late 1960's and

early 1970's include modernising the

academic elementary-secondary cur-
riculum primarily in the teaching of

sciences and mathematics, and, as
evidenced in the June 1972 decrees,
aiming at more effective use of the

range of institutional options for
achieving comprehensive and career-

oriented education.

Diversity of Study Options

The Soviet Union has developed a
diversity of study options for the
pupil comleting 8 years of compulsory
education. He can continue with up-
per secondary general or technical
education or go on to short-term vo-
cational school--either daytime,
nighttime or by correspondence. The
asserted goal of universal compulsory
full elementary-secondary education
by the end of the ninth 5-year plan
(1975) and the need for increasingly
better educated skilled workers and
technicians have increased the pres-
sure to put an academic component
sufficient for a regular secondary
diploma in the vocational schools,
just as in the early 1960's the focus
was on putting a polytechnical/voca-
tional component in the schools of
general edmation.

It is interesting to note that

with the approach of universal sec-
ondary education, students whose
preference or circumstance direct
them to obtain a specific job skill
in vocational schools are increas-
ingly being given the opportunity
to complete their academic secondary
education while remaining in the

vocational school. The object in a

sense is to bring the general edu-
cation school (i.e., program) to the
vocationally oriented students (in
the vocational school) rather than
vice-versa. Soviet educational
strategy for the 1970's is to
accomplish universal secondary edu-
cation partially by increasing
enrollments in technical schools
and academically strengthened voca-
tional schools, schools which voca-
tionally oriented youth are more
likely to complete. This is the
primary significance of the June
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1972 decree on vocational and tech-
nical training.

Students who complete general
secondary education (10-year school
graduates) have the option of either
trying for admission to 4 to 6 years
of higher education (in a specific
professional specialty), or going,
for a briefer period than do the 8-
year school graduates, to a second-
ary technical school (technieum) to
obtain a junior technical qualifi-
cation for work in industry, agri-
culture, health, education (to
become a kindergarten teacher), or
service fields.6 Either higher or
technical education, as in the case
of vocational, can be accomplished
in regular full-time day programs,
in the very extensive correspondence-
extension course program, or in
evening or alternative work-shift
programs.

Schools of both technical and
higher education require entrance
examinations for admission. Admis-
sion is to a specific specialty, one
of several hundred coded (in 4
digits) identically with comparable
jobs in the national economy. Upon
graduation, students are assigned
to regular jobs, with some options
frost which to select.

One of the more interesting
innovations in recent years is the
system of withholding the student's
graduation diploma until he has
worked at his assigned job for 1
year. This can lead to problems,
as indicated by one Soviet source,
which leaves the questions raised
unanswered:

Job assigning is over. The graduating

student receives his certificate of oomple-

tion of the college course. This and his

job assignment paper take the place of a

diploma. The diploma itself he gets a

year later when he presents s statement

from his supervisors that he can handle

the job for which he was trained.
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but suppose the supervisor takes a

dislike to the newcomer? Or suppose the

newcomer starts criti':izing that he calls

his superior's inefficiency and tries to

change things--something the superior is

bound to resent? It is not beyond the

realm of possibility that the reference he

gets will say he's not good at anything.

It is a possibility and cannot ID! dis-

missed. This diploma innovation, 1.ke any

other, has flaws that will need to be

worked out./

Curriculum Modernization

Modernization of the regular
elementary-secondary school curric-
ulum was announced by Minister of
Education Mikhail ProkoVev in 1969.8
Like previous major developments,
it had been preceded by several
years of experimentation in selected
schools and by studies under a joint
commission of the U.S.S.R. Academy
of Sciences and the U.S.S.R. Aca-
demy of Pedagogical Sciences (now
a "union-republic" or national,
rather than Russian, republic,edu-
cation research organization).

The new curriculum compressed
elementary education from 4 years
to 3 years in length, modernized
the curriculum particularly in
physics, chemistry, biology, and
mathematics, and sought to empha-
size mastery of basic concepts
rather than memorization of facts.
Innovations also included some
elective courses in the senior years
geared to the student's personal and
career interests.

The continuing importance of
teaching practical modern appli-
cations of various theoretical
subjects and labor training in
each school grade was indicated in
an authoritative Soviet source in
1970.

The ideas of connection between school

and life, polytechnical and labour educa-

tion of the pupils have received a further
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development in the new educational plans

and curricula.

A great importance is attached to the

application of knowledge in the work,

public and private life. The way from

theory to production and to the applica-

tion of knowledge in life is followed

in the educational process for n 1 the

subjects.

The curriculum for physics, for example,

provides for studying the elementary nuclear

processes and the acquaintance with the

principles of operation of the atomic power

station. Along with the theory the pupils

will study the most widely spread correspond-

ing mechanisms, thermal engines, as well as

the questions of production, transmission and

utilization of electric power; they also

become acquainted with the means of communica-

tion, electrical and radio technique. The

curriculum for chemistry provides for the

acquaintance of the pupils with the most

important branches and general scientific

principles of the chemical production as

well as with the main trends of chemiztion

of agriculture while studying the theory of

feeding plants, for example, they become

acquainted with the fundamentals of egroche.

mistry. The share of the laboratory and

practical work increases, more films are

shown, children go on more excursions

connected with production.

The system of labour education of pupils

established at the school of the Soviet

Won serves the same purpose. The most

essential elements of this system are as

follows: labour education as an education

al subject, out of the school and extracur-

ricular technical and agricultural experi-

mental work of children, facultative (elec-

tive) studies of technical and agricultural

character, generally useful and productive

labour of pupils, special work on vocation.

al training. Labour education is an im.

portant part of polytechnical education; its

major tasks are to provide pupils with the

knowledge and habits of general technical

character, give them an adequate labour

training, develop ^rwative attitude to

labour and prepare pupils for a conscien-

tious choice of future profession.

In 1967.68 the new curricula for labour

training were introduced. There are two
hours a week for labour lessons -t the

schools of general education in accordance

with the curricula from the let to the 10th
class.

At these lessons the pupils of primary

school learn how to work with paper, card..

board, tin-plate, wire end placticine.

Beginning from t,,e 4th class and up to the

8th class labour training for the boys and

girls differs: during this period boys

become acquainted with the manual and

mechanical treatment of wood, metal and

plastics, whereas girls learn sewing and

cooking. Both the boys and girls master

some elements of machine and electrical

technique.

At the rural wcmools the pupils also study

the fundamentals of agricultural work in the

9th - 10th ,lass.w. Labour training is conduct-

ed as practical %dem; of metals, electricity,

fabric treatment Arochemistry, vetable-growing,

etc. The purpos )f such practical studies is

to give pupils certain theoretical knowledge as

well as to provide them with practical skill in

this or that branch of production. At some

schools labour training of the pupils of senior

classes expanded on account of facultative stu-

dies and has the character of production train.

ing with the result that quite a few pupils

finishing school receive primary professional

training in this or that specialty (driver,

tractor operator, locksmith, etc.)

In July 1972 (P4AvdA, July 30,
1972), the CPSU Central Committee
and the U.S.S.R. Council of Ministers
adopted a resolution "On Measures
for Further Improving Higher Educa-
tion in the Country," calling for
modernisation and improvement in the
quality of the curriculum and teach-
ing methods of all specialties, but
particularly those concerned with
science and technology. To help in
this task, two new kinds of councils
were established g (1) a Council for
Higher Education under the U.S.S.R.
Ministry of Higher and Specialised
Secondary Education, with officials
from various Government ministries,
science orgailizations, and student
groups; and (2) Councils of Rectors
(Presidents) of Higher Education
Institutions, in major higher educa-
tion centers.
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"candidate-studem,," who take the
first year of studies along with reg-
ular freshman,and, if successful, re-
place those regular students who drop
out during or after the first year of
studies.

In general, the less academically
prepared students Woo wish to pursue
higher or secondary technical educa-
tion do so through the correspondence-
extension system sidiao workine
time with paid 1 for exams-
tions). Usually ammo a year mirk
correspondence weedimmt comes so the
university or specia4.ised institute
for a series of =mommultations and ex-
aminations. Thom- students who live
near the correspemdmmee institute or
department may Mamma regular evening
consultations dursmg see school year.
Ithers may have se welly for advice on
guidance personnel at onsultation
points" which may bop gated some-
where in the area ueir residence
or work.

In 1970, about 4 peeceme of
those admitted so higher edmmatien
schools and 26 emrepos of times ad-
mitted to secomdmme technical
schools were eneetimd in theme cor-
respondence-extension courses. Cor-
respondence education is nationally
recognised. In addition to separate
correspondence schools, most regular
Soviet higher education institutions
have correspondence faculties, or
departments, and are administered by
the union-republic Ministries of
Higher and Specialised secondary Ed-
ucation or some other appropriate
Government ministry. Completion of
studies by correspondence can lead
to upgrading and promotion of workers
in the plants in which they are cur-
rently employed or to an improved job
status elsewhere.

A recent ember reappraisal of the
correspondence sibeols and apart-
ments, which Seel grown at a great
rate in the blIllre and 1960's and
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had developed very substantial enrol-
lments at the secondary technical
and higher education levels, resul-
ted in leveling off enrollments in
the late 1960's and early 1970's.
The argument used in early years
that correspondence courses were
such cheaper to the state than full-
time education proved fallacious in
more sophisticated cost analyses
that took into account their drop-
out rates and the consequent loss
of the partial training investment
and skills to the economy. Corres-
pondence students were also found
to be relatively weak in their mas-
tery of the theoretical aspects of
the specialties in which they were
being trained.

Call for Increased Vocational
Guidance

One of the knottiest problems of
education for career development and
owe with which the Soviets have shown
increasing concern in recent years is
vocational or career guidance, or as
the Soviets call ito"professional
orientation." Note that the educa-
tion sector was instructed "to step
up work on the vocational guidance of
pupils" in the 5-year plan directives
of the CPSU Congress, quoted above.

Soviet sources have pointed to
many avenues for guidances (1) The
family (the work level of the father
is a most influential factor in edu-
cational and vocational choice);
(2) the school (through the screen-
ing process of examinations and
quotas, polytechnical or vocational
instruction by teachers, clubs for
studying local positions and forms,
and visiting lectures by working
professionals in various fields);
(3) the factory or farm (through
site visits or "voluntary" work by
youth organisations in free time or
summers); (4) Y.M.C.A.-like "pioneer

palaces," "technical circles," and
"stations of young technicians and
young naturalists" (in which youth
can develop extracurricular skills
and are encouraged in the merits of
"socialist labor"), and (5) the
communications media (radio and
television, the press,and publish-
ed career guidebooks).

What is lacking in the vocational
guidaace picture, however, is coor-
dination and focus for the individ-
ual student. An author in the Sov-
iet Lithuanian press writes:

The nee school year has begun. . . .

Before tree youth (entering secondary school)

is a very important stags in their lives.

And, to large extent, the firmness with

which a student can establish his goal and

achieve it in the most expeditious way

depends on school and on training and educa-

tional work. An important place here is

occupied by the work for professional orient-

ation of the students.
nowever, it we talk in terms of a broader

scope, se oust admit that the effectiveness

of this work is still not very great. Prac-

tice shows that the choica of a profession

for graduating students is frequently made

either spontaneously or under the influence

of incidental factors: the wishes of parents

or elders, romantic ides about one or another

profession, and so forth.... In the schools the

professional orientation still has no system

or direction.

Usually nearly 80 percent of the secondary

school graduates (in K.unus) hope to enter

en institution of higher learning and nearly

5, percent of them beoome students. The

remaining 25 percent do not know for a long

time which path to take in life. And, as a

rule, they get into some incidental job. It

doesn't satisfy them; they look again and

find some place else to work. At the same

time, there are meny enterprises which are

literally suffocating because of a lack of

specialists. Even though it is possible to

find interesting professions and high wages,

the youth are not going there. And it is

only because they cannot envision what goes

into those professions. This again bears

witness to the fact that it is necessary to

seriously and purposefully encourage peuple

to go into the working professions. We must

strengthen the professional orientstion of
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the students, consiciering not only the

learnings and desires of the youth, but also

the demands of the national economy for

personnel....
* * *

Also, some teachers have still not recog..

nized the importance of professional orient-

ation and have not mastered the methods oF
this work. The training of teachers for

carrying out professional orientation is

also quite imperfect. One or anotkier

lecture on these problems, of course, can-

not change the essence of the mutter. Work

on professional orientation in amp schools

is sporadic end does not take twee consider-

ation which kinds of specialists are needed
by the national economy, what the students

want to become, and what they can be.

Professional orientation of students is

a very important matter which is now an ob-

jective social necessity. And these prob-

lems must be resolved not only by a pedagogi-

cal plan, but also in their psychological,

medical, socmological, and economic aspects.

Toward these ends, we must join together the

forces of all organizations and departments

which are called upon to direct the processes

of development of the vociety.10

Articles in the Soviet press from
other parts of the country also cite
poor coordination of vocational gui-
dance, the low level of career or-
ientation of students, and "insuf-
ficient understanding by parents and
pupils of the value of a general
secondary education for today's
highly qualified workers." 11

Perhaps an indicator for the
future is an article in the authori-
tative journal of the U.S.S.R. Aca-
demy of Pedagogical Sciences which
calls for organising a nationwide
vocational guidance service that
would coordinate the efforts of the
schools, industry, the communications
media, and presumably local centers
of job orientation or "councils of
professional orientation of youth"
which have already been established
in some areas."
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CONCLUSION

It is suggested that there may
be elements of interest for U.S.
career education specialists in the
recent educational developments in
the U.S.S.R. (obviously, the Amer-
icam education experience is of
continuing interest to the Soviets.)
For those educators developing
"smhool-based" models. the Soviet
"polytechnical" censegts and trials
and errors in implemmmeation mow be
immtructive. Those developing
"employeripased" models may find of
some interest the technical sal:moan,
including some through higher eider
cation, located within or attached
to Soviet industrial plants. The
developed Soviet correppondmmme
edmcation program and its develop-
ing educational television eat pro-
gramed instruction could peohnps
stimulate an exchange of ideas for
those concerned with "home-commem-
ity" models of career education.

Although awareness of gritical
differences in political, economic,
and social contexts must always be
maintained, the Soviet Union (like
other large, moreror-less developed
countries with massive education
systemm,may be viewed as a vast edu-
cation laboratory in its attempts
to launch various national education
programs. In career development,
the Soviet experience may be as in-
structive in its failures as is its
successes, in its efforts to solve
the problem of providing the train-
ed manpower needed by a modern
society.
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lam very pleased on behalf of my
government to have an opportunity to
address this distinguished group of
educators, government officials,
businessmen, and other leaders gath-
ered here in Tokyo for the Third
International Conference on Adult
Education convened by UNESCO. Much
has happened in the United States in

Education for Career Development

the 12 years since the last such
conference in terms of our perspec-
tives on adult education, and I want
to discuss today the new concept of
Career Education and its implica-
tions for the future of adult educa-
tion in the United States.

Although there are more than
20,000 possible careers in America,
diverse enough to encompass every-
one's interests and abilities, each
year more than 2.5 million of our
young people graduate from high
school or drop out of college or
high school with no planned career
and few, if any, marketable skills.
It costs us $28 billion a year to
"educate" them for potential failure.

Despite our concerned efforts in
recent years to make education more
relevant for all the students in
our schools, our record is still then
not very encouraging in terns of hu-
man resources or financial investment.
Consider for example that:

There is increasing separatior.
between students and the world of
work. They feel they are not needed
by our technological society since
fewer and fewer workers are needed
to produce more and more consumption
goods.

About one-third of all American
students pass through high school
via what we cal] the "general cur-
riculum," a type of education which
leaves its graduates neither trained
with a salable skill nor qualified
to pursue higher education.

Tbere is, in many of our schools,
an undesirable counter-productive
separation of the vocational educe-
tion,general education, and academic
curriculums, with the result that
those in the vocational curriculum
are often viewed as low-status
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individuals, while those in the
academic curriculum emerge with
little contact, preparation toward,
or qualification for the world of
work.

Because of the widely held view
that a degree is the only kind of
socially acceptable occupational pre-
paration in our society, many high
school students choose academic
preparation. However, many of these
students do not go on to college and
more begin than complete it. In
addition, the numbers who do com-
plete college are increasingly out
of proportion to the occupational
opportunities in our society. In
fact, the Bureau of Labor Statistics
of the U. S. Department of Labor
predicts that in the foreseeable
future, nearly 80 percent of the
work to be done will not require a
bachelor's degree preparation. This
is not to imply that a college
education has no value other than
that of preparing a student to pro-
cure employment. We fully recognize
the fact that the educated adult
mind is essential to our citizen-
guided government concept. However,
we do believe that there has been a
misguided assumption in our society
that you need a college education in
order to get a job.

Our present system often results
in hasty career decisionmaking and
fails to offer individuals the
option of changing directions during
their years of preparation or of
obtaining new training and shifting
occupations later in life.

Our current system neither pro-
vides students with adequate career
guidance and counseling whilft in
school nor adequate opportunities
for counseling, retraining, and re-
entry once they have left the
system. Our economy, which is based
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upon technological change at a time
when the rate of change itself is
ever increasing, thus freezes out a

large number of adults who do not
have an adequate level of education.

Other industrially advanced
nations faced with similar problems
of economic growth have solved them
in a variety of ways. In the United
States our response is Career Educa-
tion. We think it is an absolute
necessity for a healthy, expanding
post-industrial society. Let me
explain what we mean by the term.

Career Education is a revolution-
ary approach to American education
based on the idea that all educa-
tional experiences, curriculum,
instruction, and counseling should
be geared to preparing each individ-
ual for a life of economic indepen-
dence, personal fulfillment, and an
appreciation for the dignity of
work. Its main purpose is to pre-
pare all students for successful and
rewarding lives by improving their
basis for occupational choice, by
facilitating their acquisitions of
occupational skills, by enhancing
their educational achievements, by
making education more meaningful and
relevant to their aspirations, and
by increasing the real choices they
have among the many different occu-
pations and training avenues open to
them. While it is anticipated that
Career Education would increase tne
opportunities available to the dis-
advantaged, it is not explicitly
designed to involve any particular
group or segment in society. It is

directed at changing the whole
educational system to benefit the
entire population.

Career Education recognizes the
critical decision points when stu-
dents must be prepared and equipped
to decide whether to pursue a job or
further education or some combina-
tion of both work and formal study.
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It is a lifelong systematic way of
acquainting students with the world
of work in their elementary and
junior high school years and prepar-
ing them in high school and in

college to enter into and advance in
a career field of their own
choosing. For adults it is a way to
re-enter formal as well as informal
programs of education at any time to
upgrade their skills in their
established career field or to enter
a new career field. It is similar
to vocational education, but there
is a fundamental distinction. For
while vocational education is

targeted at producing specific job
skills at the high school level and
up to but not including the bacca-
laureate level, Career Education
embraces all occupations and pro-
fessions and can include individuals
of all ages whether in or out of
school.

Career Education, as the United
States envisions it, has five levels
which are not distinct and often are
overlapping. Each level has appro-
priate academic as well as voca-
tional education. The first is the
level of career awareness from kin-
dergarten through the 6th grade.
The second is occupational informa-
tion and career exploration ranging
from grades 7 through 9. The third
is specialized job training and
placement extending from the 10th
through the 42th year of schooling.
The fourth is specific occupational
preparation at the postsecondary
level. And the fifth and most
important level is adult and contin-
uing education. It is concerned
with the continued personal develop-
ment and enrichment of the adult
citizen as a decisionmaker at a time
when he faces the challenges of
family life, community problem
solving, expanded leisure time due
to the trend toward a shorter work

week and increased mechanization,
and the estimated eight to 12 career
changes he will have to make during
his working lifetime. It is the most
important level from a time-line
viewpoint since an adult has approx-
imately two-thirds more time to
learn than his younger counterpart
who has generally completed his
formal educational preparation
during the first third of his life
span.

The U. S. Office of Education has
grouped all of the various possible
careers into fami,ies of "clusters"
of occupations as Lollows:

* Agribusiness
* Business and Office
* Health
* Public Service
* Environment
* Communications and Media
* Hospital and Recreation
* Fine Arts and Humanities
* Manufacturing
* Marketing and Distribution
* Marine Science
* Personal Services
* Construction
* Transportation
* Consumer and Homemaking

Education

We are developing four research
models to help schools, colleges,
employers, and others visualize and
begin to work out their own ap-
proaches as they adapt the concept
of Career Education to the particular
needs of their States, cities, and
communities.

The first of these models is the
School-Based Model. In the early
grades Career Education means that
the vital academic program is
expanded to make children aware of
the many fields of endeavor open to
them in coming years.
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Teachers are trained to relate a

science lesson, say, to a career in
X-ray technology or oceanography.
Curriculum specialists organize
course work in social studies to
include future job possibilities as
an historian, geographer, carto-
grapher, artist, printer. Guidance
counselors -- in the elementary as
well as secondary schools -- build
field trips to factories, shipyards,
and salesrooms into career
orientaticn.

In junior high school, Career
Education encourages students to
explore in some depth two, three, or
more broad career clusters. For
example,a student's outside interest
in an American government course
could be keyed to his interest in
public service or communications.
His field trips might concentrate on
visits to his State legislature and
to newspapers and radio and TV
stations. Students interested in
construction could actually take and
analyze soil samples and string
electric cables.
By senior high school,each student

should have made a tentative career
selection and begun appropriate
training. In the health field,
students who want to be naramedics
might work part-time in a nearby
hospital, along with students who
plan to be doctors and pharmacists.
All would take the same academic
program. Each would leave high
school with a skill that has market
value immediately or that can be
applied to advanced education for a
professional degree.

In the 1971-72 school year, the
Office of Education funded pilot
projects in six school districts
that were already well along in
developing the Career Education
concept: Mesa, Ariz..; Los Angeles,
Calif.; Jefferson City, Colo.;
Atlanta, Ga.; Pontiac, Mich. ;and
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Hackensack, N. J. In these six pro-
jects, the year was devoted largely
to planning, teacher training, and
curriculum development. About
85,000 students will become fully
involved next fall. In addition,
100 mini-model projects--at least
one in each State -- are serving
700,000 students under small grants
authorized by the Vocational Educa-
tion Amendments of 1968.

The second of these models is the
Employer -Based Model. This is a
total education program for a cross-
section of youngsters aged 13 to 18
who find their school offerings
unchallenging and want to try a
different approach to learning.
Operated by a consortium of public
and private employers, this model
program will use employer know-how
and, where appropriate, employer
facilities. It will provide both
academic and job-related preparation.
Students will graduate from the
employer-fun program with creden-
tials at least equal to those
offered by their high school, or
they will return to their high
school with full credit for work
completed.

Projects serving about 100 stu-
dents each will get under was this
fall in Portlant, Ore.; Charleston,
W. Va.; Philadelphia, Ps.; the San
Francisco Bay area in California;
and perhaps one or two other sites.

The third of these models is the
Home-Community Model. Designed to
enhance the employability of out-of-
school adults, this approach will
use TV and radio programs to encour-
age people to use the career prepa-
ration services available in their
own communities. Project staff will
provide counseling, guidance, and
some instructional services. The
staff will also assess community
effectiveness in providing career
training and recommend new
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services as needed.
The Rand Corporation has analyzed

four successful TV programs for com-

patability with Career Education

series keyed to the Home-Community

Model. Under a $300,000 contract,
the Educational Development Center

in Newton, Mass., is studying the

potential population of partici-

pants, developing an evaluation

plan, and drafting concepts in ways
in which media and community efforts
could most effectively mesh.

And the fourth of these models is
the Rural-Residential Model. For

disadvantaged families living in

remote rural areas with few career

opportunities, this model provides

the opportunity to move temporarily
to a training center where every

member of the family can learn new

skills for employment, homemaking,
or further study.

The first group of families is

now training at pilot center on

part of an Air Force bump near

Glasgow, Mont. By fall s.--

families should be in resiaence.

The program is operated under a $4

million grant from the Office of

E ducation by the Mountain-Plains
Education and Economic Development
Program, Inc. The center serves

residents of Idaho, Montana,
N ebraska, North Dakota,South Dakota,
and Wyoming.

In addition to research and

development support for the four

Career Education models, the Office

of Education held 16 regional work-
shops this spring to bring industry,
labor, civic, and ethnic representa-
tion into the growing dialogue about
what Career Education is or should

be. More than 1,200 spokesmen for

some 30 national organisations,
ranging from the APL-CIO to the

N ational Association for the

Advan.ement of Colored People, met
with Federal,State, and local school
people to map strategies for similar

workshops in their states, communi-
ties, and organizations.

The Office of Education alc

sponsored conferences of top educa-
tors to develop inservice and pre-
service training programs for
teachers. For example, education
deans of 75 major American colleges
and universities met this spring to
explore ways of building Career Edu-
cation into their undergraduate
preparation of teachers. The deans
in turn nominated senior profes-
sionals from their schools of educa-
tion to attend a subsequent work-
shop.

The Office of Education also
supports curriculum development in
the 15 career clusters. We have

already developed and tested in 25
schools over a 3-year period the
junior high curriculums for the con-
struction and manufacturing clusters.
We have invested $2 million in this
development effort.
An in-house task force coordinates

Office of Education planning and

management of Career Education
initiatives.

S.P. Harland, Jr., as Commissioner
of Education, made Career Education a
top priority of the U.S. Office of Ed-
ucation, utilizing $114 million in Fis-
cal Year 1972 funds to support the in-
itiatives and asking Congress for near-
ly $55 million more for Fiscal Year
1973.

President Nixon has mace Lareer
E&...ation a White House priority,
giving it special emphasis in his
1972 State of the Union Message to
Congress. He said:

Career Education is another area of major

emphasis, an emphasis anion gross out of my

bel of that our schools should be doing more

to ..wild self-reliance and self - sufficiency,

to prepare students for productive and ful-

filling life. Too often, this has not been

happening. Too many of our students, from

all Income groups, have beer "turning off"

or "tuning out" their educational emperience4.
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And--wh. ',,r they drop out of school or pro-

ceed on to collegetoo many young people find

Iles elves unmotivated and ill-equipped for a
rewarding social role. Many other Americans,

Ow have already entered the world of work,

find thut they are dissatisfied with their

jobs but feel that it is too late to change

directions, that they already are "locked in."

One reason for this situation is the in-

flexibility of our educational system, in.

eluding the fact that it so rigidly separates

academic and vocational curricula. Too often
vocational education is foolishly stigmatized

as hbirg loss desirable than academic prepares

Um. And too often the academic curriculum

offers very little preparation for viable

careers. Most students are unable to oombin,

the most valuable features of both vocational

and academic education; once they have chosen

one curriculum, it is difficult to move to the
other.

The present approach serves the beet ir.

tercets of neither our students nor our
society. The unhappy result is high numbers

of able people who are unemployed, underem-

ployed, or unhappily employed on the one hand
while many challenging jobs go begging on the
other.

We need a new approach, and I believe the

best new approach is to strengthen Career

Fdcwe,'ion.

Career Education provides people of all ages

with broader exposure to and better preparation

for the world of work. It not only helps the

young, but also provides adults with an op-

portunity to adapt their skills to changing

reads, changing technology, and their own
changing interests. It would not prematurely

force an individual into specific area of

work.but would expand his ability to choose

wisely from wider range of options.

Neither would it result in slighting of aces

donde preparation, which would remain a con.

tral part of the educuitional blend.

Career Education is not single .pacific
program. It is more usefully thought of as

a goal and one that se can pursue through

the many methods. What we need todmy is

nationwide search for such 'methods - s

search shish involves every arse of edm.

cation and every level of government. To
help spark this venture, 1 will propose

an intensified Federal effort to develop

model programs which apply and test the

best ideas in this field.

SO

There is no more disconcerting w.w.te

than the waste of human potcntill. And
there is no better investment than an

investment in human fulfillment. Career
Education can help make education and

training more meaningful for 'he student,
more rewarding for the teachers, more
available to the adult; more relevant
for the disadvantaged, and more produc-
tive for our country. 2

Members of the U. S. Council of
Chief State School Officers repre-
senting each of the States and
Territories have pledged a major
effort to gain legislative and
public endorsement in their indi-

vidual States. Several States
legislatures have already approved
substantial sums to design and
implement Career Education programs
in school districts.

Large city school systems turning
to Career Education as their basic
design include those of Dallas, Tex.
and San Diego, Calif.

Many professional educational
associations have devoted confer-
ences and field investigation to a
better articulation of the concept,
problems, and potential of Career
Education.
Career Education is clearly, then,

an idea whose time has come and its
implications for the future of adult
education in the United States are
many and obvious. It is essential
that this concept encompass the
entire educational system and all
its participants because there can
be no adult education program devel-
oped which is completely separate
from education for young children,
adolescents, and college -age stu-
dents. The provision of any new
system for education that is geared
to the needs of individuals who have
completed their typical formal
education must constitute the devel-
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opment of a basic factor which
redesigns and redetermines the

fundamental form of the entire
education system from preschool
through college.

America, as I am sure you are
aware, has long been a credentialed
society and adult education has
traditionally been active in pre-

paring adults to enter it. Basic
skills courses,high school programs,
and job skill classes have helped
provide adults with the skills to
get and keep jobs and to live happy
and productive lives. Remedial and
retraining programs have thus shaped
our approach to adult education in
the past. But the Career Education
reform movement, presently underway
in the U. s. Office of Education,

seeks to establish a new relation-
ship between education and work. It

encompasses not just preparation for

low skill work or for the limited
number of top professional posts but
education for all types of work. It

recognizes that the only true form

of unemployment insurance in a

technological society is a program

of education and training which

provides people with the skills

needed in that society. Career

Education has special implications

for adult education in a competency-
based credentialing society.

As I indicated previously; Career
Education beyond the high school

includes any preparation required by
an individual so he can enter

employment at any remunerable task;

improve his knowledge or skills
as they relate to his job: or

prepare for a new one at whatever
stage in his working career (or

careers) such education might be

beneficial to him. Thus described.
Career Education has no new elements
in it from a decade or even a

century ago. What is -icnificant

and new about it now is the hntext

and thc relationship of t_

for the work in our present society
and that of tomorrow compared to
past practice and the nature of the
world of work half a century or two
decades ago. The need for retraining
and upgrading adults within Career
Education has been brought about by
the phenomenal growth in the service
industry which has been observed by
economists in the past several years
in the United States. This shift to-
ward a service-oriented economy is one
of the most important considerations
affecting the nature, type, and
period of training and education for
the young as well as the adults in
our society. To be specific,
Dr. Herbert Striner in a study done
for the Upjohn Institute for Employ-
ment Research found that in America

...in 1947 the goods- producing industries ene>.

loyed 26.4 million people. At that time the

service-producing industries employed 25.4

million people. By 1969, a radical shift in

these proportions had taken place: in the

(pods-producing industries employment stood at

27.8 million while in the service-producing

industries employment had skyrocketed to 46

million. It is projected that by 1;00 goods

production will employ 30 million people,

while service production will employ close to

CO million people.... 3

This phenomenon represents more
than a shift of interest to persons
concerned with the composition of
the labor force. It represents a
tremendous potential for employee
mobility as well as a need for
constant training to provide for the

skills necessary in our ever-
changing, service-oriented economy.
With continuing displacement of

labor in the manufacturing indus-
tries at the low end of the skill
level, we will have to provide per-
sons remaining in the manufactaring
indusi with the means of acquir-
ing contiquouq Jpgradinn of their
3k;11;. fhe :.at ire of -jobs, al-
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though perhaps more repetitious,
will probably require much more in
the way of abilities to handle
complicated printout electronic
mechanisms, indicator mechanisms,
and complex monitoring system. In
the service industries, such fields
as government (local, State, and
Federal),wholesale and retail trade,
finance, insurance, real estate,
transportation, public utilities,
health, automotive repair, and air
conditioning will require employees
whose initial backgrounds and train-
ing are fairly extensive and
technical, and who can participate
in continuous upgrading and training
in depth, made necessary by constant
changes in the nature of the
services.

Manufacturing industries, more
often than service industries, have
been related to specific geograph-
ical sites. As a result, employees
of this type of industry did not
have the usual motivation to think
of geographic mobility. Instead,
their life-styles in terms of buying
homes and sinking roots into a local
community reflected the fact that
the jobs they were doing were
ones which would keep them in a

specific area throughout their work-
ing lifetime. This is not so in the
case of the service-producing
industries. The trained secretary,
the insurance salesman, the bank
clerk, the medical technician, the
mechanic--all possess a greater
degree of physical mobility than do
persons typically employed in the
manufacturing or goods-producing
sector. Hence, these individuals
will be freer to move with their
families to acquire jobs which are
more attractive than the ores they
currently have, even though those
jobs may be in the same particular
type of industry.

Therefore, as many leading educa-
tors have pointed out, it will be
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necessary to provide continuously the
adult education which is necessary to
upgrade individuals and improve
their ability to market their skills
in any part of the country. We
believe Career Education will fill
this need because wherever there are
surplus workers of a particular
type, they will be able to move
fairly easily to other areas where
there are shortages of individuals
with their skills.
The accumulated results of applied

science and technology to all facets
of our country's means of production
have thus radically changed the
world of work during the last half
of the 20th century to require a
more demanding educational prepara-
tion in which the necessary special-
ization must in large measure be
learned by adults after high school.
Machines have taken the place of the
unskilled worker in our mines,
forests, factories, and on our farms
and are rapidly displacing the
unskilled in offices, transportation
systems, and in most other major
fields of employment. Most of the
work could be learned by a person
working beside an experienced worker
and observing and learning those
elements of the work which comprised
most of his employment activities on
the job. He needed only to bring to
the job a limited amount of basic
educational preparation. In recent
years, however, the United States has
aspired to a level of general liter-
acy that would have all people able
to read and to write and to exercise
a functional literacy with regard to
arithmetic, social understandings,
and the tools that basic education
provides as a basis for learning to
live and earn a living in society.
To achieve this goal now, it is
necessary to provide a broad educa-
tional base for subsequent special-
ization required for employment.

With the unskilled worker largely
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displaced, the United States is faced
with an educational problem never
before confronted to the same degree
by any other society. Our social
heritage and mores have been built on
the concept that most of our popula-
tion must work to support themselves
and satisfactorily fulfill their
lives.

There is no alternative to pro-
viding a better education for our
people because the technological
society in which we now live will
become more complicated rather than
less. Technology will not disappear.
It is here to stay. We must pre-
pare our people for it. The neces-
sary preparation is an educational
problem which we believe can be
solved by Career Education. The U.S.
Office of Education's emphasis on
Career Education and the adoption of
this emphasis by State and local
education agencies then is pri-
marily based on the rapid growth of
technology and its concomitant
effect on the lives of the American
people.

Almost all professionals, most
technicians and similar supportive
specialists, and many skilled work-
ers will continue into institutions
beyond the high scheNol before they
enter the work for which their career
preparation equips them. Almost all
of these workers will, at various
times in their adult lives, return
to institutions beyond the high
school for formal upgrading, updat-
ing, or additional preparation for
their careers or to qualify foi new
careers in order to cope with
changes in technology that affect
their choice of occupations.

Under Career Education, persons
who seek a career in one of the
recognized professional fields may
follow a traditional baccalaureate
program or other more flexible
competency-based programs designed

to prepare them for their particular
profession. They may be doctors,
lawyers, clergymen, teachers,
managers of businesses, artists, and
those people who traditionally
require a baccalaureate degree plus
additional education of the formal
kind usually found in colleges.
universities, or specialized pro-
fessional learning centers.

Generally speaking. these people
need the broadest base of under-
lying organized and theoretical know-
ledge plus their specialized know-
ledge and skill preparation,what-
ever their field. Usually the entry
level for their own chosen profes-
sional career requires graduation
with a baccalaureate degree and
often further study.

The major Career Education
emphasis then must be to provide
educational opportunity and encour-
agement to more adults. We in the
United States recognize that an
investment in adult education
increases our nation's -human
capital without which we cannot
remain a viable partner for world
betterment. Other nations such as
Denmark, France, and West Germany, to
name a few, have dealt with the
problems of economic growth in an
advanced industrialized society by
reconceptualizing the role of adult
education. We are following suit by
the institution of Career Education
because we have come to realize that
our economy whose expansion depends
heavily upon new products, new
technologies, and new distributions
of incomes must also have a labor

force constantly being refitted,
retrained, and re-educated to meet
these needs.
Career Education will specifically

help adults upgrade their skills
and knowledge on their present jobs,
learn new skills and knowledge to
advance their careers, retrain for
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new jobs when their present jobs
have been eliminated by organiza-
tional or tearlical changes and

provide salable skills to those who
have never before been in the work
force. It will also provide special-
ized educational services for: Women
who have already raised families or
who must supplement family income or
provide all of its older workers at
all levels displaced by younger.
better prepared workers; retired
military or other persons who want to
enter a new field of employment; and
scientists, managers, and other pro-
fessional leaders who have been
displaced by such national techno-
logical goal changes as from aero-
space to oceanographic study or
environmental improvement. We

recognize that training and educa-
tion are essential for an appro-
priate job-role in our modern
society. But beyond that, re-entry
into the educational system is

equally essential in our new world
of work. Not only do the new
jobs call for skills resulting from
training and education, but the
nature of our jobs is such that even
high-skill jobs phase out or are
changed, so that new skills must be
acquired by many already skilled
people if they are to remain employ-
able throughout life. And this is
increasingly important since people
now live longer than formerly and
are healthier for a greater part of
their lives. The responsibility for
providing a means to start where the
previous educational preparation
left off and to equip them to do
work by which they can support them-
selves with dignity and self-respect
is our responsibility, Institutions
of many kinds can make a contri-
bution to the salable skill-develop-
ment component of Career Education,
such as junior and community
colleges, technical institutes, area
vocational schools, divisions of

4-year colleges, both private and
public, and proprietary business and
technical schools.
More programs to serve these able,

motivated, but under-prepared adults
are also needed. We now know how to
organize such programs; and we as
educational leaders cannot fully
meet our obligations without provid-
ing these necessary services to all
who need them.

As indicated earlier, several
Western European countries have
already responded to the need for
developing an educational system
that continues throughout the life
of the individual to provide him
with the skills necessary for his
own personal gratification as well
as the skills which.are necessary to
the economy. These countries have
analyzed the changing matrix of job
skills that have accompanied the
technological dangers in their
economies, and have recogni'ed the
increasing sense of personal frus-
tration for adults who have not been
equipped to participate as the
economy and the society change. We
in the United States now see adult
education as the crucial factor
within Career Education for trans-
forming the whole American education
system.

The transformation will be
permanent in nature and provide a
system of continuous guidance where-
by the individual's personal
aspirations and avocational and
vocational objective needs may be
reconciled; whereby the individual
will be encouraged to develop
creative faculties, spontaneous
reactions, and critical outlooks,
all of which are of immense impor-
tance in a highly organized society
in which science and technology pre-
dominate; and whereby the individual
will utilize the principle of self-
education under the active guidance
of teachers by means of the wide-
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spread use of up-to-date educational
and communicatione techniques and
group dynamics. As part of this
transformation, Career Education
will focus on the adult as a citizen
in our participatory democracy..that
is, one who governs himself and
seeks to shape the society and
environment in 'which he lives. It

will also focus on the adult as a
family member and as a parent because
recent research indicates that when
the whole family is involved in
learning activities the children
stand to gain very directly. Their
attitude is changed to one of
curiosity which results in lifelong
habits of knowledge seeking which
can be transmitted through genera-
tions. Consequently, adult Career
Education is as inuvh concerned with
preparing the nekt generation for
responsible and fulfilling adulthood
as it is with preparing those indi-
viduals who are presently adults to
meet their immediate occupational
and citizenship goals.

Since the last international
conference, then, adult education
has taken on several new aspects.
Statistics show that adults in the
United States ate looking more and
more to adult education as a means
for the individual to solve immediate
problems and that there is increasing
acceptance of the idea that learning
throughout life is an ongoing pro-
cess. Rapid social and economic
changes have created societal pres-
sures that have presented adult
education its greatest challenge- -
equipping people to give intelligent
and orderly direction to this change.

Today, when ire than 70 million
American adults still face life
without a high school education and
countless others need new compe-
tencies to obt$341 jobs ,nd upgrade
job skills, the Reed for lifelong
career education is urgent.

Adult needs for career-oriented
education are presently met by a
variety of agencies and groups, both
public and private--adult educators,
vocational educators, manpower educa-
tors, and vocational rehabilitation
educators--all of which have an

interest in the adult learner. There
is a need, however, to coordinate
these groups' efforts through Career
Education to reduce program duplica-
tion and improve adult learning

opportunities.
Our adults, most of whom are

mature and talented but are perhaps

handicapped by academic, socio-

economic, or other circumstances,
represent an invaluable pool of

human resources that must be devel-
oped if our society is to remain
spiritually and economically healthy
and remain a resource for inter-

national development. We believe
that Career Education is the key to
this development.

FOOTNOTES
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2 President Richard M. Nixon. State
of the Union address. January 1972.

3 Herbert Striner. COnti4uing Eda-
catien a4 a Mationat Capita 'meat-
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john Institute for Employment Research,
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THE INTERCULTURAL IMPERATIVE
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with educationat ptanneAs in Southeast
Asia and the Middle East.

All decisionmakers in education
try to avoid vagueness--as waste;
and confusion--as crippling. The
economy of programs requires with-
drawal from the unnecessary and the

unproductive. To some, "internation-
al understanding" and "ethnic heri-
tage" seem pedagogically remote or
politically inspired. To others,
they appear separate, often unful-
filled and unfunded hopes. Whatever
is called international education
struggles for definition, for prior-
ity, and for broad constituency--or
settles into the form of foreign
area and comparative studies, and an
array of international projects
scattered across the country. The
traditional international favorite
of government and campus, foreign
languages, is caught in self-doubt
as requirements and enrollments
erode first at university, then at
secondary levels. At a time when
the Ethnic Studies Heritage Act is
signed into law, diminishing partic-
ipation in ethnic studies becomes
national news, yet ethnicity is
demonstrably more powerful.

Within this confusing context
there is hard, convincing evidence
that our people need an intercultural
dimension in American education.
We need to consider an essential- -
not an enriching but an essential- -
objective: The creation of an in-
tercultural dimension in education.

At most, one can submit here only
a few brief samples of evidence.
Torncy, Hess, Kelman, and others
have documented the need for inter-
cultural knowledge, skills, and
attitudes to achieve effective
economic and political decision -
making. Smith, Bohannan, and Simp-
son have demonstrated that analytic
second culture experiences are re-
quired to stabilize personal security
and openness, and interpersonal trust
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and empathy wit'l lee h- of

domestic and foreign .ilturt_s.
has observed that interculteral
relations are inevitable, in view of
the interdependenc:? of human social
units, and in light of the world
situation pressing all social units
into more intimate contact.'

There is new probing of cultural
pluralism. Our people live in a
culturally pluralistic society in
which diverse cultures exert increa-
ing influence at local, national, and
international levels. how do we
prepare to live in this society?
How do we benefit by cultural plural-
ism? In the main our schools have
excluded a culturally pluralistic
approach on the assumption that it
was unnecessary and divisive. The
most characteristic trait of Ameri-
can society--cultural diversity- -
has resulted in social antagonism
and educational loss rather than
cultural advancement. In Greeley's
words, "the hope of unity through
homogenization betrayed a profound
misunderstanding of the human con-
dition."2

But it is slowly becoming evident
that uniformity no longer defines
unity. Integration no longer means
identity and required assimilation
into a dominant culture. The schools
and society, as Glazer and Moynihan
assert, are called to go "beyond the
melting pot"--on the one hand, to
outgrow the insecure, mono-ethnic
approach; on the other hand, to avoid
tribalism. 3 Cultures, whatever
their traditions, are continuing,
evolving, adaptive realities. As
patterns of behavior learned in con-
formity with some group standard,
they are not static objects of adu-
lation or tools of political control.
The process is one of freedom to
choose whatever legitimate values
and ways of living are self-fulfill-
ing. In our schools, cultural dem-
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cagy I alized.
Liom-tic and int,,1-

1:Ational, may, with Ir.)1,,f

ome a systematic source of hurtni
if,veloment and national unity.
.;ust wnat is this intercultural
dimension in education: The term
"intercultural" is defined generi-
cally to include both international
and domestic t.lini experiences,
since some of the objectives of
the international experience, such
as crosscultural communication skills
and personal openeess, are identical
with those of the domestic intercul-
tural experience, especially in
general education, in K-14 education.

The term "dimension" suggests that
this is not merely the addition of
elective courses or specialized pro-
grams in international studies for a
small number of students on our cam-
puses. It is especially not ,jraduate
international studies simplified and
offered as undergraduate courses,
and, in some cases, as area study
courses in high school. The inter-
cultural dimension should permeate
the regular curriculum common to the
larger student population both in
the variety of specialization pro-
grams and in general education.
Specialization, the selective know-
ledge and skills needed to achieve
particular academic and/or profes-
sional expertise, is to be disting-
uished from general education, the
formal process by which our people
are prepared to live effectively in
this society. This distinction is
telling. Not all competencies
required to be a specialist--for
example, to be a China scholar--are
needed by the general population.
The objectives of general education
are not identical with, nor minor
versions of, the achievements of
specialists.

Most of the attention under the
original Federal programs in inter-



national studies was focused on spe-
cialized research and training at ad-
vanced levels for a relatively small
percentage of those engaged in higher
education. And, yet, the objectives
of the international/intercultural
experience are essential to all of
us in a culturally pluralistic
society, in a culturally pluralistic
world. Recently, especially since
the establishment of the Institute
of International Studies, "the Office
of Education concern has steadily
broadened to include increasing at-
tention to the international dimen-
sions of general education at the
elementary, secondary, and under-
graduate college levels."

The primary task is not to prolif-
erate additional elective courses and
specialized programs while the reg-
ular curriculum remains provincial
Jnd monocultural, a source of signifi-
cant ethnocentrism in the products of
our schools. The need is to create an
intercultural dimension; that is, to
draw data and experiences from domes-
tic and foreign cultures into our
regular courses, into our regular
programs.

There is a requirement for spe-
cialists in international studies
such as international economics and
international political science, but
there is also a need in every econo-
mist and every political scientist
for intercultural competencies, per-
sonal and Professional. There is need
for educational leaders in higher edu-
cation who are willing to commit them-
selves not only to specialist programs
but also to the designing of an inter-
national dimension in undergraduate
general education. There is a major
role for specialists in international
education, but there is urgent need
for teachers and curriculum special-
ists who can work in multicultural
classrooms. It is essential to have
teachers and curriculum specialists
who can work in classrooms to prepare
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all students to live in a culturally
Ouralistic world. In fact, the
intercultural experience, if we look
at the total educational spectrum,
of the highest priority in th,
craies. If it begins liter, videnc,
ndicatts that it may be, at best,

remedial. As Bruner claims, "If
such things are new to a 20-year-old,
there is not only a new view to learn,
but an established view to unlearn." 5

A scattering of projects, inter-
natonal and domestic ethnic, will
not achieve this major objective.
To create an intercultural dimension
in American educati ,n, it

necessary to moblliz,
institutions ,ind ind: sup. .

ists. For al, whc littmort
to c following suggestions

may be helpful.
First, it is suggested that there

be little tolerance of the valid but
vague nonoperational purposes and 7.,,i-
ulous evaluation: that now plague in-
ternational programs. "Intercultural
understanding," "globalizing eCuca-
tion," and even "to know more about
Asia"--such diffused reaching for
generalities prevents both adequate
planning and appraisal.

Nor should one tolerate the pro-
liferation of projects which do not
contribute to the creation of a sub-
stantial intercultural dimension in
curriculums. Just what will the peo-
ple enrolled in these programs gain
personally, academically, and pro-
fessionally? How will they and their
teachers know what has been achieved?
Several problems impede adequate ap-
praisal. There is need for system-
atic evidence in regard to methods,
selection of content, and results of
such programs. Perhaps even more
difficult, as Taba indicates, is

...the lack of clarity about the nature

cf crone - cultural learninn.... For example...

Programs often assume that knowledge about a

country automatically creates a favorable
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attitude toward that couptry, Dr 1. a.

formation about international crlanizatio

produces international-mindedness. 6

And one should refuse to tolerate
strictly cognitive efforts that over-
look the potential of analytic experi-
ence, rather insisting upon evidence-
based experiential components--actual
and simulated experience in foreign
and domestic cultures. The effect of
experience on attitudinal and value
shifts, and attitude on cognitive
input and validity, are growing con-
cerns. There is evidence that indi-
cates that a person sees, hears, and
learns largely what he wants, what
his values and attitudes permit him
to gain. According to Sherif:

Since attitudes...are formed as ip:-v1

ual accepts the norms of hic mroup, it is en-

tirely reasonable to suppose that such atti-

tudes can be altered only by .hc acceptance

of membership and a functioning role in a new
group. And this is exactly the case, as sev-

eral studies have shown. The problem then be-
comes one of creating group situations which

will carry over into daily life.... Only by

creating new loyalties with strong emotional

appeal in the day-to-day activities of the

individual, as well as in the group situation

itself, can the old attitudes be altered.7

A second recommendation for plan-
ning urges a focus on undergraduate
general education. In a required
sociology or ecology course, data or
exemnlifications concerning racial
ques:dons and pollution control might
be drawn responsively from English
and Japanese societies. This pro-
vides a broader, more effective data
base, a more scientific and universal
understanding of concepts and pro-
cesses included in the courses.
Some colleges may find foreign stu-
dents and exchange scholars or for-
eign curriculum specialists of assis-
tance to the faculty in such efforts.
Curriculum and faculty development
may be needed. The Institute of
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Int- '_ional Studies, at the urging
c: .1. Robert Leestma, last year
began providing support for the
"strengthening of the international
dimension of undergraduate general
education and teacher education." 8

A third initiative might be cen-
tered upon the international studies
programs in our colleges. Are the
objectives, plans, and evaluation
strategies based upon evidence? Will
is graduates find career opportuni-
t,es significantly related to the
,tud,!-- they pursued? Are the pro-
4ram r,-..ources available not ,nly
to that small number enroll-ss in

international studies, but are these
resources also supportive of the
need for intercultural experience
among the general student population?

A fourth target is toodwor devel-
opment, both inservice and preservice,
a bias of my own, a bias that should
be shared not only by the profession-
al schools but by the academic depart-
ments. In just about every State more
than 50 percent of the coursework pur-
sued by a teacher on the way to a cre-
dential is not taken in a college of
education. Cooperative activity
should be encouraged by which strong
academic and professional commitments
might support systematically the de-
velopment of this vein of the teacher
education program.

Teacher education can essentially
benefit by intercultural competencies
in art and music, in language arts,
and social studies. For example,
the nationwide evolution of the
conceptual approach in social studies
has produced social studies programs
in which concepts and processes from
the social sciences are organized
into a K-12 conceptual framework.
Exemplifications from domestic and
foreign cultures are particularly
effective in teaching these concepts.

Thus, to initiate the study of
the concept of political decision-



making in the fifth grade, it is
effective to draw exemplifications
from the United States and foreign
cultures, e.g., employing an Ameri-
can and a Japanese illustration of
political decisionmaking. To teach
the concept of role, family roles,
in the first grade, the California
teacher might call upon Mexican-
American and Anglo-suburban family
settings. To restrict the selection
of data and contexts, as has been
our habit, to the Anglo-suburban man
in the United States poses great
difficulty for children from differ-
ent cultural experience and is a po-
tential cause of ethnocentrism in all
of our children. The use of settings
from different cultures, domestic
and international, as particular ex-
emplifications of such concepts, is
essential for the valid study of
total man and provides students an
opportunity to accept, on the one
hand, th unity of oneness of man as
demonstrated by universal needs, by
universal forces influencing human
behavior. On the other hand, stu-
dents come to know and accept with-
out threat the differentiated cul-
tural expressions of these needs.
Cultural groups will "see each others
as valued variants of a common human-
ity," each in search of how best to
fulfill human needs.9 Unity in
variety, which Aristotle defined as
beauty.

Professor Fred Gearing claims
that one of the most socially signi-
ficant results of anthropological
studies to date is

...the discovered fact that all men are,

in empirical truth, MAN. When one has seen

through the cultural code of an alien people,

one has seen himself in them and has thereby

seen in Clese two together a tangible glimix:e

of the species. This experience transforms

one's vision of the human world. Phrasings

of 'Us' and 'Them' cannot simply be made to

go away. But the blinding invidiousness

which is built into such phrasings should be

The Intercultural Imperative

rna6, to To Jway and $ he L xn,d .jtj ' 7

MAN do. s just. The A. A r

(PACin9 men to FMPIRICAL MAN is primarily in

,'Ic schools and colle9es.1°

A fifth suggestion is to examine
the objectives and organization of
our colleges. It is now feasible
for some to join with foreign uni-
versities to organize open, self-
sustaining international studies
and experience programs in a variety
of fields. Transportation costs are
always brought up as an obstacle, and
yet you see large numbers of college
students traveling around the world
on their own. Teachers who also travel
by the thousands might gain profession-
ally as well as socially if colleges
were to provide seminars preparing
them for individual and group involve-
ment in second cultures.

A sixth suggestion is to be found
in the community. What cultural
resources- -what analytic second cul-
ture experiences--are feasible in our
own communities? How are. we utilizing
those resources?

And finally, but without less
significance, it is said that every
successful rainmaker is caught in the
rain. Will we, ourselves, as individ-
uals, seek the professional and person-
al advantages of a second culture
experience? Will we join together to
change neglect and conflict of cul-
tures into cultural democracy, a
national maturity resulting in an
international celebration of cultures?
Between peoples, greater communication
and cooperation; between individuals,
thoughtful concern and caring.

In the words of Maxim Gorky:

There will come a time, I know, when people

will take delight in one another, when each

will be a star to ;he other, and when each

will listen to his fellow as to music. The

free men will walk upon the earth, men great

in their freedom. They will walk with open

hearts, and he heart of each will be free of

envy and worry and distrust and greed; And,
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therefore, all mankind will be without malice

and there will be nothing V:, divorce the

heart from reason. Then lire will be one

great service to man.

His figure will be raised to lofty heights;

for free men, all heights are attainable. Then

weshall live in truth and in freedom and in

beauty, and those will he ac.:ounted the best

who will the more widely embrace the world with

their hearts, and whose love of it will be the

profoundest. Those will be the best who will

be the freest; for in them is the greatest

beauty. Then life will be great and the people

will be great who live that life.
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The first step toward teaching
U.S. students About other cultures
a'.2 ways of life is to develop pro-
gram that will give our tutuse
teachers a broad international per-
spective. One attempt to develop
such an undergraduate program has
been made during the pest 2 years at
the University of Massachusetts in
its Center tor International Sduca-
tion.

The Center operates one of 20
special programs offered undergrad-
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uates in education at the University
of Massachusetts. (Others focus on
areas such as "urban education" or
the "integrated day.") During their
first 2 years all education students
participate in a course that intro-
duces them to the range of special
programs in education available at

unAversity. 'ben at the end of
the sophomore year, students confer
with the faculty responsible for the
programs of particular interest to
them, and with faculty agreement
select one in which to concentrate.
During their final 2 years, those
education students who have entered
the Center for International Educa-
tion program will participate in the
various activities described in this
article as well as take the regular
courses required in their major
field. In 1972-73, SO undergradu-
ates are enrolled in the Center's
waits's.

The International Education pro-
gram has three broad objectives:

1. lb determine methods of intro-
ducing an international dimension
into all subject areas of U.S. edu-
cation.

2. To provide prospective teach-
ers with an opportunity to explore
through study and experience a cul-
ture different from their own.

3. To develop in these teacners
modes of thinking and instructing
that reflect high degree of cross-
cultural sensitivity.
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THEMES FOR STUDY

To develop strategy for imple-
menting such program, discussions
were held with individuals from
different parts of the world to de-
termine what they thought prospec-
tive U.S. teachers should know about
the world community. Foreign stu-
dents on campus proved to be an
especially valuable source of ideas,
for not only were they interested in
having Americans know more about
their own culture, but also they
themselves had been involved in an
intensive crosscultural experience
and so were Ware of its problems
and benefits.

In these discussions some common
themes appeared. Although they
veva neither new nor inclusive, it
was felt that start could be made
by allowing prospective teachers to
investigate these themes and that,
in doing so, they would at least
begin to gain crosscultural per-
spective and an attitude of world-
mindedness. The themes upon Which
Center students have therefore been
concentrating are the followings

1. The variation of people and
ideas within any one culture.

2. Cultural patterns and habits
distinguishing one grout from
another.

3. Value orientations of diverse
peoples.

4. Social changes throughout
the world.

The Viation of _People and Ideas
Withal...11W One Culture

The first theme was selected be-
cause it wee felt that one of the
most owaaon ad000nomptiono among

U.S. students is the belief that all
people from given cultural area
are similar. Exploring this theme
helps students to become aware of
the divergence of thought patterns,
life-styles, and the like within a
particular cultural group.

Cultural Patterns and Habits Distin-
filigiq7aGroup from Another

This theme gives students the
opportunity systematically to ob-
serve the differences between groups
and the causes underlying them. The
objective is to enable prospective
teachers to develop the habit of
asking themselves why people are as
they are, and, importantly, to un-
derstand that it is not necessary to
establish cultural conformity as a
precondition to cooperative
working or learning environment.

Values Orientations of Diverse
!amass,

When students compare and contrast
another culture analytically with
their own, they begin to recognise
that preconceptions play an impor-
tant role in shaping values, both in
other cultures and in their own.
They start to understand that values
are more often relative than abso-
lute and become sore understanding
of and tolerant towards values other
than their own. Seposure to values
across cultural lines points not
only to differences, but also to
similarities among all peoples such
as the search for beauty, the desire
for happiness, and the foolings of
warmth toward family and friends.

Social Changes Throughout the_ World

Students mey observe both social
change and cultural conflicts more
clearly in distinctly crosscul-
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tural setting. Increased contact
between cultures has led in the less
developed nations to increased tech-
nology and other innovations which
in turn have led not only to econ-
omic amelioration but also to social
change within those nations. This
situation, wherein cultures with
different customs, institutions,
and values confront each other, is
often one of conflict. Prospective
teachers, by examining these con-
flict situations in other areas of
the world,learn how to distinguish
their causes and to cope more ably
with the reality of the prevailing
cultural forces operating in their
local community.

Classroom teachers often will be
teaching students who have been up-
rooted from their cultural heritage
through social change. This theme
of social change throughout the
world helps them develop the sensi-
tivity to perceive the impact social
change has had on such students and
makes them aware of the danger of
forcing their will and values upon
them. Teachers' ability to respect
other cultures and understand the
situation of students from other
cultures may be more important to
the growth of their students than
the actual knowledge they transmit.

METHODS or "RAY

Pour methods were chosen to pro-
vide experiences that would enable
prospective teachers to explore the
four themes. These methods, each
applicable to more than one theme,
are still viewed ea experimental
and are continuously being redefined
and evaluated. They are (1) case
studies of conflict situations and
critical incidents, CO individual-
ised study contracts, (3) short-torn
crosscultural experiences, and (4)

in-depth rvascI experiences.
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Case Studies of Conflict Situations
and Critical Incidents

The case study approach presents
a problem situation that often in-
volves a conflict of values, atti-
tudes, or feelings. Both "open-
ended" and "closed" case studies
have been used. The former, des-
cribing an unresolved situation,
provides apple opportunity for stu-
dents to diagnose the situation and
prescribe alternative solutions or
responses. The latter, describing a
resolved situation, allows stu-
dents to analyze and discuss the
actions taken by the individual or
individuals involved.

Conflict situations focus on the
thought and actions of diverse people
and raise issues about the way proib-

law are approached in different
cultural areas. Their purpose is to
draw students' attention to those
human traits that influence the way
different people view present-day
problems so that they will begin to
realise that all people (including
themselves) look at problems through
an ethnocentric lens formed by habits
and attitudes.

For example, an "open-ended" case
study might present the problem of
industrial waste in Japan or the con-
flicts and incongruities of tradition
and modernity on the African conti-
nent as they affect the daily life
of an African student. A "closed"
case study might center on the in-
ternment of Japanese Americana during
leprld War II.

Some situations are fictitious,
while others are drawn from current
books, periodical; and newspapers.
They are usually presented to the
students in written form, but films
and video tapes have also been used.

Critical incidents are brief des-
criptions of particular problem in
particular cultural setting. They
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may present a fictional situation
concerning which students are asked
to make an individual value judo
ment or to arrive at a consensus with
their peers; or they may be an actual
crosscultural experience a student
has reported in a written account.

In preparing such reports, a stu-
dent is instructed not only to des-
cribe the incident but also to indi-
Ate personal reactions to it. In-

structors and students then discuss
these incidents in group sessions
where a student may reflect on the
experience and benefit from the re-
actions and insights of peers and in-
structors.

Individualized Study Contracts

Individualized study contracts
provide a student with the opportu-
nity to structure a crosscultural
learning experience. The instructor
assists the student in selecting a
topic, organizing the objectives, and
determining the activities necessary
to meet them, thereby helping him to
develop problem-solving techniques
that can be applied in crosscultural
situations.

Depending on the contract, the
student moves out of the classroom
for a portion of the semester or for
the entire semester. He uses library
and community resources, benefits
from the range of expertise on campus,
or becomes involved in service-ori-
ented community projects. The indi-
vidualised study contract is often
used in connection with the activi-
ties that students undertake during
the short-term and in-depth crosscul-
tural experiences described hereafter.
In addition, study contracts have
also boon used to help students pre-
pare for and evaluate these experi-
ences.

Short-Term Crosscultural Experiences

Few teacher education programs
provide opportunities for their stu-
dents to sample the cultural diver-
sity found In our society. While
methods instructors have been anxious
to place their students in schools
either to observe or practice in-
structional techniques, instructors
in educational foundations courses
have made little effort to provide
their students with first-hand ex-
posure to the multicultural forces
operating in our society.

One n.ethod of providing this ex-
posure is the short-term field ex-
perience, an activity specifically
structured to enable students to ex-
plore directly the relationship be-
tween school and society. As part of
the program discussed here students
have participated in activities rang-
ing from attendance at community
meetings(of organizations such as the
P.T.A., American Legion, and League
of Semen Voters) to visits to store-
front schools and community centers
in minority areas. In addition, some
students have spent weekends in rural
New England villages, communes, and
convents.

During these activities students
have the opportunity to gather infor-
mation about a different culture or
subculture through direct observation
and interviews. The knowledge they
gain, the insights they acquire, and
the reactions they have--both those
recorded at the time and developed in
retrospect--are later discussed and
analyzed with their instructors and
peers. It is felt that experiences
of this kind help students both to
understand the need for modifying
their behavior in order to communi-
cate effectively in &verse cultural
situations and, importantly, to re-
cognise the nature of the particular
cultural or subcultural perspectives
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that they themselves possess. By
developing such insights first-hand,
these prospective teachers may be-
come more sensitive to the wide range
of values and attitudes found in the
multicultural classrooms they will
encounter as they carry out their
professional responsibilities.

In -Depth Crosscultural Experiences

At one time in the history of
western education the wandering
scholar-teacher played a widely ac-
cepted role. Today, however, there
is little opportunity for prospective
teachers to satisfy all their degree
and certification requirements and
still have time for at least one se-
mester of experience and study in a
foreign country. Perhaps the solu-
tion to this problem lies in a teach-
er education program that includes a
crosscultural dimension as an inte-
gral step in the learning sequence.
Conceivably, an in-depth crosscultur-
al experience can be the link between
theory and practice in educational
foundations courses by providing stu-
dents with the opportunity to expose
themselves to divergent values and
to test their skills in real life
situations.

As a consequence each student it
this program is encouraged to parti-
cipate in a semester-long activity
in foreign country. Some students
have done practice teaching in Eng-
land, Ecuador, and the Netherlands.
Others have enrolled in local insti-
tutions or undertaken individualised
study programs in France, Germany,
!areal, Liberia, and Northern Ire-
land. Currently, attempts are under-
way to offer students an opportunity
to arrange similar activities in Ja-
pan. The cost for this part of the
program, borne by the students thew
selves, often amounts to no more
than that required for semester on
campus.

In preparation for their overseas
experience, students work closely
with their instructors, previous
participants and, when possible,
students from the foreign country to
which they will be going. Upon their
return they present a written or
oral report to their instruct Irs and
classmates and engage in various
types of evaluation sessions.

COURSEwoRK

There are three formal courses
offered as part of this program. A
foundations course introduces the
students to the different philosophies
of international education. These
are examined both through classroom
work and outside projects. A second
course entitled "Pre-Practicum in
International Education" is designed
to expose the students to broad is-
sues in American education and the
role of international education in
the public schools. Finally, a course
in "Curriculum Development in Inter-
national Studies" affords the stu-
dents an opportunity to work with
the Center star and curriculum spe-
cialists in th,.1 respective major
fields to determine how they might
introduce international studies into
subjects they will be teaching after
graduation. Prospective secondary
school teachers, with majors in
social studies, art, music, and ]_t-
'mature, review the existing curri-
culums and recent developments in
the teaching of these subjects; and
elementary education majors concen-
trate similarly on the curriculum at
this level. As part of the course-
work, or through subsequent indi-
vidualised study contracts, students
can attempt to develop appropriate
new curriculum materials or adapt
existing ones to their particular
subject fields. On occasion, oppor-
tunities also exist for them to test
out their efforts during practice
teaching experiences.
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CONCLUSION

The activities here described re-
present sore of the methods used by
the Center of International Education
to provide students with a crosscul-
tural dimenOion in their undergrad-
uate teacheo education program. While
these efforts ai-e still considered
developmental and research is need-
ed to deterstine the full extent of
their impacts it is the opinion of
the Center's staff that the program
participants have in fact gained a
better undefotanding of the effect
of culture on their own perceptions
and, in addition, have begun to de-
velop the wills and attitudes need-
ed for effective and personally pro-
fitable cr000cultural interaction.
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throughout the history of for-
eign language teaching in America
there have been recurrent claims
that one of the chief outcomes of
foreign language instruction was "a
better understanding of the foreign
culture." However, there is reason
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to believe that, in practice, the
teaching of culture in the average
foreign language classroom has been
something less than ideal.

Some teachers have assumed that
the mere learning of the sounds and
language patterns of a second lan-
guage constituted a significant cul-
tural experience in and of itself.
For such people, the fact that the
student is learning to manipulate
new sounds, new grammatical patterns,
and new word order arrangements is
adequate evidence that the student
has broken through the barriers of
monolingualism and monoculturalism
which are characteristic of the
mind-set of many Americans.

There are others who contend that
this type of learning is not enough;
that it is, indeed, possible to de-
velop a rather high degree of pro-
ficiency in manipulating the ele-
ments of a second language without
ever penetrating into the "soul" of
that language. That is, many Ameri-
can students may merely be using a
second system of oral and written
symbols to express Anglo-American
"realities." Examples would be the
student of Spanish who has learned
the Spanish word liamitid but who has
in his mind the sma- unit of
the American suburbs, consisting,
perhaps, of father, mother, or three
children. Another example would be
the student of German who equates
the word Gymna4ium with the American
term "high school." Even if the
student's information is expanded
to the point where he thinks of the
Gymnaeium as a "college prep high
school," which issues a "diploma"
called the Abituk, he is still far

from understanding the role, func-
tion, and significance of this
particular educational institution
within the framework of life in
Germany.
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Thus, from the standpoint of
vocabulary alone, the foreign lan-
guage teacher faces an enormous
problem with respect to the teach-
ing of culture. It is clearly not
possible to teach all the nuances
of meaning and all the emotional
overtones which come as second na-
ture to the native speaker of a lan-
guage. Yet if foreign language
learning is to be anything more
than a troublesome secret code used
to express what the student already
knows, then the student must come
away from the experience of foreign
language learning with the firm con-
viction that foreign sounds express
a different version of reality than
do the English "equivalents." He

must further come to realize that
few real equivalents exist across
cultures. He must be constantly
alert to the fact that the semantic
range of words from one culture to
another is vastly different. In
some cases the differences in cul-
tural function of seemingly simple
objects is so enormous as to defy
all efforts at translation. For
example, there is an Ashanti word
which is translated as "stool." In
the Ashanti way of life, however, a
stool has great significance for
every individual. What the North
American would consider a simple
piece of furniture is to the Ashanti
a mark of social standing, a vehicle
for recording the important events
of his life, and,after his death, a
public record of his mortal exist-
ence. Stools of a given tribe are
stored in a central location where
professional "stool readers" can
have access to them for recounting
events of the past. This example
helps to dramatize the enormous de-
gree of miseducation which can result
when a teacher of foreign languages
attempts to convey meaning by merely
matching English words or sentences

with the alleged crosscultural
equivalent.

A further aspect of vocabulary
lies in those areas where no equiv-
alent forms exist. For example,
in Spanish there is no word com-
parable to the English word for
"pet." On the other hand, Spanish
is much more concerned with differ-
entiating the parts of an animal
body from that of the human body.
Thus, for example, while English
differentiates between the animal
paw and the human hand, Spanish
goes further to differentiate in
its vocabulary between an animal
neck and the human neck, an animal
leg and the human leg, etc. Does
all of this have anything to do
with the fact that an animal ceme-
tery in Mexico City is as incon-
ceivable to a Mexican as a bull-
fight would be to a baseball fan
in Chicago?

Thus far, the illustrations
have been based largely on vocab-
ulary items. Of course, language
is much more than a collection of
lexical items. For example, there
are phonological, morphological,
and syntactical patterns in many
languages which reflect a struc-
turing of reality markedly differ-
ent from that of English. This
version of reality is imposed upon
the child in any culture as an
automatic part of his inculturation
into the patterns of his native
environment. And the language re-
lates to those patterns. If he
remains monolingual (or if he
learns other languages while keep-
ing his ethnocentric biases intact),
he tends to accept that language
and the version of reality which it
symbolizes as the norm. All other
languages are seen as queer ways
of expressing his own "correct" ver-
sion of reality. Thus, unlike the
speaker of English, the native speak-
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er of Spanish is not the agent in
forgetting such things as theatre
tickets or in missing a train. In-
stead, Spanish idicm shifts the blame
to the object. In effect, Spanish
expresses the idea that "the tickets
forgot themselves on me," or "the
train took off and left me." Also,
while a North American clock or
wristwatch "runs," the Spanish time-
piece merely "walks" (with the verb
anda4). Navajo language lacks agent
power in situations where European
languages have it. Thus, most Euro-
pean languages would say that "grand-
father is dying" while in Navajo it
would be necessary to say that some-
thing like "death is now occurring
in grandfather." In German the
syntactical patterns "the dog bit the
man" and "the man bit the dog" can
both be used to express the same
essential idea. The accusative end-
ing on the definite article will
indicate--in either word order se-
quence--whether it was the man or
the dog who was bitten. The lack of
case endings in English mandates the
syntactic pattern in which the direct
object follows the verb.

The foregoing examples were given
to illustrate both the complexities
and potentialities of using language
as a vehicle for teaching culture.
It is also important to cite the dan-
gers inherent in this approach. From
the standpoint of a language teacher,
one danger is that instruction might
be reduced to little more than a long
series of "fascinating" anecdotes
about the "peculiarities" of the tar-
get culture, thereby reinforcing
negative stereotypes about the for-
eign culture and confirming the stu-
dent's suspicions that "those people
are really pretty funny and they do
everything backwards." Also, there
is the danger that the teacher and
the students may overgeneralize from
limited data. To refer back to
our former examples, students might
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tend to assume that the Spanish lan-
guage with its "walking clocks" and
separate vocabulary items for animal
parts is evidence of lackadaisical
behavior and of cruelty to animals
among speakers of Spanish. 1 have
personally heard persons use similar
linguistic evidence to explain that
"Germans are more precise" and that
"Indians are closer to nature."
In this regard, scholars are highly
skeptical at attempts to draw
specific relationships between lan-
guage and culture. As Edward sapir
expressed it:

If it can be shown that culturt an

innate form, a series of contour:., quite a-

part from subject matter of any description

whatsoever, we have a something in culture

that may serve as a term of comparison with

and possibly a means of relating it to lang

uage. But until such purely formal patterns

of culture are discovered and laid bare, we

shall do well to hold the drifts of language

and of culture to be noncomparable and unrt-

laicd processes. from this it follows that

(.11 attem,its to connect particular types of

linguistic morphology with certain correla

ted stages of cultural development are vain.

Rightly o.derstood, such correlations are

rubbish.1

The point here is not to dis-
courage students and teachers from
exploring the intricacies of lan-
guage as a manifestation of culture,
but to caution them against drawing
spurious conclusions. This does
not prevent the learner from exam-
ining samples of patterned behavior,
linguistic or otherwise, and pre-
senting evidence in a descriptive
manner. Nor does it prevent him
from making crosscultural compar-
isons of language and cultural
patterns. In fact, it is precis./
in this area that the foreign lan-
guage teacher could profit greatly
froo the experience and practice
of the social scientist.
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In my opinion, the foreign lan-
guage community has done very little
in the way of helping students to

look 'jectively at language as pat-
terned cultural behavior. I have
even seen a Spanish textbook which
informs the student that "Spanish
doe, it backwards." This was in re-
fe 'e to the Spanish placement of
ob)%..ct pronouns before the conjugat-
ed verb. From the standpoint of
teaching crosscultural understand-
ing, this is clearly an abomination,
for it tells the student that the
syntax of English is correct and that
any departures from that pattern
are strange and deviant. And, if
the student is taught to be biased
about syntax, the implication is al-
most inevitable that other patterns
of behavior that differ from his
own are also deviant and strange.
How much better it would have been
to present the two patterns as be-
ing of equal validity. Perhaps it
would even be well to encourage the
student to make his own value judg-
ments about the relative superior-
ity of one pattern over the other
(leaving the outcome open-ended with
no final "one right answer" ever be-
ing supplied by an authority figure).
In certain situations an American
will say, "Him (I) avoid like the
plague:" That syntactic pattern,
which places the object pronoun be-
fore the verb, is rare in English.
However, it is standard in Spanish
AB is the pattern which would be
literally translated "To her it (I)
gave." Is it any less sensible to
know who the receiver of the action

prior to knowing what the action
itself is? Does it fail in any way
to communicate?

Might not the teaching of for-
eign languages be greatly enhanced
if we were to develop a series of
crosscultural concepts relating to
language so that the student's knowl-
edge of language could be developed

arci"td a relatively manageable num-
ber of insights rather than being
based upon acquisition of one set
of patterns after another? The ex-
ploration of this and similar ques-
tions by a consortium of social stud-
ies and foreign language specialists
might prove useful to all concerned.

One of the outcomes of such a

crossdisciplinary interchange might
be to provide a new structure for
teaching foreign languages in Amer-
ica, the focus of which would be
more heavily on cultivating attitudes
and developing value systems that
relate to a pluralistic world. As

Michael Hakalis has expressed it:

Our efforts in the realm of human under

L:...,flding will be Iutile if we are umahlo .0

in students an empathy for th, dif

ferences in people, not only in the IlLi.ed

Stites, but in other eulturu'i as well. It in

extremely important that we understand the

reasons for human behavior that is different

from our own even though we do not choose to

adopt that behavior. As we strive to appre

ciate the differences in people, we must also

perceive the ways they are similar.?

An approach which has bicultural
understanding as a basic purpose
need not preclude the learning of
language as a communicative skill.
On the contrary, such an approach
could add relevance and purpose to
language learning which--as drop-
ping enrollments show--may present-
ly be on shaky ground. However, a
cultural approach would cast seri-
ous doubts upon much of the present
practice in foreign language teach-
ing that tends to orient instruc-
tion at the secondary school level
to the needs of a relatively small
number of literary specialists in

higher education. In combination
with various factors (including
the students' socioeconomic back-
ground), this elitist focus of the
foreign language program has tend-
ed to exclude a majority of American
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students from the study of a sec-
ond language. However, if it is
true, as many have claimed, that
foreign languages have an essential
contribution to make to life in
multi-ethnic America, then foreign
language study of the right.sort
must be available to everyone. As

Robert Mead has expressed it:

I believe that foreign languages are for

all students, from FLES through graduate

school, and that all students should have an

opportunity to study them to the limit of

th,,ir ability. I believc that a liberal edu-

eaLion consists in helping the student to gain

scme understanding of each of the great fields

of human knowledge and of their interrelations,

and I believe that all students should strive

to:gird thin goal. Since foreign language study

is a key to the understanding of another way of

life as well as the best means of ending one',,

own cultural parochialism, and since better

intercultural understanding is, in my opinion,

a vital ingredient of a liberal education in

today's unquiet world, it follows that len-

7,w3e study is an essential part of such a

1. cral education, and one which should not

denied to any student.3

be

Ave

These are, indeed, fine words.
But over the past half century we
have heard many such statements
about the potential contributions
of foreign language study to inter-
national understanding and to de-
veloping empathy for other peoples.
A former Commissioner of Education
has stated:

This argument, that wider cultural exposure

will help our international relations, stress..

es both national purposes and international

amity. Perhaps the most important reason for

bicultural programs, however, is not inter-

national but domestic--our relations with each

other here at home. The entire history of

discrimination is based on the that

because someone else is different he is somm-

hos worse. If we could teach all our child -
ren--lack, white, brow, yellow and ill the
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Am,ric,1 shades in between--th,, diversity i!

not to be feared or suspected, but enjoyed and

valued, we woulo be well on the way toward

achieving the equality we have always pro-

claimed as a national characteristic.4

The questioh might well be
raised as to whether foreign lan-
guage stvey does in reality have
anything co contribute to such
noble ends. Is it not possible to
do the job just as well in the reg-
ular social studies program? After
all, there are more than 3,000
identified world languages. Clear-
ly, it is futile to attempt to
teach on a broad scale even a small
sampling from much of the major
language families. On the other
hand, it may be shortsighted of
Americans (and it may even appear
chauvinistic to other nations) to
continue teaching international
education solely by means of a
monolingua) social studies program.
Just as the social studies special-
ist may be able to provide a con-
ceptual dimension which 1 now
lacking in many foreign language
programs, perhaps the foreign lan-
guage specialist can add a dimen-
sion that is almost totally neg-
lected in the usual social studies
program.

The well-designed foreign lan-
guage program does have something
to offer. It can provide the
American student with a direct
experience in the language of
another culture. The lack of
this element in the social studies
curriculum may be a serious form
of student deprivation. Sapir has
suggested that language is

the most significant and colosal work that the

human spirit has evolved--nothing short, of a

finished form of expression for all communi-

cable experience... Language is the most mas-

sive and inclusive art we know, a mountainous

snd anonymous work of unconscious generations.5
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If this is true, surely some
significant contact with a second
language is an important educational
experience for all young people.
The question today is how to make
that experience relevant and ac-
cessible to all American students.
At present, the trend is in the
other direction: students are, in
increasing numbers, tending to
avoid the study of language. Per-
haps it is time now to begin re-
fining and implementing some of the
models which already exist for a
cultural approach to foreign lan-
guage instruction. These emerging
models do not omit literature And
language acquisition. However, in
contrast to traditional practice
among foreign language curriculum
makers, the new models tend to
treat these aspects of culture as
important threads in the fabric of
the target culture rather than as
the chief goal and culminating ex-
perience of the instructional pro-
gram. The appended reading list
provides a list of suggested
sources for the reader who wishes
to have access to some of the new
ideas and suggested approaches for
a cultural approach to foreign lan-
guage instruction.
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in May 1970 the American Asso-
ciation of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE), in an action de-
signed to strengthen its commitment
to the principle of equal education-
al opportun:ty for all citizens,
,stablisheo a Commission on Multi-
enaral Education. The Association
charged the Commission to provide
leadership to MIS and its 859
member oolleged and universities in
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efforts to make teacher education
programs more responsive to the edu-
cational needs of a culturally plu-
ralistic society. To meet this
charge, it recommended that the com-
mission's aims include the following:

1. To stimulate and motivate AACTE
and its member institutions to make
multicultural education a major con-
cern in teacher preparation, and to
provide information concerning multi-
cultural education.

2. To increase partii:ipation of
predominantly black member institu-
tions and substantive involvement of
individual educators from minority
ethnic groups in t., work of AACTE.

3. To encourage member institutions
to include in their teacher education
programs components aimed at produc-
ing an understanding of the multi-
cultural nature of American life and
the strength that comes from diver-
sity.

4. To facilitate the establish-
ment and functioning of cooperative
institutional programs designed to
promote intercultural understanding.

From its first meeting, the Com-
mission felt an obligation to clari-
fy the principal ideas and concepts
of multicultural education. While
it proceeded with efforts concerning
the four aims previously mentioned,
substantial attention was devoted
to developing a statement that would
clarify the nature of multicultural
education and indicate its implica-
tions for teacher preparation.

At its October 1972 meeting,
MCTE's board of Directors adopted
the statement prepared by the Comis-
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Rion as AAC-E policy. It is hoped
that this statement will serve as a
guide for AACTE and its member insti-
tutions in dealing with the issue of
multicultural education.

Excerpts from the Commission's
statement are presented belowil

Multicultural education is educa-
tion which values cultural pluralism.
Multicultural education rejects the
view that schools should seek to melt
away cultural differences, or that
schools should merely tolerate cul-
tural pluralism. Instead, multi-
cultural education affirms that
schools should be oriented toward
the cultural enrichment of all chil-
dren and youth, through programs
rooted to the preservation and exten-
sion of cultural alternatives....

...Cultural pluralism is more than
a temporary accommodation to placate
racial and ethnic minorities. It is
A concept that aims toward a height-
ened sense of being and of wholeness
of the entire society based on the
unique strengths of each of its
parts.

Cultural pluralism rejects both
assimilation and separatism as ulti-
mate goals. The positive elements
of a culturally pluralistic society
will be realized only if there is a
healthy interaction among the di-
verse groups which comprise the na-
tion's citizenry. Such interaction
enables all to share in the richness
of America's shalticulturel heritage.
Suoh interaction provides a means
for coping with intercultural ten-

sions that arc natural and cannot he
avoided in a growing, dynamic so(i-
ety. To Accept cultural pluralism
is to recognize that no group lives
in a vacuum- -that each group ixif;ts;
as part of an interrelated whole.

a a

Educational institutions play a
major role in bhaping the attitudes
and beliefs of the nation's youth.
These institutions bear the heavy

task of preparing each generation to
assume the rights and responsibil-
ities of adult life. In helping the
transition to a society that values
cultural pluralism, educational in-
stittions mast provide leadership
for the development of individual
commitment to a social system where
individual worth and dignity are
fundamental tenets....

Colleges and universities engaged
in the preparation of teachers have
a central role in the positive devel-
opment of our culturally pluralistic
society. If cultural pluralism is to
become an integral part or the edu-
cational process, teachers and per-
sonnel must be pr'pared in an envi-
ronment where the commitment to
multicultural education is evident.
Evidence of this commitment includes
such factors as a faculty and staff
of multiethnic and multiracial char-
acter, a student body that is repre-
sentative of the culturally diverse
nature of the community being served,
and a culturally pluralistic curric-
ulum that accurately represents the
diverse multicultural nature of
American society.
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LINCOLN-FILENE INTERGROUP
RELATIONS CURRICULUM

The Intergroup Relations Curri-

culum is designed to orient the ele-
mentary school child into a plural-
istic society. It is the product of
more than 6 years of research, devel-
opment, teacher education, and

evaluation by the Lincoln-Filene

Center for Citizenship and Public
Affairs, Tufts University, Boston.

The cardinal feature of the Inter-
group Relations Curriculum is its

methodology, which incorporates
inductive learning through active
pupil participation in role playing,
discovery, inquiry, gaming, and

similar classroom activities. This

inductive methodology is based on

awareness that classroom participa-
tion helps a child to learn better,to
learn more, and probably to become a
more effective participant in the

broader community. It is also based
on the belief that it is not enough
to increase a child's intellectual
knowledge of similarities and dif-

ferences in the American civic
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culture; he must also experience
behavioral orientation and change,
which can only come from the feel-
ings induced by the teaching-learn-
ing process.

The Intergroup Relations Curri-
culum has the following specific
objectives that focus on helping a
child become an effective citizen in
the American society:

To advance a child's positive
self-concept.

To help a child reduce both
stereotypic and rejudicial think-
ing and also overt discrimination
with respect to all groups of human
beings.

To assist a child toward reali-
zing that there are many differences
among people even within groups.

To give a child a realistic un-
derstanding of the past and the pre-
sent, including the many contribu-
tions to America's development by
people from a wide variety of groups
and nations.

To encourage a child to partic-
ipate actively in the teaching-
learning process in the school.

To suggest eays in which all
individuals may contribute toward
closing the gap between the realities
and the ideals of the democratic
civic culture.

It is hoped that the Intergroup
Relations Curriculum and its objec-
tives will contribute to the devel-
opment of democratic human relations
in our society through the educa-
tional process.

Fr further information contact
Major Morris, Lincoln Filene Center
for Ci`izenship and Public Affairs,
Tufts University, Medford, Mass.
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MOBILE COUNTY INTERCULTURAL
PROGRAM

In 1970, the County School Board
in Mobile, Ala., directed that a

crosscultural educational program be
established in the schools through-
out the country. Because the Board
believed that educators are prob-
ably in the best position to aid stu-
dents in gaining knowledge, develop-
ing attitudes, and attaining skills
necessary for rational and creative
living in an interdependent world,
it requested that the Office of
International and Special Projects,
College of Education, University of
Alabama, work with the Superinten-
dent's Office in Mobile to develop a
comprehensive crosscultural education
program. The goals developed included
(1) promoting crosscultural under-
standing and cooperation _.. a nation-
al and international level and (2)
harmonizing cultural differences
among the racial and ethnic groups
within the Mobile area.

Projected for 5 years, the pro-
gram has now completed its first
active year. During that time mart'

concrete steps were initiated. A
citizens' advisory board represent-
ing the cultural groups within the
Mobile area was estatlished. A
survey of elementary and secondary
teachers was conducted to find those
capable of a special contribution
to the program, on the basis of
previous training and/or experience.
A continuing assessment of curricu-
lum was started to discern the type
and quality of the crosscultural
material being used at all grade
levels. Teachers were encouraged tn
participate in a special summer pro-
gram in Mexico that afforded
familiarization with present politi-
cal and cultural trends. And final-
ly a plan was being designed for an
inservice training program for social
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studies coordinators that will 1,e

tested early in 1973 and late:- offer-
ed to appropriate teachers: through-
out the county school system.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS IN
OHIO SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Miami University's Department of
Educational Administration, under
grant from the Kettering Foundation,
surveyed international education pro-
grams in the 534 accredited secondary
schools in Ohio during the fall of
1971. Conducted through the chairmen
of social studies departments, the
survey achieved an 80 percent return.
International education was consid-
ered to include any school-sponsored
activities or courses that bring
dents into contact with people and
cultures other than their own.

The survey showed that Ohio high
schools do generally offer inter-
national education in some form. The
great majority of schools' respond-
ents stated that the international
component of their present programs
is provided within existing courses
such as foreign language and world
history courses. Less than half the
schools offer separate courses such
as international relations or an area
study. One-quarter reported that
over 75 percent of their student
body participated in well-defined
international education programs that
do include such separate courses.
At the other end of the scale, one-
fifth Of the schools responded that
under 25 percent of their students
take any courses with international
content.

Few Ohio secondary teachers have
traveled overseas. Of the 422 schools
responding, 329 indicated that less
than 25 percent of their staff have
been overseas. Of those who had,
most visited Europe, with Canada
and Latin America next in popularity.



Very few have been to Africa, Asia,
Australia, or New Zealand.

Study abroad was named by 28 per-
cent of the respondents as part of
the background of those staff members
who are teaching in international
education programs. Work experience
abroad was very limited, with only
12 percent indicating any general
experience by their staff.

Despite agreement by 87 percent of
the respondents that more internation-
ally oriented materials and activi-
ties are offered today than 5 years
ago, more than half thought that Ohio
high schools are not giving students
an adequate knowledge of internation-
al affairs. When questioned about
what prevented 'their schools from
having the international education
programs they thought advisable,
70 percent of the respondents named
lack of money as the major faCtor.
The next most frequent response (44
percent) was lack of suitable mate-
rials. When asked about ways to

strengthen and expand existing pro-
grams, respondents put first on the
list emphasizing teaching about non-
Western cultures.

With the nature of the responses
in mind, the survey offers the fol-
lowing general recommendations for

improving the State-wide picture:

1. Strengthen and support programs which

prupare Ohio' teachers.

2. Support efforts to train urgently

needed teachers in non-Western areas.

3. Set up workshops, summer institutes,

seminars for college and university pre-

assors who prepare secondary aid elumen-

Lary school teachtrs.

4. Establish at an Ohio university a

cc ter to support the development of 4

gA4lity international education curricu-

lum in Ohio schools and provide consul-

tants to schools; curriculum materials

te 6 410 C S

Illy f,,r fere ), r,1

,0rvice

nior, contlrlU it or 11' f

f r,, ur t it s 1 , 1. ' { r v

in )4 in 1 0.1

,hle inservice int,Tnationd eJuc, i

f-rograms for teaeher.

Change Ohio's tAte stodieF

requirements for hioh schools

to in-ludc a required our:o., with pr,

dominantly internAional content.

Promote international educstior,

through use of the popular pre rkroo!h

prufesioell education or ',oil? 0 lor., ud
journals, and ly ).lining support .f tf,

:,uperintendentbl offices.

Convene a i:tatewide internati,nal

education meeting for :social !_;tudie ten,-
ers in Ohio to introduce them to new ide,.;

and materials, and to generate state-wid,

enthusiasm for international Aucation.

The pamphlet in which these rec-
commendations appear is entitled
Building Wonid SensitivityFact an
Fiction? It may be obtained from Dr.
James R. Showkeir, Department of Ed-
ucational Administration, Miami Uni-
versity, Oxford, Ohio 45056.

COUNCIL FOR INTERCULTURAL
STUDIES AND PROGRAMS

The National Council of Associa-
tions for International Studies
( NCAIS), formed in 1967, was recently
reorganized as the Council for In-
tercultural Studies and Programs
(CISP). The new Council plans to
expand the work of NCAIS in encourag-
ing study of critical world probleMs,
particularly at the undergradua'te
level.

Whereas NCAIS consisted of associ-
ations and regional centers, CISP
will extend this membership to in-
clude individual colleges and uni-
versities concerned with strengthen-
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ing international and foreign area
stadies on their own campuses by
working cooperatively with other
institutions. It also plans, while
continuing and expanding its past
activities,to embark on new programs
that will seek to anticipate major
world problems and their consequences
for American higlu education.
Faculty seminars and workshops will
be held to broaden the background of
college teachers on world areas and
international issues. Related acti-
vities will be planned to develop
teaching and study materials in such
fields as population, Asian philos-
ophies and religions,and comparative
urban studies. Consultative services
will be provided to higher education
consortia and individual institutions
that are developing new programs in
intercultural studies. Opportunities
will also be provided for students to
share their intercultural experiences.

Organizations and institutions
interested in becoming associated
with the Council may write to the
Membership Committee 1. care of Prof.
George T. Little, Vernmont Council of
World Affairs, Trinity College, Bur-
lington, Vt. 05401. Further informa-
tion may be obtained from Ward More-
house, President, Council for Inter-
cultural Studies and Programs, 60 E.
42d St., New York, N.Y. 10017.

INTERNATIONALIZING SWEDISH HIGHER
EDUCATION

The Office of the Chancellor of
the Swedish Universities has set up
a committee to study ways to inter-
nationalize Swedish higher education
more fully. The committee's appoint-
ment is to be seen in the context of
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the debate on educational policy in
Sweden,during which iuternationaliza-
tion has been cited as one of the
important objectives of education--
elementary, seconlary, and 1-)os t-

secondary. The committee has been
directed to produce d coordinated
picture of the various aspects of
internationalization at the higher
education level and to organize its
study under three main to ics:

Specific training in preparation
for international or other foreign
posts (e.g., in the Swedish Develop-
ment Aid Program, international or-
q.ization, or Swedish business).

Study of conditions in other
countries and of international prob-
lems in preparation for specific
kinds of jobs in Sweden, such as
positions in teaching, journclism,
or public administration and private
enterprise that involve foreign
contacts.

International orientation that
would attempt to increase understand
ing of issues and problems in other
countries, and to impart a greater
sense of international responsibility.
Swedish officals believe this will
become increasingly important in the
1970's and 1980's.

The committee has begun to prepare
concrete proposals and is interested
in comparing its efforts to those of
other countries. Co-respondence may
be addressed to Int( malization

Committee, Office of .-e ncellor
of the Swedish Universiti,! ( 'KA),

Box 16 334, S-103 26 StA. 16,

Sweden.
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On March 29, 1972, the Government
of Pakistan issued The Education
Poticy 1972-1980, a statement outlin-
ing its overall aducational objectives
and general guidelines for reform and
Jevelo2ment. The policy, prepared in
respiAlse to a directive given 3 months
earlier by President Zulfigar Ali

Bhutto, was produced under the leader-
ship of Minister of Education Abdul

Hafiz Pirzada. It includes contribu-
tions from a wide variety of concerned
groups ranging from univeroity officials
and Provincial educational authorities
to teachers and students leaders.

In general terms, The Education
Poticy aims to construct an educational
process geared not only to preserve
and promote "the basic ideology of
Pakistan," 1 but also to foster social
and cultural harmony compatible with
this ideology. It emphasizes develop-
ing the total personality of the
individual and producing citizens who
will both be able to comprehend the
social and technical changes taking
place in their society ,ncl also be
prepared to assume leaG, :.hip roles.

More specifically, Tice Education
Paticy aims to:

Eradicate through
universalizing elementary education
and massively expanding adult educa-
tion programs.

Equaliz3 access to education
by providing special facilities to
women, the underprivileged, and the
mentally and physically handicapped,
particularly in backward areas.

Make curriculums more responsive
to the country's economic and social
needs.

Integrate seneral and technical
education through comprehensive pro-
grams that will allow students to
transfer from one course of special-
ization to another.
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Enhance the welfare, dignity,
and sense of responsibility of both
teachers and students by ensuring
their active participation, as well
as that of the community at large,
in educational matters, and by provid-
ing academic freedom to educational
institutions within the framework of
national objectives.

It is the purpose of this article
to report on some of the more signif-
icant elements of this recent policy
statement and the way in which these
elements affect educational adminis-
tration and elementary, secondary
and intermediate, higher, and adult
and continuing education.

ADMINISTRATION

Current System

Educational administration of all
levels is basically a responsibility
of the individual Provinces wi_h the
Central Government providing leader-
ship, guidance, coordination, and
financial assistance. The Central
Ministry of Education is 1-:aded by a
Minister of Education appointed by
the President. The former is assisted
by a Secretary and, since 1972, by
eight Deputy Secretaries who are
specialists in the particular areas
for which they are responsible.

Each of the four Provinces--Punjab,
Sind, Frontier, and Baluchistan--has
a Division of Education, headed by a
Minister appointed by the President.
The Minister in turn is supported by
a Director of Public Instruction and
several other directors. At the low-
est bureaucratic level, district
inspectors handle the day-to-day
operations of the school system.

Theoretically, at least, education-
al planning has been conducted by the
Central Government in consultation
with the appropriate Provincial au-
thorities. The most prominent Central
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agency that assist,. in this proce:-:,
is the Advisory Board of Education,
which includes both Central and
Provincial educational officials,
directors of public institutions,
vice chancellors of tie universities,
leading educators and academics, and
members of the Provincial Assemblies.
Also in-yolved to some degree in plan-
ning are the Council of Technical
Education, the Inter-University Board,
and the Council of Scientific and
Industrial Research. In addition, a
small group of educators was assigned
to the National Planning Commission
to prepare the educational components
of the previous National Development
Plans.

Despite this longstanding commit-
ment to the principle of decentrali-
zation in educational policymaking,
planning, and administration, the
central Government had assumed a
great deal of power and control in
the past decade. Perhaps, recogniz-
ing that edncati.on plays a key role
in national develot.,ment, the Govern-
ment ..ssumed more direct control and
responsibility so as to ensure effi-
cient, coordinated planning. Whatever
the explanation, during the sixties
the Central Government established,
financed, and operated several insti-
tutions of higher learning (e.g., the
University of Islamabad) and several
model secondary schools in thc. Isla-
mabad metropolitan area.

Policy Guidelines

Althougl. administrativ, machinery
has existed tc involve regional lev-
els in the formulation and implemen-
tation of educational policy, thole
individuals r' consible for The Edu-
cation PAicy apparently felt that it
was necessary to stream]. .J education-
al administration and to involve more
people at the Provincial and district
levels in educational planning and
administration. To this end, the new
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policy states that "Education Councils"
will be set up at the National, Pro-
vincial, district, and institutional
levels. Members of these councils
will be drawn from "elected repres-
entatives of National and Provincial
Assemblies and Local Bodies, citizens
of various shades of opinion from
different walks of life [who are] in-
terested in education, and reiresen-
tatives of teachers, students, and
..eievant government departments and
o 'ler agencies." The Education Coun -.
moils will not on4 formulate and
implement educational policy, but will
also (1) evaluate educational progress
in their respective spheres, (2) ini-
tiate and support research in educa-
tion, and (3) harness and mobilize
the latest educational techniques
and resources to improve education.

Another major feature of the Cen-
tral Government's new policy -- spells,
out in detail in Martial Law Regula-
tion No. 118, 2 also dated March 29,
1972--is the nationalization of pri-
vate institutions at all levels.
Apparently this regulation is aimed
pr'marily at profitmaking institu-
tions, because The Education Poticy
states that private institutions will
be exempt from any or all of the
regulations if they can satisfy Gov-
ernment authorities that they are

"run on a genuinely benevolant, phil-
anthropic, and non-commercial basis."

On September 1, 1972, all private
"colleges"--institutions with classes
at the intermediate (grades 11 and 12),
undergraduate, or postgraduate level- -
were affected by this regulation.
Private schools at the lower levels
will be converted in stages, the first
of which took place in October 1972.
The regulation calls for nationalizing
all sthools within 2 years.

During this nationalization process,
owners of private schools and colleges
will not be compensated in any form,
nor will they be allowed to close,

sell, or transfer their inst. 'ions
to any other individual or group. rho

regulations further prohibit relets-
ing or hiring any teachers or other
personnel. Finally, teachers in these
institutions will have their salaries
and service conditions raised to a
level equal to that of their counter-
parts in Government-run schools.

Nationalized institutions located
in the Islamabad Capital District
will be financed and administered by
the Central Government; and thoie in
the Provinces, by the relevant provin-
cial Governments.

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

The Current System

In Pakistan, the educational system
has three distinct stages: Elementary,
secondary and intermediate, anr" higher.
Pre-elementar schools exist only in

large cities like Karachi, Lahore,
Islamabad, and Peshawar.

Elementary education spans 8 years,
including 5 years in primary school
(grades 1-5) and 3 in middle school
(grades 6-8). Students passing the
final examination at the end of grade
8 are channeled either into college
preparatory or into vocational /technical
programs, largely on the basis of
their scores.

In 1972, the approximate number
and percent of primary and middle
school-age children enrolled in
grades 1 to 5 and grades 6 to 8,
respectively, were as follows:

Primary

Number Percent

All pupils 4,600,000
Boys 3,500,000
Girls 1,100,000

48
70
25
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Middle

Number Percent

All pupils 1,000,000 20
Boys 750,000 30
Girls 250,000 11

The dropout rate at the elementary
level has been estimated as high as
70 percent. 3

The current curriculum of the pri-
mary grades includes the following
subjects:

Language:
Urdu, Sindhi, or Pushto

Mathematics
General science
Social studies
Religious education
Physical education
Practical arts

In the middle grades (6-8), one
of the following subjects may be
added:

Arabic
Fine arts
Home economics
Persian
Pushto
Sindhi

Policy Guidelines

Free and universal education.- -
The Eaucation Paacy declares that
education is to be free and universal
through grade 10; but, because of
limited economic resources, this
policy is to be implemented in two
phases. The first phase began on
October 1, 1972, when education be-
came free from grades 1 to 8 for all
boys and girls in both private and
Government schools. The second
phase is to begin on October 1, 1974,
when free educat 1 is to be extended
through grade 1, n all schools. The
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Government will provide monetary
support to the private schools that
are permitted to continue operations
to compensate for loss of the fees
that they will no longer be able to
charge because of the nationalization
program.

The issue of making education
compulsory was left open for further
di..cussion and debate by the Provin-
cial Assemblies, because of its "far-
reaching implications in the socio-
economic structure as constituted
today."

Enrollment.--It is estimated that,
under the new plan, primary school
enrollment by 1980 will have increas-
ed by about 5 million. The Govern-
ment plans to build 38,000 additional
classrooms to acoommodate these
pupils, and Government policy requires
that the new schools be functional in
design and low in cost. The present
plan, outlined in the new policy,
indicates that for each pupil primary
school should be within walking dis-
tance. Further, it is estimated
that primary education under this
two-phase plan will become universal
for boys by 1979 and for girls by
1984. The approximate number and
percent of primary school-age chil-
dren expected to be enrolled in 1980
are estimated as follows:

Number Percent

All pupils 9,600,000 85
Boys 5,800,000 100
Girls 3,800,000 70

Enrollment increases in middle
schools are expected to reflect the
extension of universal free educa-
tion through grade 8 that began in
October 1972. The anticipated
increase at this level is 2,300,000
by 1980. The approximate number
and percent of riddle school children
expected to be t rolled in 1980 are
as follows:



Number Percent

All pupils 3,300,000 55

Boys 2,200,000 70

Girls 1,100,000 40

stan's New Education Policy: 1972-1980

The dropout problem.--The most
crucial factor in the high elemen-
tary dropout rate may be the exist-
ing examination system, in bhich a
single annual school examination
provides the sole basis for deter-
mining whether or not a student will

be promoted. The new policy urges
that an essentially automatic promo-
tion plan be adopted through grade 9.
In place of the annual exam in these
grades, evaluations will now be made
several times during the school year
and cumulative records will be kept.
These records will be used to help
place the student in a program suit-
ed to his or her particular needs
and capabilities.

A second major factor influencing
the dropout rate--more difficult to
come to grips with--is the attitude
about education that prevails among
urban working-class and rural parents.
The Education Policy suggests that
the Government initiate a mass plan
to persuade parents of the value of
formal schooling; and in fact has
asked Provincial Assemblies to dev-
elop systems of incentives and
awards in their respective areas that
will encourage parents in lower socio-
economic g'J,ps to keep their chil-
dren in school.

Curriculum.--The new policy
suggests curricular changes at the
elementary level that will equip
children with salable skills:

The system of elementary education will

so designed that the knowledge and skills

imparted, attitudes tmplanted, and the

learning methods employed will ensure that

those not preceding to secondary education

can be usefully absorbed into the economy

of the local community. For those leaving

school after class VIII, special courses of

training in the skills of their vocational

interest will be provided in the school

workshops....

The policy also makes the study of
Islamiyat compulsory for students up
to grade 10.

SECONDARY AND
INTERMEDIATE EDUCATION

The Current System

In Pakistan, what is generally
termed "secondary education" is div-
ided into two stages, secondary
(grades 9 and 10) and intermediate
(grades 11 and 12) . The medium of
instruction is =many Urdu, although,
as in elementary schools, regional
languages are used in certain sec-
tions of the country where ties to
the local language are particularly
strong. 4

Enrollment statistics for the
1972-73 schoc., year reveal that
secondary and intermediate education
is still highly selective, serving
only 8 percent of the eligible age

group. Moreover, among those study-
ing at this level, from 60 to 70
percent are following the preuniver-
sity arts curriculum whereas only
5 percent are enrolled in technical
or vocational programs.

Students who conti-ue their edu-
cation beyond the 8th grade are
channeled into one of two streams,
largely on the basis of their scores
on the grade 8 final examination.
Those who receive the highest grades
and who intend to continue to inter-
mediate and higher education enter a
program of general studies. The rest
enroll in vocational or occupational
programs, usually offered in separate
schools.

In the secondary-level general
studies program, which is designed
almost exclusively to prepare stu-
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dents for eventual university study,
all students take a required core
curriculum and three elective sub-
jects each year. The required
courses are Urdu, English, mathemat-
ics, general science, Islamic studies
and physical education. The elec-
tives may be selected from any one
of the following subject areas:
(1) Agriculture, (2) commerce,
(3) home economics, (4) humanities,
(5) industrial arts, and (6) science.
At the ld of grade 10, students are
confronted with a final examination
which leads to the Matriculation
Certificate. These exams are exter-
nal, being set and administered by
the Boards of Intermediate and Secon-
dary Educatioi. of the various Provin-
cial Ministries of Education. Again,
on the sole basis of the score attained
on this examination, students are
selected for places in either the liberal
arts, sciences, or commercial sections
of intermediate "colleges." Those
who are not entering one of these
programs but who wish to continue
their education may enroll either in
a technical course or a teacher-
training institute.

Vocational schools at the secon-
dary level emphasize training in a
wide range of crafts and trades in
1- or 2-year programs that are design-
ed to prepare individuals for employ-
ment either as trained factory workers,
clerks, or apprentices in a particular
trade. Students who successfully
complete the 2-year program leading
to a diploma in a particular area
may seek admission to technical
schools at the intermediate level.
Grade 8 graduateF may also enter a
1-year teacher education program
offered in normal schools. (For a
fuller discussion of teacher educa-
tion programs, see the section on
Teacher Education.)

At the intermediate level, schools
for general studies are termed
"intermediate colleges." Here a
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student takes 2 compulsory courses- -
Urdu and Englishand selects 3 ad-
ditional courses each year from those
offered in the particular section in
which he is enrolled. The following
courses are available:

Liberal Arts

is

Civics
Economics
General history

Biology
Chemistry
Mathematics

H me economics
Islamic history
Logic
Mathematics

Sciences

Physics
Psychology
Statistic-

Commerce

Ac-counting
Banking
Bookkeeping
Business methods

Commercial
geography

Shorthand and
typing

Technical education at the inter-
mediate level is provided in "poly-
technics." The programs offered in
these institutions, normally 3 years
in duration, are designed to prepare
::.ndividuals for the midlevel manpower
positions needed for national devel-
opment. The program includes a basic
core of science, mathematics, and
language studies as well as courses
in speqalized fields such as draft-
ing, deiign, electronics, and metal-
lurgy. Part-time programs in a
variety of specializations are also
available for workers with industrial
experience. Graduates of the poly-
technics are awarded a Diploma of
Associate Engineers and are eligible
to compete for admission to one of
the universities or engineering
Colleges.
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Policy Guidelines

The Lducati Peticy addresses
many of the major shortcomings
currently found in education at tut
secondary and intermediate stages.
It outlines reforms intended to
(1) increase overall enrollments
and, at the same time, reduce the
heavy concentration of students in
the liberal arts sections of the
intermediate colleges; (2) inte-rate
general and technical/occupational
studiet; at both the secondary and
intermediate stages; and (3) provide
students in all programs with a more
comprehensive and diversified edu-
cation. The police framers also make
it clear that the existing evaluation
system, with its sole reliance on
yearly external examinations, will
have to be revised.

Enrollments.--The new policy's
directive extending free education
through grade 10 for all students and
through grade 12 for the academically
gifted 5 will bring about an immediate
increase in enrollments in both the
secondary schools and the intermediate
cclleges. By 1980 it is expected
that enrollments will have more than
dcubled at these stages and that an
overall enrollment ratio of at least 15
percent will nave been achieved.

The Education Pot icy is explicit
in its call for a "massive shift from
enrollments in arts toward enrollments
in science and technical subjects;
from an aimless general education to
a more p......voseful agro-technical edu-

cation." It is pea that by 1980 the
enrollment breakdown by stream will
be technical as follows; Technical/
occupational--33 percent; sciences- -
30 percent, and liberal arts--27 per-
cent. To achieve this balance, new
facilities for science and technical/
occupation courses will be constructed
on a major scale and enrollments in
the liberal arts section will be care-
fully controlled.

Integration of streams.--In he
view )f the framers of the new policy,
technical and vocational education at
the secondary and intermediate stages
has failed to produce efficient indus-
trial workers. The programs gener-
al:;, have been unable either to devel-
op the specialized skills required
for such employment or to provide
students with the general education
they need to function effectively
and responsibly in Pakistan's rapidly
changing society. Therefore the new
plan is to expand technical education
and move toward progressive integra-
tion of general and technical studies.
Explaining this recommendation, the
policy states:

...In the past. the general tendency

has been to establish separate institu-

tions for technical education. These

in,titutions have not always produced

efficient industrial workers. The edu-

cation given in them also lacked OIL

necessary cultural content and, in

Dractice, they cats -, ,.d for the reject:

of the general stream and a certain

_tigma was attached to their programmes.

The new programme will provide for pro-

gressive integration of general and tech-

nical education.

Equal recognition is shown in the
new policy of certain shortcomings
in the general studies programs.
Most serious is the fact that many
students who terminate their studies
at either the secondary or intermedi-
ate stage have great difficulty
securing meaningful employment.

In an attempt to imp, )ve both
programs, The Education Policy calls
for developir, a program that will
attract greats numbers of more
capable students to technical and
vocational studies and will provide
students in general studies with
more marketable skills. The new
program wil. integrate technical/
occupational and general studies so
that all students will receive a
more comprehensive and diversified
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education. Graduates will then hat'
the broad background necessary to
enter a wider variety of specialized
studies at various higher education.
institutions. Moreover, those who
seek immediate employment will possess
a broader range of marketable skills.
While the new policy does not set out
a detailed plan for establishing such
a program, it does mention several
specific reforms:

Technical and occupational
courses (such as teacher education,
distributive education, electronics,
and agriculture) will be added to
the general stream at both the
secondary and intermediate stages.

An integrated science course
(including mathematics and biological
and physical sciences) will be offer-
ed to all students in all streams.

Matriculation Certificates in
industrial arts and agriculture and
Intermediate Certificates in indus-
trial arts, agriculture, and home
economics will be awarded.

Evaluation.--Although the annual
examinations through grade 9 have
been eliminated, the decisive exami-
natioranow given at the end of grades
10 and 12 will be continued at least
for the present. The new policy
indicates, however, that a different
evaluation system eventually must be
developed. More recent discussions
indicate a greater role for class-
room teachers in the evaluation
process. One specific suggestion
being considered is that the final
exams be continued, but that they be
used to determine only 60 percent of
the students' grades and that teachers'
evaluations be used for the remain-
ing 40 percent. 6
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TEACHER EDUCATION

Current System

There are at present 12 teacher-

training colleges acrd a tota: of 55
normal schools and teacher-training
institutes. Most of these schools
are not coeducational.

Teachers for the elementary grades
(1-8) are trained in 1-year programs
at either normal schools or teacher-
training institutes. These programs
include introductory courses in ped-
agogy--e.g., educational psychology,
learning theory, and teaching methods
--as well as a 4-month period of
practice teaching.

Normal schools accept holders of
the Matriculation Certificate receiv-
ed at the end of grade 10. Students
who successfully complete the program
at these schools are awarded a
Junior Vernacular Certificate and
are eligible for teaching positions
in the primary schools (grades 1-5).

At the next level are the teacher-
training institutes. Students who
pass the grade 12 final examination
leading to an Intermediate Certificate
are eligible for admission. Institute
graduates receive the Senior Vernac-
ular Certificate, which qualifies
them for teaching positions in the
middle schools (grades 6-8).

Teacher-training colleges require
a barhf,lor's degree for admission.
The r program leads to a Licen-
tia- .eacher's Certificate, which
enables its holders to teach in the
secondary schools (grades 9 and 10).

Teachers completing any of these
programs may take further study
leading to higher credentials through
a system of external examinations
offered by many of the universities.

Finally, to qualify to teach in
the intermediate colleges, a full
university degree (received after 4
years of schooling beyond the Inter-
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mediate Certificate) is required. No
additional training is necessary for
teaching courses related to a field
of specialization.

Higher degrees in education are
offered at the Institute of Education
at Lahore and in several universities.
The minimum requirement for entrance
is a bachelor's degree. Three degrees
are available: A B.Ed., requiring
1 year of study; a MEd., requiring
2 years; a Ph.D., requiring 3 years
of independent study and research
after the master's. Study at these
levels emphasizes educational theory
and philosophy and is heavily research-
oriented. There are no practice
teaching components in any of the
programs.

Policy Guidelines

A continuing issue concerning
education in Pakistan is the acute
shortage of adequately trained teach-
ers. It is estimated by the framers
of the new policy that implementation
of the reforms they have suggested
will require an additional 2,35C,000
elementary and secondary school
teachers and 3,000,000 adult and
continuing education instructors
during the next 8 years. The exist-
ing teacher education system has the
capacity to produce only 1,040,000
during this period. In order to
meet the expected demand, The Educa-
tion Poky proposed the following
actions:

Teacher education be introduced
as a subject of study at the secon-
dary, intermediate, and bachelor's
levels. Students who,pass this
subject on their Matriculation Certif-
icate, Intermediate Certificate, or
bachelor's degree examinations will
be eligible to teach in primary,
middle, and secondary schools respec-
tively without any further training.

It is anticipated that in the next 8
years an additional 75,000 teachers
will be added to the system Lnrough
this arrangement.

e The Government establish a
National Literacy Corps, drawing
personnel from both locally available
unemployed persons (such as retired
civil servants and exservicemen) and
university and college students who
are members of the National Service
Corps. 7 It is expected that another
75,000 teachers will be added to the
system through this program.

o An effort be made to recruit
more women into the teaching profes-
sion, especially at the primary school
level. It is hoped that the presence
of more women teachers at this level
will make Muslim parents less reluc-
tant to send their daughters to school.
In order to prepare women for such
positions, some of the existing normal
schools and teacher-training institutes
will be converted from men's schools
to women's. In addition, basic aca-
demic and training qualifications for
women will, when necessary, be relaxed
to insure that more women can enter
the system.

Specific actions be taken to
improve the prestige and financial
status of teachers. Among the most
important are (1) establishing a
liberal sabbatical leave policy that
will provide full pay for teachers
willing to undertake further training
within the country, (2) constructing
rent-free houses for teachers, and
(3) adjusting salaries to raise the
pay scale of teachers to the level
of their counterparts in other
Government services.
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\HIGHER EDUCATION

The Current System

There are currently eight univer-
sities in Pakistan--six offering
study in a broad range of fields and
two offering specialized studies.
The former include the University of
Baluchistan in Quetto, the University
of Islamabad in Rawalpindi, the Uni-
versity of Karachi in Karachi, the
University of the Panjab in Lahore,
the University of Peshawar in Pesha-
war, and the University of Sind in
Hyderabad. The specialized institu-
tions are the Agricultural Univer-
sity in Lyallpur and the University
of Engineering and Technology in
Lenore. The oldest, the University
of the Panjab, was founded in 1862.

In addition, there are 280 colleges
that have 2- and 4-year programs
leading to the bachelor's and mas-
ter's degrees respectively. Each

these institutions is affiliated
with a university which exercises
supervisory control over it. These
supervising universities set curric-
ular and personnel. standards, admin-
ister all examinations, and award
all degrees and diplomas for their
affiliates.

The nominal head of a university
is the chancellor who is the Govern-

/
or of a Province. The chief admin-
istrator, however, is the vice
chancellor, who is appointed by the
chancellor in all universities except
the University of Islamabad (where
he is appointed by the Central Govern-
ment). The vice chancellor presides
over the University Senate, composed
of the representatives from both the
faculty and the various prOfessions,
and chairs the smaller Executive
Council or Syndicate. The Senate
meets several times a year to discuss
major policy matters such as the
budget, while the Executive Council
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determines tuition, appoints faculty,
sets and administers examinations,
and handles the day-to-day adminis-
tratiVe chores.

The Central Government provides
the major portion of funding for
higher education, and, in recent
years, has been heavily involved in
internal university affairs. On
numerous occasions this involvement
has been viewed by students and
faculty as a threat to university
autonomy and some friction between
the Central Government and these
groups has resulted.

At present, the Pakistan system
of higher education enrolls only 2
percent of the appropriate age group
(18-21), a figure substantially
lower than that found for most other
countries in the region. Moreover,
as in the secondary and intermediate
stages, most students in higher edu-
cation institutions are enrolled in
programs in the arts (in the univer-
sities--80 percent; in the affiliated
colleges--60 percent).

To enter a university or one of
its affiliated colleges, a student
must possess an Intermediate Certifi-
cate. Only students who receive
First, Second, or high Third Class
grades on the grade 12 final examina-
tion leading to this certificate are
likely to be admitted. Admission to
the professional colleges and univer-
sity faculties. (such as those of
medicine and engineering) is more
selective, as many require applicants
to sit for competitive entrance
examinations.

The universities and colleges
offer programs leading to bachelor's
and master's degrees in the arts and
science fields. Generally, the B.A.
and B.Sc. degrees require 2 years of
course work, and the M.A. and M.Sc.,
an additional 2 years. To earn a
Ph.D., a student must complete
approximately 3 years of research
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and independent study in a specific
field beyond the master's degree.

Technical educat4.on at the uni-
versity level is offered in the two
specialized institutions previously
mentioned and in a number of tech-
nical and agriculthral colleges.
Similar degrees ars: offered in these
programs.

Policy Guidelines

The Education Poticy includes a

number of specific recommendations
aimed at increasing the effectiveness
of higher education and, at the same
time, extending opportunities for
higher study to a b1,-)ader segment of
the population. It also announces
several important reforms designed
to strengthen and expand higher tech-
nical studies and establishes a
national body to coordinate univer-
sity reform and development.

Quantitative expansion.--The new
policy calls for providing 100,000
additional places in higher education
institutions by 1980 in order to
increase the enrollment ratio at
this level to 3 percent. The speci-
fic steps proposed to achieve this
goal include the following:

New universities be established
in regions of the country where
currently none exists. Initial sites
will be Multan in the Panjab, Saidu
Sharif in the Northwest Frontier,
and Sukkur in Sind.

e A number of existing colleges
be converted into full-fledged uni-
versities beginning with Jamia
Islamia, in Bahawalpur.

The University of. Islamabad
add undergraduate (bachelor's-degree)
facilities.

Specialized colleges and the
Agricultural University at Lyallpur

expand their programs to include
courses in other subject fields.

Qualitative improvements.--To
produce the high level manpower
required for national development
and to foster greater national co-
hesion, certain qualitative improve-
ments will be introduced.

The new policy directs itself first
to eliminating imbalance in univer-
sity enrollments between the fields
of arts and of science. Restrictions
will be placed on enrollments in
faculties in the arts so that the
annual increase will not exceed 5
percent. On the other hand, faculties
in the sciences will be allowed to
increase their annual enrollments at
a rate of 10 percent each year. In
addition, programs in commerce and
home economics will accept 100 and
50 more students per year respectively.
In the affiliated colleges, enroll-
ments in technology aid science will
be expanded so that, by 1980, 40 per-
cent of the student body will be
studying in technical fields and 30
percent in the sciences. To provide
the necessary facilities for these
programs, science curriculums will
be developed in all colleges where
none currently exists and all tech-
nical and occupation courses will be
upgraded to bachelor's-degree status.

To make teaching and research
positions in the universities more
attractive, two special programs will
be initiated. "National Professor-
ships" will be instituted so-that the
most highly qualified scholarsand
scientists can continue their:work
as teachers and researchers at a
salary level that comparOs favorably
with the highest administrative
posts. Hopefully, this will reverse
the previous tendency for such
scholars and teachers to seek admin-
istrative positions in order to im-
prove their income. Moreover,
"National Research Fellowships" will
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be awarded to encourage outstanding
scholars and scientists to continue
their study and research efforts.
Universities and other institutions
of higher education will be granted
special funds so that they, in turn,
will be able to provide such indi-
viduals with the facilities they
need for their work.

Another major initiative outline
in The Education Paicy is establish-
ment of the University Grants Commis-
sion. The Commission's major fun-
ctions will be to coordinate the
programs and expansion of the univer-
sity system and thus eliminate dup-
lication and wastage; and to channel
Central Government funds to the various
institutions. Among its initial
tasks will be to determine, in con-
sultation with the staffs of the
various universities, the subjects of
specialization for the "Centers of
Excellenceto be established in the
universities (see discussion follow-
ing). More generally, it will serve
as a buffer between the Central
Government and the university admin-
istration, thus preserving institut-
ional autonomy.

For the same objective, the new
policy directs repeal of the Univer-
sity Ordinances, which have served
as the basis of much of the Central
Government's involvement in the
internal affairs of the universities.
These Ordinances will be replaced by
"enlightened and progressive legis-
lation that will democratize the
working of the universities and
ensure full participation by the
representatives of teachers, students
and parents in their affairs."

A number of other actions are
announced that are designed to fur-
ther qualitative improvements:

"Centers of Excellence" are
to be created in various universities
to develop a high level of special-
ization in certain scientific, tech-
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nical, and agricultural fields. These
Centers, whose cost will be borne by
the Central Government, will be open
on the basis of merit to gifted stu-
dents from parts of the country.

"Area Study Centers" and "Pakis-
tan Study Centers" will be established
in many of the institutions. The
former will concentrate on advanced
study and research on contemporary
societies, particularly those of
special national interest to Pakistan.
The latter will focus on the lan-
guages and _.literature of the different
regions of the country.

Undergraduate programs in all
institutions will include courses
designed to enable individuals from
one region to understand the language
and literature, social structure and
customs, attitudes and motivations
of people in other parts of the
country.

A National Institute of Pakis-
tan Studies will be established at
Islamabad University "for research
and post-graduate studies of the
language, literature and culture of
the people of Pakistan."

ADULT EDUCATION

Current System

Adult education programs in
Pakistan have addressed for the most
part the problem of illiteracy.
While many of these efforts have
been substantial, they have often
lacked a stable organizational base
and, therefore, have been unable to
generate the sustained programs
needed to have'an effective impact
on the target populations.

The most significant of these
attempts was initiated in the fifties
as part of the Central Government's
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Village Agricultural and Industrial
)rogram. Under its auspices, a
number of literacy schools, were
constructed in rural areas. They
were staffed with specially trained
teachers who utili%ed material pre-
pared with UNESCO assistance specif-
ically for adult illiterates. In
additiori, literacy programs have
been conducted in local mosques and
in traditional Islamic schools.

Although enrollment in such lit-
eracy PrograMs grew considerably in
the sixties, the overall illiteracy
rate in Pakistan increased from 86
to 90 percent since independence in
1947.

Policy Guidelines

The. Education PoZicy outlines a
new program more extensive in scope
than any past efforts. As before,
the major thrust of this effort will
be directed toward the rural popula-
tion, particularly rural women.
These centers will be staffed by
teachers specially trained in inten-
sive, short courses and by members
of the National Literacy Corps (see
the section on Teacher. Education).
By 1980, it is expected that 276,000
literacy centers will have been es-
tablished in schools, factories,
union council halls, and various
community centers throughout the
country, and that training will have
been provided to more than 11 million
illiterates.

A second major adult education
effort announced in the policy is a
continuing education program design-
ed to introduce individuals to the
new technology and skills needed in
their careers. Initially, priority
will be given to programs for fac-
tory workers, farmers, unemployed
youth, and rural women. Among these
the largest number of centers will
be established for women "seeking

to become better housewives by
equipping themselves with the arts
of reading the Holy Quran and with
skills such as sewing, knitting,
embroidery, child care, nutrition,
poultry keeping, etc."

The new policy indicates that the
Central Government expects both the
literacy and continuing education
programs to be supported to some
extent by local volunteers and by
private agencies. To encourage
such cooperation, moreover, the

Central Government will undertake a
nationwide "motivational campaign"
utilizing the mass media.

Finally, continuing education
opportunities will be offered on a
part-time basis in a People's Open
University. This institution ini-
tially will offer a program to enable
individuals to gain elementary school
teachers' credentials through a com-
bination of correspondence courses,
tutorials, seminars, workshops, and
television and radio programming.

OTHER REFORMS

Several additional important re-
forms outlined in The. Education Poe-
icy can be only briefly mentioned
here. First, extensive efforts will
be made to enhance the general Wel-
fare of students. The most important
of these include awarding a great
number of merit scholarships; grant-
ing interest-free loans to needy
students, especially those enrolled
in professional institutions; estab-
lishing book banks in universities
and colleges where texts can be bor-
rowed free for stipulated periods;
providing low-cost transportation
facilities and free medical checkups;
and improving and expanding special
education programs for the handi-

a,

capped;+.
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Second, a National Service Corps
will be created which all Intermediate
Certificate holders between the ages
17 and 23 will be encouraged to join
for a period of 1 year. In addition
to military training, the volunteers
will have an opportunity to work in
social action programs. Incentives
will include a monthly honorarium, a
uniform allowance, and preference
for admission to institutions of
higher education and for selection
for jobs in both the public and
private sectors.

CONCLUSION

The Education PotLcy is an ambi-
tious document, and may be viewed as
indicative of the aspirations of the
Government of Pakistan for dramatic
improvement in education opportunitu-
nities in Pakistan. The degree to
which specific reforms can be imple-
mented is a subject for further
observation and analysis. However,
President Zulfigar Ali Bhutto
recently pointed out in a press
conference that during his adminis-
tration he has been most pleased with
the implementation of the new policy.
An impressive beginning has at least
been made.

FOOTNOTES

1
Unless indicated otherwise in

a footnote, all quotations and sta-
tistics in this article may be found.
In: Government of Pakistan, Ministry
of Education. The Education Pot icy
1972-1980'. 1972.

2
The full text of this regula-

tion may be found in The Education
Poticy 1972-1980. pp. 43-45.
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3 A recent article points out
that "out of every 100 students that
enter Class I [grade 1] only 38 reach
Class V." Anthony Lobo, "Teach More,
Spend Less," Pain Stan Education
Review. 1972. p. 80. While this
data apparently represents the sit-
uation in the mid-sixties, there is
concern among many Pakistan educators'
that in more recent years the drop-
out rate has been even higher.

4 In a report published in the
Urdu daily, Jang, Nov. 12, 1972, it
was announced that the Provincial
Assembly of Sind had passed a res-
olution allowing both Urdu and Sindi
to be used in the schools at this
level.

5 Many of the intermediate
colleges and special comprehensive
schools now wholly or substantially
funded by the Central Government
will be designated schools for the
gifted and talented. Students will
be selected on the basis of merit
for these schools and will not be
required to pay any fees. The

eventual aim of the Government is
to establish at least one such
residential school in each district.

6
Personal communications with

Pakistan educational officials.

7 For a brief discussion of the
National Service Corps, see the
section on "Other Reforms."

8 At present less than 30 percent
of elementary teachers are women.

9 The Deve4pment o6. Education in
Pakistan. Government of Pakistan,

Ministry of Science and Research.
Islamabad: 1971. p..12.
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U.S. AND FRENCH EDUCATION: SOME

REFLECTIONS OF A FRENCH JOURNALIST

CLAUDE GAMB1E2 i4

the education edit-
oft o6 the Pani,sian
daLey Le Figa/to.

He ha, made two
pnoiceisisionat tnip

to the United
State's, one in Sep-
tembek 1971 az a
wanking ftepontek

with the pAmek
French Education

Minizten aeivien Guichand and the
othe,'L in Apnit. 1972 az a panticipant

in the Intennational Vizitanz pftognam
o6 the U.S. Depafttment o6 State. A
6enie4 a4 attic-Ea on hips impne/s6ion4
a6 Amenican education appeared in
liate 1972 i66uez o6 Le Figao_. M.

Gambiez *az az() written Guide Mane.
Votke En6ant a VEcae Matcnnette

erFliaine, and hoe the poisition

(16 Vice Pnaident with both the A660-
ciation de's Jounnatizte's Univenzit-
aine4 and the A66aciation Pne46 In-

lionmation jeunes6e.

When I returned in the beginning
of May from my second trip to the
United States, France Ti7as experi-
encing a kind of revolution in its
school life. Olivier Guichard, then
Minister of National Education, had
just decided that the weekly holiday
for French school children would
henceforth be on Wednesday and not,
as tradition had had it, on Thursday.

This somewhat minor happening
helped me to understand the essential
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difference between the American and
French systems of education. The Amer-
ican system is liberal and decentral-
ized and is founded on the principle
of local autonomy; ours is authoritar.-
ian and super-centralized to enable
it to respond to the fundamental
principle of the equality of all
French citizens, a principle which
has become dogmatized and reinforced
by many years of administrative prac-
tice.

In America--and I am convinced of
this because I saw examples of it
myself--so minor a problem would
have been resolved within an hour by
the administrative councils of the
individual schools or local school
boards. And very likely they would
have taken the initiative for such a
change in the first place. In France,
this would not be the case. In a
country where public education has
for many years been more highly devel-
oped than private education more
than 10 million pupils are enrolled
in public education and only 2 million
in private), such a decision would of
necessity take on a binding and na-
tional character.

To change the Thursday holiday,
not only had it been necessary to
have long consultations with parents
and teachers but also to have a full
debate on the subject by the Council
of Ministers in the presence of the
President of the Republic. This is
illustrative of the rigidity of our
educational system and of the dif-
ficulties which impede its evolution.
It is a result, very likely, of the
weight of cultural tradition in
Europe and especially in France.

Quite possibly, Americans will re-
act with surprise at the suggestion
that the French school children need
a day of rest in the middle of the
week. They should be told that this



is made necessary by the fact that
the students' academic programs are
overloaded--from 29 to 40 hours per
.-,sek plus homework, and this exces-
sive load is not relieved by such
indispensible activities as sports
and recreation. The French school
child, intellectually the most
"occupied" in the world, has as
much work in school as his parents
do at the office or factory. As a
young American who was attending
school in Paris once said to me,
"The eqcee is a prison:"

It was Montaigne who said, "It is
preferable to have a well-formed
head than a well-filled one" (Mieux
vain une tOte bier que bien
peeine), and in this, his native
land, our heads are brimming over!
From the 16th century on, we have
been content simply to repeat this
wise maxim without ever putting it
into effect, while nost of our
European neighbors and Anglo-Saxon
friends have been doing just the
opposite. No one is a prophet in
his own land.

The case of the Thursday holiday
represents also the "psychological
blocks" which slow down the pace of
our educational system's evolution.
Every effort that is made to loosen
the system somewhat, to give a cer-
tain autonomy to individual schools,
comes up against this obstacle.
Frenchmen do not like to change their
ways, and the new and the unknown are
a source.of anxiety and fear. And
above all, in their mind educational
autonomy would result in the abandon-
ment of certain principles to which
they are deeply committed: The guar-
anty of equality of instruction that.
all of our public institutions can
now offer since they must all reflect
the standards of a national model,
and the prestige and value that na-
tionally recognized diplomas give
throughout the country. A considerable

U.S. and French Education; Some
Reflections of a French Journalist

amount of time will have to pass be-
fore people's attitudes change.

I am aware of the fact, and it is
freely admitted, that in the United
States, too, there are comparable
blockages and the same uneasiness
face to face with what is new. But
the big difference is that this does
not stop the process of change. When
a modification of some kind is plan-
ned (be it related to curriculum,
methodological experimentatiOn, or
some more general aspect of school
life), it is discussed and a decision
is quickly made. Innovation is not
delayed by the3pecter of having the
whole scholastic system placed in
question should the desired goals not
be attained. The excitement, the rich-
ness, and the variety of American
educational experimentation bear elo-
quent witness to this fact.

There is another significant dif-.
ference. Decisions are made on a level
where those most directly affected
can be involved -as the Thursday holi-
day decision was not. Local autonomy
allows parents and teachers to work
effectively together toward a common
educational goal. Here, everything
comes "from on high" and is applied
administratively to the local situa-
tion for better or for worse. Only
private schools, which are less re-
stricted in their initiatives, have
the reas3nable possibility of organi-
zing themselves into true "education-
al communities". And even they must

follow the state curriculums since
their pupils must take state-con-
trolled examinations to obtain
official national diplomas.

The psychological blocks surface
again and quite seriously in the area
of technical education. As heir to a
long tradition of deep humanistic
culture, French education was intend-
ed for an elite. Despite the de 6aCto
democratization of the schools that
has been in progress since the 19th
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century, French education has not
been able to rid itself completely of
this orientation. The "classical"and
"modern" tracks of the upper secon-
dary school are still designed for
the children of middle class or
wealthy families, while the techni-
cal education absorbs large numbers
of the children from more modest
levels of society.

It is not without significance
that technical and academic education
are still physically separated. In

France, there are very few schools
that are truly "polyvalent" and
provide, as in America, both general
and vocational education. And there
has been very little experience with
the elective system, which is in
general usage on the other side of
the Atlantic.

These two kinds of education are
also kept quite distinct on the high-
er education level. While in the

.United States higher technical educa-
tion is offered at the university in
specialized institutes or colleges
after several yearS of general educa-
tion, in France itis offered in the
G/Landez Ecolez, which are highly
selective, typically French institu-
tions outside the university system.
In the scientific fields, the univer-
sity trains only professors and re-
searchers and has set up only a lim-
ited number of engineering institutes.
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On the middle levels cf education,
one must admit that our system still
represents a certain form of "educa-
tion by social class." Pierre
Billecocq, former Secrt_tary of State
for Education, expressed the situa-
tion rather accurately when he said,
"In the mind of most Frenchmen,
technical education is for other
people's children."Unfortunately, the
efforts he has made to promote tech-
nical education represented especial-
ly by the Orientation Laws* which he
had passed in 1971 to reform and
renew technical education, have not
yet borne fruit. Families have not
yet understood the advantages of
consciously choosing this kind of
education even though it offers
greater job opportunities than tra-
ditional education, whose "royal
ways" lead often to vocational dead
ends, despite their intrinsic value.

France--and its citizens--must
create a new technological humanism.
How it responds to this challenge
will determine, in the final analysis,
whether or not its education will
survive.

*Ed.See Raymond E. Wanner's "A French
Approach to Career Education," in the
section "wlucation for Career Develop-
ment."
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In the spring of 1970, the Ameri-
can ORT Federation asked the U. S.

Office of Education to make arrange-
ments for the visit of a team of ORT
officials from Israel interested in
the latest developments in vocational
and technical education. OE's Insti-
tute of International Studies, which
plans such visits for many foreign

educators, observed that this group
caused more initial puzzlement than
most. U. S. educators who received
the group frequently asked, "What is

ORT?" Such a reaction seems surpris-
ing and argues for broader dissemin-
ation of information about ORT,

because OFT is not only one of the

International Currents

largest vocational training organi-
zations in the world, but has been
operating long enough to have recent-
ly celebrated its 90th anniversary.

It all began in Russia in 1880,
when a Jewish industrialist peti-
tioned Czar Alexander II for permis-
sion to create a fund to aid those
Jews who were unable to qualify
for skilled employment. A circular
letter, sent out to thousands of
communities throughout the country,
brought in innumerable small dona-
tions,resulting in the establishment
of a fund td promote handicrafts,
industry, and agriculture among the
Jews. A charter of organizations was
eventually granted to the founders,
who used the funds to establish
schools, courses for 'apprentices,
and traveling workshops. The name
they gave this foundation,translated
into English many years later, became
"Organization for Rehabilitation
through Training.,l'or ORT.

During World War I, when hundreds
of thousands of Jews were uprooted
and lost their means of livelihood,
ORT began to offer assistance to the
displaced and the oppressed in the
program of "relief through work"
that was to play a central part in
its activities for several decades.

Refugees who already possessed skills
were placed in workshops, while
others were enrolled in crash train-

ing programs. Special instructors
and teachers were prepared, and pro-
fessional staff accompanied the
evacuees on the road and helped them
to resettle in new lands.

The movement continued to spread,
and a meeting of-representatives from
eight countries, held in Berlin in
1921,1ed to the establishment of the
World ORT Union, consisting of 54
affiliates in Eastern Europe, nine in
Western Europe, and one in the United
States. With support coming from
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concerned individuals and organiza-
tions in many countries, ORT under-

took a greatly expanded program of

vocational training, serving about
500,000 people between the two World
Wars.

In 1933 ORT's first programs were

established in Germany. Doctors,
lawyers, civil servants, and business-
men no longer permitted to engage in
their professions were trained in
occupations. that either were essen-
tial to the German economy and thus
might allow them to remain in

Germany, or could help to begin a
new life when they emigrated. During
the next decade, classes and work-
shops were set up in France, Canada,
the United States, Switzerland,
Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Uruguay,
Cuba, and even China. Many who were
unable to flee survived the purges
because of their participation in

ORT's activities.
When the war in Europe ended in

1945, veteran ORT workers were among
the first to enter areas that had
been under Nazi domination, coopera-
ting with the United National Relief
and Rehabilitation Agency (UNRRA)

and other agencies. By the end of
1947, they had established a network
of courses in all of the displaced
persons camps of Europe, with over
22,000 people enrolled in 50 pro-
grams. Because immigration opportu-
nities in many countries were limited
to persons possessing skills that

could contribute to development, the
ORT diploma, recognized by all

governments, became known as a "pass-

port to freedom."
In 1949,the largest ORT program

was located in Germany; today it is

in Israel. The network of secondary
schools and technical institutes
established in that country has been
a major factor in its rapid indus-

trial and technical development.
Many programs begun by ORT primarily
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to train displaced persons and

refugees have been'replaced by per-
manent ORT school systems in many
parts of the world. :Mile the orig-
inal emphasis was on adults and older
persons, the backbone of the program
is now the 3- and 4-year specialized
secondary vocational schools with
related courses in the sciences,
humanities, and cultural subjects.
Postsecondary technical institutes
and community colleges are also being
added. And these institutions are
keeping up with the times by introduc-
ing audiovisual aids including pro-
grammed instruction, television,

and computers.
This change over the years in the

philosophy of ORT programs towards
broader and more advanced training
was ably expressed at the 90th Anni-
versary Congress of ORT in Geneva in
1970, by the President of the World
ORT Union, Dr. William Haber:

The ORT idea was conceived in an age that has

vanished. It took root in the soil of necessity

and spread and grew as It found strength and men

and women who understood its mission....

... And when we in ORT speak of education, we

mean much more than vocational and techtical

training. We seek not to forget that man is

more, much more, than an element of manpower.

We seek to provide the rich culture which is the

byproduct of any good education, even when its

central focus is vocational and technical....

We have eliminated the image of ORT as schools

for the poor, who have no other place to go. The

new technology and the opportunities that are

linked to it are sciencebased, demanling a broad,

comprehemive fund of knowledge....

Nowhere is the implementation of
ORT's new philosophy more apparent
than in Israel. In 1969 an agreement
was signed with the Hebrew University
to set up an ORT Engineering School
on the Jerusalem campus that would
turn out both engineers and techni-



cians. At the same time, four addi-
tional postsecondary centers were

established in other parts of the
country. Also during the same year,
in Buenos Aires an ORT Computer
Science- Center was inaugurated --
the first in ORT and the first of
its kind in Latin America.

To produce the kinds of teachers
needed to carry out these programs
around the world, the Central ORT
Institute was established in 1949 at
Anieres, Switzerland. The first

experimental class of 62 young men
from 12 countries was graduated that
same year, ahl its members became
key instructors and administrators
in ORT programs. Today, after a
preparatory year at the Institute, a
future teacher technician may be
assigned to the Geneva Institute for
Higher Technical Studies, from which
he would graduate with a Swiss
diploma.

Successful in establishing schools
and in training teachers and techni-
cians, ORT has entered the area of
technical assistance. The Anieres
Institute has set up training pro-

grams for persons from countries in-
cluding Argentina, Brazil, Iran,

Ivory Coast, and Uruguay. A strong
emphasis is placed on teachers

developing their own teaching
materials and audiovisual aids from
inexpensive sources. Under contract
with the Agency for International
Development, the Institute has keen
the headquarters for briefing staff
members assigned to U.S. Government
projects in West Africa and has
offered training courses for the
Peace Corps.

ORT educators have not only as-
sisted agencies from other countries,

but have also sought exchange of

ideas with them concerning career

training. For instance, in November
1971, the American ORT Federation
asked OE's Institute of International

Organization for Rehabilitation Through
Training (ORT) A Worldwide Program

Studies to plan an itinerary for a
group of ORT educators and adminis-

trators from Switzerland, France, and
Iran. They concentrated orb programs
oriented towards career training,
including the career education model
in Hackensack, N.J. A statement from
the team's final report on the trip

contains some interesting observa-
tions on the contemporary scene:

Everywhere...the team came to understand the

true meaning of the expression to Iarmta young

man life. In the same way that a battleship

is armed to win through the most turbulent en

counters, these young people are truly 'armed?,

with the end that they will be able to overcome

all the difficulties they may meet in profession

al life. When it is remembered that within the

span of a mulls life he has to reorientate him

self at least three times, the importence of

career education, a concept which, happ.,1y, is

spreading more and more throughout the U.S.A.,

can be measured. Europe has been slower in

accepting it But this same mobility is a

positive factor in social and coon( c progress.

ORT has had experience with career
development in every major area,

beginning with training tor agri-
culture and the most basic trades and
moving on through skills training for
light and heavy industry to preparing
technicians and engineers.

One particularly notable aspect
of ORT programs is their adaptabil-
ity. ORT has continuously adjusted
its educational programs to the needs
both of the participants and of the
societies in which it has operated,
even during the most sudden and
extreme changes brought about by war
and disaster. ORT administrators
have conducted detailed surveys of
local economic and manpower needs
before setting up training programs.
Available local materials have been
utilized to the fullest extent
possible to avoid the high cost of
imported machinery and equipment.
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Also of significance is the cul-
tural content of ORT programs. While
imparting the necessary career skills
and providing a good general educa-

tional background, ORT has managed
to integrate groups of differing
cultural backgrounds into the eco-
nomic and social life of many coun-
tries without diluting the cultural
heritage of these groups. Many of

its students have come from condi-

tions of great poverty in urban
ghettos or isolated rural areas,

and the ORT schools have been like
a new world to them. Others have
come from different language back-
grounds, and they needed to be

taught the cultural and social
language of the country of which
they were to be a part.

Thus, over the years ORT has devel-
oped considerable expertise in prepar-
ing people to communicate and work
effectively in a new cultural environ-
ment. The exchange of ideas between
American educators and those working
with ORT programs might well be re-
ciprocal. From ORT's long experience
there is much to btu learned that is
pertinent to developing a career

dimension in edication in this coun-
try and around the world.

FOOTNOTES

1. Okt: 1880-1970. A report on the
90th Anniversary Congress of ORT in

Geneva, Nov. 14-18, 1970. pp. 31-38.
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2. Ammtca, vedmation Study

Mizzion. A :eport on the stud
mission sponsored by the Hebrew
Technical Institute, Nov.7-27, 1971.
p. 7.
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NOItS
ANA

COMMAS

MARY PROCTOR haA

been a wpm
ApeciatiAt in the
Inteknationat Ongan-
izationA Manch o6
the InAtitute
Intetnationat Stu-
dieA Aince 1970.
She neceived het
B.A. in intetna-
tionat netationis

6/19m the Univeuity
os CatiOnnia at Baketey, and took
2 yeas c),6 gtadUate study in joutnat-
izm at Ametican Univuoity. Het
iono6ezzionat pozitionis in the intek-
nationat netatioliA Aietd inctude:
Stati6 member 06 the Senate Foteign
Retation4 Committee, wtitek Son QRUL
nadio in New Yank, inPAmation o66i-
cek with UNESCO, and inteknationat
ticaison ApeciatiAt with the Mato time
Adminattation.

NOTE: Invitations to conferences, meetings, sem

inars, and workshops convened by such intergovern

mental organizations as OECD, OAS, and those in

the UN usually are extended to participating Gcv

ernment representatives and other selected officials

or experts. Information about such events may ue

obtained from the organizations' headquarters.

THE TOKYO CONFERENCE ON
ADULT EDUCATION

Ways in which adult education can
contribute to economic, social, and
cultural development in today's
world were the primary topics at the
Third International Conference on
Adult Education this summer in
Tokyo. The Conference, hosted jointly
by the Government of Japan and the

Japanese National Conunission
UNESCO, was the third in a seri of

UNESCO conferences on adult ut.o.(a-

tion that began in 1949 at Elsinore
and convened again in 1960 at Mon-
treal.

Over 300 conferees participated,
representing individual nations,
nongovernmental organizations, and
international organizations. The
conference reviewed 53 national re-
ports on adult education, examined
trends in adult educatio6 during the
last decade, and anticipated the
prospects for adult education as a
factor to improving the quality of
life in both developing and devel-
oped countries. The conference aimed
at identifying suitable ways of
developing, within the framework of
overall educational systems, adult
education that would prepare people
to meet changing situations through-
out their lives. In-depth working
sessions covered planning, adminis-
tration, and financing of adult
education; use of communication
media; coc-r.erative programs; and
mobilizat-ion and training of person-
nel.

In respom - to its experience at
the Confereitc the U.S. delegation
suggested that the United States un-
dertake extensive follow-up activi-
ties in reviewing the programs of
other nations and in effecting in-

tellectual cooperation and informa-
tion exchanges with other countries.

Delegates also suggested that UNESCO
give priority attention to adult
education, sponsor conferences at
more frequent intervals, and supple-
ment conferences with regional meet-
ings in which information, plans,
and research can be shared.

The Conference report is avail-
able from the United Nations Publi-
cations Sales Section (UNIPUB), Box
433, New York, N.Y. 10017. The
United States' report to the Confer-
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ence, Peupectiva o.6 Adutt Education
in the U.S. and a Pujection dm the
Futuhe (prepared by the U.S. Office
of Education in cooperation with the
Coalition of Adult Education Organ-
izations), is available fromfSuper-
intendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, Washington/

D.C. The price is per copy; the
catalog number is HE 5.213:13042.

MEETINGS ON RECURRENT EDUCATION

Recurrent education is the theme
of an international meeting to be
held from March 18 to 23, 1973, et
Georgetown University, Washington,
D.C. Convened under the joint spon-
sorship of the Center for Educa-
tional Research and Innovation (CERI)
and the Natioual Institute of Educa-
tion (NIE), the =inference will be
attended by educa:m.L._s from univer-

sity, industry, and government sectors
of Canada,. France, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, the United Kingdom,
the United States, :and Yugoslavia.

The meeting will focus on the
personal and economic aspects of
recurrent education--tentatively
defined for purposes of this meeting
as a modular system of education
that provides the facilities and
services required for a wider choice
in timing of education for workers
and that is aimed at reducing
unemployment and bringing about
greater economic stabilization.

Six sessions will explore recur-
rent education characteristics and
implications for the present educa-
tion system, educatiinnal objectives
and income policy, enlarging the
choices by supply changes, equity
through recurrent education, and
educational leave and sources of
funding.

Both CERI and the Education
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Committee of the Organization for

Econmic C
(OECD)

ing, nd mc

program-

-,ration and Development
-,,r1 examining, compar-
j recommendations for

recurrent education in
member countries. Recurrent educa-
tion was on the agendas of the fifth

session of CERI's Governing Board
(in Paris, November 27 to 28, 1972)
and of the seventh session of the
Education Committee (in Paris,

December 7 to 8, 1972). .

Further information concerning

the Georgetown University meeting
may be obtained by writing to.: Dr.

Selma J. Mushkin, Director, Public
Services Laboratory, Georgetown
University, Washington, D.C. 20007.

Information concerning the OECD.

session is available from: OECD,

Chateau de la Luette, 2, rue

AndrSe Pascal, 775, Paris 16e,

France.

CONFERENCE FUTURE
STRUCTURES OF E,.7ST-SECONDARY

EDUCATION

From June 26 to 29, 1973,the
Conference on Future Structures of
Eost-Secondary Education will be

convened by the Organization for

agonomic Cooperation and Development
';BCD) at its headquarters in Paris.

'.17_M is conference will bring together
-t-he results of past and ongoing work

one both by OECD'S Education

crnmittee and its Center for Educa-
t.Lonal Research and Innovation
(CERI). Agenda topics include

accessibility to studies and employ-
ment, the organizat4.nn of studies in

mass higher education, and the

planning and financing of mass

higher education.
Further information may be

obtained by writing to: OECD,Chateau
de la Muette, 2, -rue Andre Pascal,
F75, Paris 16e, France.



Note/5 and Commentz

THE CO-OPERATIVE EDUCATION
ABSTRACTING SERVICE

The Co-operative Educational

Abstracting Service (CEAS) of the

International Bureau of Education

(IBE) in Geneva provides substantial,

concise, and highly selective sum-

maries of documents concerned with

either educational policy, adminis-
tration; and legislation, or with

education research. These summaries
are intended primatily to serve the

member states of UNESCO and have

been of particular interest to edu-

cational documentation and research

center.
UNESCO launched CEAS as a pilot

project in 1968 to d.sseminate edu-

cational information. The project

was transferred to the IBE early in
1970 and placed on a regular basis

the following ear. Over 250 ely-

stracts have been issued on policy

documents representing selections

by more than 60 contributing coun
tries. Criteria for selecting doc-

uments for abstracting are profes-
sional authority, relevance to CEAS

topics, originality, regional or

international scope, recency, and

availability. A cumulative index

to abstracts issued since 1968 is

mafrrtained.
As a parallel activity, the :BE

Secretariat has pre ,T --red a set of

country education pr. .171 es as part

of the CEAS. The first set of 70
profiles has been issued- The entire
series of profiles is planned to

co.vr all member states in a 2-year
period, after which the information
will again be brought_up to date.

The collected profiles will con-
stitute a concise guide to national
education systems throughout the
world, helping to form a background
against which development trends
and innovations in education may be

viewed. Taken individually, the
profiles will provide points of ref-
erence fr,)m which to study the CEAS

national policy docu-
!ling to any particular

country. The three components of
each country education profile are
a descriptive text, essential sta-
tistics, and organizational dia-
grams. The text contains the fol-
lowing elements: General principles;
system of admstration, including
structure, organization, and plan-
ning; curriculums for the main cycles
of general education; and teacher

training content and requirements,

including inservice training.
A design is in the early stages

to extend CEAS into specialized areas
cf education 14r*.n.; to the UNESCO

:rogram. The firL such area will be

adult education. The 1972 Interna-

tional Conference on Adult Education
:held this past summer in Tokyo) af-
firmed the need and probable support
for such a service. This specializ-

ed service in adult education is

planned to be developed by an insti-
tution or nongovernmental body,

although integrated into CEAS (for

language, present- ion, format, and

possibly production and distribution).
Further information may be. obtained

from: International Bureau of Edu-

cation, Palais Willson, Geneva,
Switzerland..

INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY FOR
EDUCATIONAL LIAISON

The Inteknational akectmy ion
Educationat. Liaaon has recently

been published by the Overseas
Liaison Committee of the American
Council on Education. It contains
current information on more than 225
organizations dealing with education
in the developing world, universi-
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ties in the developing countries,
and embassies and consulates in the
United States and their visa
requirements.

The Dikectony is divided into
four sections. The International
section contains descriptions of
organizations with a multiregional
focus including donor Agencies,
foundations, and other non-Profit
organizations. For each organi-
zation, information is included on
funding, activities in the field of
education,and publications. A head-
quarters address to which further
inquiries may be directed is sc
listed. Geographical sections on=
Africa, Asia, and Latin America/
Caribbean include descriptions of
national and regional organizations
as well as major research institutes_
Universities located in each geo-
graphical region are listed by
country and information is furnished
on administrative personnel,
location, departments or faculties
of instruction,. and associated
research institutes. Each geograph-
ical section also lists embassies
and consulates with their addresses,
telephone numbers, and ambassadors'
names, as well as entry requirements
for U.S. nationals for each country.
A general index and an index of
acronyms have been compiled for tha
convenience of the reader.

The Overseas Liaison Committee
a working corrrFttee of the American.

Council on Education whose 21 member.
are selected from administrative,
research and teaching positions it
U. S. colleges and universities for
their specialized knowledge of sub-
jects related to OLC programs and

for their willingness to devote tip
to their design and execution. 4.
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Secretariat is maintained in
Washington,D.C. The OLC concentrates
r:n program activities concerned with
improving communication and linkages
between higher education in the
United States and developing
countries; cooperating with overseas
universities and associations of
universities in sponsoring discus-
sions on critical issues on higher
education and development; under-
taking special studies in collabo-
ration with scholars in developing
countries; and providing specialized
information an higher education in
developing countries to the American
aoad.ailic community and donor
agencies.

Copies of the 474-page Dit^r-DAy
may be obtained from: Public7t-i-ms

Division, American Council on ="i=i-ra-
tian, One Dupont Circle, Washil,.u-un,
D. C. 20036.

IBE'S COMPARATIVE
EDUCATION NEWSLETTER

Th+a:NeW4Stettelt. of the InternFtional

Bean_ of Education's Liaison-. Office
fzr Comparative Education, twz-issues
of which haveappearedto date tET.o- 1,
December 1971 and No.. 2, April 1972I,
as been continued as -the NemtZttn
06 the Moktd Counca oE] Compakataie
alimation Societim. 72b1. 1, No- 1
of this new publication:is dated.
NovelE7er 1972. The editor, Mrs.. .Anne
aamorl, is assisted by-the secretar-
ies of member societies, who .also
7.1TV'e as an Editorial Advisory Board.

Nail should be addressed to-the Sec-
reariat of the World Council.of
1,Aiftipacative Education Societ-ia,

Pslais Wilson, - 1211 Geneva 14,

GSA DC 73.11153
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